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INTRODUCTION 

One of the exciting aspects about studying the Scriptures is the 

discovery of immense significance in certain passages which previously 

seemed to say little. This is indeed true of Matthew 2, a passage made 

famous as a story by its mention four times of a "star 11 which was seen by 

the magi. Legend and fancy seem to have almost devoured this small group 

of verses due to the craving by many men throughout the centuries to dis

cover what the star of Bethlehem really was. Practically every conc.eiv

able natural and supernatural phenomenon has been suggested as a candi-

date for the star, and this process has continued to the present day, The 

' .. 
UJ. ;...1,;,;; ~::-:l 

entist alike. 

In this thesis an attempt will be made to discover the true identi-

ty of the star by a careful consideration of the requirements as set forth 

in Matthew 2. Most of the theories related to the star. a:re also considered. 

Before this is done• however, Chapter I gives some of the background to 

this account, dealing especially with the ma.gi and Herod the Great. In 

addition to this, there are .:1.lso three appendices: the first discusses 

the chronological problems related to Christ's da.te of birth, the ;:,econd 

is a word study of the Greek and Hebrew words for "star 11 as used in the 

Old and New Test&ments, and the third is a series of plates which may help 

to illustrate some of the astrological and astronomical interpretations of 

the star of Bethlehem. 
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CHAPTER I 

MATTHEW Thl'O, THE MAGI, AND HEROD 

Introduction to Matthew 2:1-15 

Hatthew's second chapter presenr.s a very beautiful st.o.:-y, not t.o be 

found in 'any of the other gospels. Here it is learned that (',entiles cam2 

to do obeisance to the infant King of the Jews. It is also learned here 

that Ylbile Jesus was a Nazarene {Natt. 2: 23), He was nevertheless born in 

Bethlehem Ephrathah in fulfillment of the Old Testament prophecy. It is 

because 0£ the unique content of this chapter that n~ny writers have at

temped to deny its historicity. 

One approach by such writers is to say that the writings in anti-

quity prove that the birth of a ruler was not linked to the appearance of 

a star; astral phenomena such as comets were considered an evil sig:l. Ac

cording to Gaechter, ancient leger..ds spoke only of mal'i£estations of light, 

a detail missing from Matthew's pericope. 1 Some recent writers, by pos

tulating a midrash genre for this passage, reduce the factual content of 

the incident to 2. historical nucleus which is not clearly defined. 2 In 

this view, ~lat thew 2: 1-12 is seen as a midrash dependent particularly o=i 

lp. Gaec..htcr, 11Die 1-iagierperikope, 11 Zeitschrift fiir Katholische 
Theolocie, XC (March, 196S), 257-95. 

2E. Galbiati, "Esegesi degli Evangeli festivi. 
Magi (l~esta dell' Epifania), 11 Bibliotheca Orientalis, 
20-29, 

L'Adorazione dci 
IV (January, 1962), 

J 
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Nllmbers 24:15-20.1 However, Gaechter says that the "star 11 in Numbers 24:17 

is clearly metapho1.·ical and that the account is indeed hist,.:n:ical: that. 

the pericope contains theological preoccupations is clear, but this theo

logizing is based on the hist·oricity of the events. 2 

Edersheim in the nineteenth century summarized his defense of Mat-

thew's historicity in this account by saying: 

Thus, we fail to perceive any historical basis for a legendary on .. gin 
of St. Matthew 1 s narrative, either in the Old Testament or, still le.ss, 
in Jewish tradition. And we are warrented in asking: If the account 
be not true, what rational explanation can be given of its origin, 
since its invention would never have occurred to any contemporary Jew?3 

The studies of the magi, Herod, and the -star itself in this thesis 

contain material which demonstrates the historical validity of the events 

recorded in this passage.4 

A study of the origin and religious background of the magi will be 

necessary for a proper understanding of this passage and the magi• s rela-

1unless otherwise indicated, all biblical references will be from 
the New American Standard Bible (hereafter N.A.S.V.). 

2Gaechter, "Die Magierperikope," pp. 257-95. 

3Alfrcd Edcrsheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the MeDsiah (2 vols.; 
3rd ed.; London: Lon--zmans, Green, and Co., 1886), I, 209. 

4The extent to which some rationalists go in order to show that the 
magi account is leger..d is surprising. Some relate its source to the voy
age to Italy made by Thiri•dates, king of Armenia, to pay his respects to 
Nero. llut the only similarity is that Thiridates brought magi with him 
who in this account m:e pictured unfavorably as masters of the occult arts. 
See Guiseppe Ricciotti, The Life of Christ, trans. by Alba I. Zizzarnia 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1944), p. 255. The story of 
the magi's visit tc Nero in A.D. 66 is found in Pliny Natural History 30.2, 
6, 17. See also Hugh Montefiore, Josephus and the New Testament (London: 
A. R. Mowbray & Co. Limited, 1960), p. 9. 



tionship to the star, 

, ' ' J µayoL ano avo:-roAWv 

4 . ' The m:1gi are first introduced in Nat.thew 2: 1: 1.0ou . ' , "\ .... 
The term o:no O:\la'tOr..wv is vague because it does 

not designate a specjfic country. Heading east from Palestine, one would 

encounter first the Syro-Arab1_an desert, then Mesopotamia (Babylon), and 

finally Persia. "In the Old Testament, all three of these regions were 

tl1:.signated as the East, even far-distant Persia (cf. Isa. 41:2, where ref

erence is made to the Persian Cyrus the Great). ul 

Th-ere is some question concerning the words cL6oµe:v yO:p alrtov 1'.0v &.a. 

-rEpa Ev ,:1) &vo:'tofl.ti in Hatt.hew 2:2. According to Lewis, 

The reading of the Sinai Palimpsest in Mt 22 , "For we have seen his 
star from the east," [suggests the following] ••.• 1-!ay not the words 
't\'i Ctva'tOA1i refer to the wise men, and not to the star? and should 
we not translate it, "For we, (being) in the east, have seen his star"?2 

Gundry disagrees with this view: 11The peculiar expression Ev 'tt) O:va'toA'tj 

(also v. Y) wnf'.t mean 'at its rising, 1 because it is unlikelv Mt. would 

change to the singular after using the plural for 'east' in verse 1 .• 113 

The question still remains, "What country did the! magi come from? 11 

' . .. , 
Arndt and Gingrich define T) aVO:"tOI\T) in its usage here as nrising of the 

sun, east, orient. 114 The three basic possibilities as mentioned above are 

Arabia, Babylon, and Persia. Arabia represents the most ancient and wide-

spread opinion becaur:e of' the nature of the gifts offered, and because of 

1llicciotti, Life of Christ, p. 250. 

2Agnes Smith Lewis, 11The Star of Bethlehem," The Expository Times, 
XIX (Decemb~r, 1907), 139. 

3Robert Horton Gundry, Th-= Use of the Old Testament in St. M-:itthe-...-'s 
Gospel (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967), p. 128. 

4william F. Arndt and F. 
of the New Testamt!nt (Chicago: 
p. 62. 

Wilbur Gingrich 7 A Greek-English 
The Universi t.y of Chicago Pn?s,,; • 

iRxicon 
j_':::157). 

• CV 
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~he nearness of Arabia and the similarity of languages. 1 Edersheim adds 

that some think of Arabia because of i.:ass2ges like Isaiah 8:l1 and Psalm 

72:10. 2 Others conclude that the magi came from Arabia because of the be

lief that the star did not precede, but accompanied Christ's birth and th~•.t 

the visit of the magi was on the twelfth day after the nativity. 3 If such 

were the case, Babylon or Persia would have been too distant. Prat gives 

another argument in favor of Arabia: 

Their name suggests Media or Persia. But it is not likely that Per-. 
sians, who spoke an Inda-European language quite different from Aramaic 
could have made themselves understood in Palestine, or that they coulG 
have found interpreters. Lacking clearer evide.r..ce, we should regard 
Arabia as the land of the Magi. 4 

The same author adds. that the prophecy of Baalim in Numbers 24:17 wou.ld 

more likely have been known by Arabians than by Persians or Medians. 5 

Chaldea or Babylon is suggested as a possibility for the magi 1s 

trclogers. In the Septuagint of Daniel, the Babylonian ashaphim (astrolo

gers) is translated eight times by µa'yoL . 6 

In spite of the above arguments for Arabia or Babylon, the most 

likely place of origin for the magi is .Per$ia. Delling and Arndt and Ging-

!Ferdinand Prat, Jesus Christ, trans, by John J. Heenan (2 vols.; 
Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1950), I, 490-91. 

2:&Iersheim, Life and Times, I, 204. 

3Rich.:ird C. Trench, 'lhe Star of the Wise ¥.en (New York: Lane and 
Scott, 1850), pp. 12-13. 

4Prat~ Jesus Christ, I, 97. 

5rbid., I, 99-100. 

6rbid., I, 490 . 

-
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rich relate µClyo1; to Persia as t.he original country of the magi (although 

men from other countries began to be labeled µ&yo I.. at a later time). 1 

Heroditus clearly s2.ys the magi were Persians: 11Deloces, then, 

i.mited the Median nation, and no other, and ruled it, -The Median tribes 

are these-the Busae, the Paretaceni, the Struchates, the Arizanti, the 

Buddi, the Magi: so many are their tribes, 112 The word translated 11tribes 11 

(yEvE.c£) may be used here in the sense of 11caste. u3 Morris also adds that 

the Si-Ngan tablet, the oldest Christian monument in Asia, speaks of the 

magi as Persians.4 

McNamara holds the unusual view that; the magi were Essenes. He 

says that Qum:ran documents (cf. 4Q Test; CD 7. 18-20; 1 QM 11. 5-7) show 

that prediction of the future was not uncommon in the Essene collll!l.unity, 

including speculation on the star of Jacob in Baalim 1 s oracle. McNamara 

further states that there was an interest among the Qumran monks in as

tronomical observations so that they would have been aware of th~ astral 

phenomena involved. 5 However, there is no real support for this hypothe

sis either historically or in Hatthew 1 s account. 

1be magi still existed for several centuries after Matthew's inci-

1G. Delling, 11µtlyo~, 11 Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 
IV, ed. by Gerhard Ki'ttel and trans. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (7 vols~Grand 
Rapids; \..in. B. EerdIIL;lns Publishing Company, 196 7), 356-59; Arndt a.."l.d Ging
rich, Lexicon, p. 486. 

2Heroditus 1. 101. 

3s. V. Mccasland, "Magi, 11 The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, 
III (1962), 222. See other relevant sections in Herotlitus: 1. 107, 120, 
132; 3. 65, 73, 79; 7. 19. 

41eon Morris, The Story of t:he Christ Chilti. (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1960), p. 114. 

5M. NcNarnara, "Were the Magi Essenes? 11 _Irish E"cclesiastical Record, 
CX (June, 1968), JDS-28. 
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dent. Mccasland relates that 11In the fourth century A.D. the Magi were in 

such a dominant position that they we~e able to instigate a deadly perse

cution of both Christians and Jews in Persia . 1 

According to Brown, the meaning of "magi 11 in the Old Median lan

guage (the Pehl vi word mag or mag) meant "priest. 11 He says that 11The Medes 

were divided into six tribes, one of which was the Magi, corresponding to 

the Levites among the Hebrews, the Druids among the Celts, and the Brah

mins among the Hindus. 112 

The magi, however, were not limited to persons of Persiari nationali

ty. This term came to indicate a profession rather than any particular 

citizenship or cultu·re, and in the popular mind they were no longer nec

essarily associated with Persia, 3 

Some extensive consideration must be made regarding the character 

of the magi, especially in view of the fact that they made a very long 

.journey to worship Israel's Messiah and because they evidently had some 

direct relationship with God (Matt. 2:12), In ancient times the magi were 

the reputed masters of learning. "Plato we know was anxious to visit the 

Orient and to study with the Magi, but the Persian war with Greece pre

vented him ... 4 The magian name was in its first sense a name of highest 

dignity and honor, but as it traveled westward it came to be applied in a 

secondary sense to all who cultivated secret and mysterious arcs, read the 

1McCasland, "!-!a.gi, 11 III, 222. 

2Handel IL Brown, tfoen Je:::ius Came (Grand Rapids: Wi115-am B. Eerd
t1ans Publishing Company, 1963), p. 142. 

~cCasland, "Magi," III, 222. 

4A. 
(New York: 

V, Williams Jackson; Zoroaster: The Prophet of Ancient Iran 
Columbia Uni vcrsity Press, 1898), p. 7. 
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' heavens, and so forth. Trench says that the magi in Matthew 2 were from 

the original and nobler stock of the magi.I 

Delling in a good discussion on the magi, divides the usage cf the 

word µciyo~nto Greek, Judaistic, and New Testament occurrences. Delling 

gives four definitions under the Greek usage, the most specific being 11a 

member of the Persian priestly caste. 11 More generally it is used of "the 

possessor and user of supernatural knowledge and ability . 11 The third de

finition is 11ll'.ag1.cian." Fourth, it is used figuratively of a 11deceiver" 

or a "seducer. 112 It is evident from Strabo and Heroditus that the magi 

had to be present to speak the sacred word~ at sacrifices, that they are 

the interpreters of special signs, and that they were rulers of a distinc

tive religion.3 The Jews were forbidden to learn or to have anything to 

do with the µ&yo l. • Delling says that µ&:yo,; in the New Testament is used 

of the 11possessor of special (secret) wisdom," especially conc.erniug the 

meaning of the course of the stars and its interconnection with world 

events.4 The only other use of this word outside the second chapter of 

Matthew in the New Testament is in Acts 13:6, 8 where it is translated 11ma

gician." In Acts 13 it describes Bar-Jesus, a Jewish false prophet. Re

l2ted words are also found in Acts 8:9-11 in connection with Simon the ma-

gician~ who is often ~alled 11Simon Magus. 11 

It can be seen from men like Bar-Jesus and Simon that many of the 

magi became engaged in the study of astrology, necromancy, and divination 

1Trench, §i_ar, p. 15. 

2Delling, "µciyos," IV, 356-9. 

3 st.rabo, 15. 3, 15; Herodj_tus 1. 132; 7. 37. 

4Delling, 11µd:yo,;," IV, 358 • 
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o}' reading goblets, with the result that p.&yo~ was finally applied to 

anyone l<.'110 devoted himself to the occult sciences . 1 Some became int~rpre

ters of dreams, fortune tellers, wizards, sorcers; in one word, Il'.agicians.2 · 

Some of the patristic writers· say that they were "ministers of idolotry, n 

that they were gathered in a "bond of wickedness," and that they were me:n 

who "falsify the works of God by • . deceitful trickery. 113 

, 
The Septuagint of Daniel 2:2, 10 uses µa:yo<;; to translate 9!5M ,-

11conjurer 11 or 11necromancer." There also seems to be some biblic,:;J. par::1.l

lel between :iiN. ("necromancer 11
), Beelzebub, Ocaµ6v1.ov, and µ&yo<;. "In 

other words, the scribes accuse Jesus {in Mark 3:22-30] of being a magus, 114 

Other relevant passages are: Nll?llbers 24:17; Psalm 68:29; 72:10; Isaiah 

49:7; 60:3, 10; Jeremiah 39:3; Daniel 2:2, 48. 

It must not be supposed that this bleak picture applies to all of 

the magi. It is cle.:!.r from Cicero, f~r instance, that some magi in Lhe 

Mediterranean area had established a sound reputation for both character 

an<! learning. 5 In addition, it will soon be seen that the Persian mag:i 

· evidently did not succumb to the sorcery and necromancy of other magia.n 

lPrat, Jesus Christ, I, 95. 

2James Mor:i.sQn, A •Practical Commentary ~_the Gospel according to 
St. Matthew (Bostou: N. J. Bartlett & Co., 188-4), p. 15. 

3Tertullian Of Idolatry 7. 9; Ignatius To the Ephesians 19; Hilary 
of Poitit:!.rs, Thz Trinitx_ 4. 38. See also David John l-!acLeo<l, "The Rela
tionship of Matthaw 1 s Second Chapter to the Argument of the· Book" (un
published Th.H. thesis, Dallas Theological Seminary, 1969), pp. 29-31. 

41,IcCasland, 11Hagi," III, 222. 

Scicero On Divination 1. 91. 

\ 

I -
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' S;roups. In the Matthew 2 account, there is not a word of blame applied to 

the magi, a fact which indicates that these men were not related to some 

of the degenerate groups which received the same name. But even if this 

were not the case, 

If they were addicted to divination, astrology, or other superstitions, 
as the learned were very generally in their days, it is not difficult 
for us to suppose that some of them, at least, should rise above these 
errors, and gain some glimpses of divine truth itself.! 

In order to understand the intellectual or religious background of 

the magi, two areas must be discussed. If the Matthew 2 l!lagi were Baby

lonians or Arabians, an understanding of their astrology is apropos. If 

they were Persians, the background of Zoroastrianiam is more relevant. 

Regarding first the area of astrology, it was 11universally believed that c.c, 

extraordinary events, especially the birth and death of great men, were 

he£alded by appearatices of stars, and still more of comets, or by conjw.1c

tions of the heavenly bcdies. 112 Everything on earth is but a reflex of 

what takes place in the heavens. 

In order, therefore, to forecast the future one must first find out the 
will of the gods, which evidences itself in the movement of the stars. 
Furthermore, different parts of the earth correspond to certain regions 
of the heavens. The North corresponds to Akkad, or Babylonia; the South, 
to Elam; the West, to the "Westland," which comprised a part of Syria, 
Phoenicia, and Palestine; the Bast, to A~syria ••.. The sun and the 
moon represented the king; and since the sun is but seldom visible in 
the heavens togeth'<=r with the stars, Saturn becomes his representative. 
Jupiter also was considered a royal star.3 

l'I'lleodore Appel, "The Star of the East," Bibliotheca Sacra, XXXV 
(January, 1878), 154. 

2ctmningham Geikie, The Life and Words of Christ (2 vols.; New York.: 
D. Appleton and Company, 1880), I, 144-45. Also ccmpare Suetoni.us on the 
death of Caesar (Caesa1:·, 38) and Josephus on the fall of Jerusalem (The 
Jewish War 6. 5 3) . 

3william I:iotz • 11The Star of Bethlehem and the Magi, 11 Bibliotheca 
Sacra, LXXIII (September, 1916), 541-42. 

.,,, .. 
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These astrologers divided the sky into different regions which controled 

parts of the earth, different races, and parts of the body. Johnson adds: 

The influence of the regions was supposed to be determined partly by 
the arrangement within them of the seven a·ncient planets: Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the sun and the moon. These seven 
objects move about among the apparently fixed stars, and any unusual 
arrangement of them was supposed to portend some unusual event.I 

It can be seen from the above that if the magi are held to have been such 

astrologers, those who believe that the star of Bethlehem was the Jupiter

Saturn co.njunction of 7 B.C. can derive considerable astrological support 

for their view. 

Since it is more likely that the magi of Matthew 2 were Persians, 

some salient features of Zoroastrianism should be mentioned. According 

to Jackson, 

To the writers of Greece and Rome he [Zoroaster] was the arch-repre
se.1L,.;.Li..-e Df th~ Nag,i • •• he. W,iS rcga::dcd a.:; .:. gre.i~ :=.:.gc .1.~d ;::::: ~ 
prophet whose name was synonymous wi.r.n Persian w'isdom, or as -ci1e 
fo•J.nder of the Magian priesthood who are sometimes said to be his 
pupils and followers . . . . The Pahlavi Din.kart regards the I Avesta 
and Zand 1 as the sacred writings of the }lagian Priests. 2 

11~1hen Darius introduced the cult of Zoroaster, and when the new worship 

of l'dthra came into vogue, the Magi still remained the priestly caste. 113 

They worshipped one supreme divinity, and there were no altars or statues 

Israel ] in their temples. The Persians sympathized with the hatred which 

felt for idolatry.4 

1 -R. I. Johnson, "What Was the Star of Bethlehem?" Christianity To-
day, December 18, 1964, p. 280. 

2Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 6-7. 

3rrat, Jesus Christ, I, 95. 

4ec.nstant Fouard, The Christ the Son of God •. trans. by George F, X. 
Griffith (2 vols.; 11th ed.; l,Qndon: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1890), I, 
62-63. 

, 
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. .' Zoroastrianism recognized two principles, or creators, in opposi-

tion to the monism of India. These were the principle of light and dark

ness, of good and evil, which are in continual conflict. In the end the 

principle of light will gain the triumph over the principle of darkness. 

There will be a general resurrection, a judgment day, and a final separa

tion. The principle of good is called Ahura-Mazda (1'the Wise Lord"), and 

is also known as Aouramazda or Onnuzd. The spirit of evil as the worker 

of death ~s called Amra-Mainyu, aad is otherwise known as Angromainyous or 

Ahriman. Before the final victory of Ormuzd, Ahriman will rally, but a 

Savior, Sosiosh, will be sent as a prophet and deliverer who will bring 

victory, heal the world of its disorders, and reign a thousand years. 

Sosiosh or Savior was to be born of a virgin in a supernatural way. 

This I 
In the 

olde.st parts of the Avesta (the ~athas) the idea of a coming saushyan t or 

1'ilelper' is present.eri, and iL i::; saio tual a dc::;c~nU.1:mt: oi L.u1:ua:;Lta knu\·/11 

as Astvat-ereta who will be "truth incarnate" will come. This has led to 

the belief that Zoroaster had prophesied the Hebrew ~1essiah. 1 

Historically, therefore, it is entirely p:i:-obab~ that toward the be
ginning of the Christian Era the knowle.dge of the Jewish expectation of 
a Hessia.s-King was common among the magi in Persia, that this foreign 
expectation became identified with the Persian expectation of a saush
yant, or "helper," and that some of them were interested in one way or 
another in the appearance of this great personage. 2 

It can be seen how the Persian magi could be brought to a knowledge 

true H2ssiah, especially if aided by a knowledge of Judaism. 

of the] 

1Ricciotti, Life of Christ, pp. 250-52. Compare also R. C. Zaehner, 
The Dawn and Twilight of Zoroastri,mism (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 
1961), pp. 58-59. 

2Ri.cciotti, Life of Christ, p. 252. 
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.-' Another important consideration must be made at this point, that 

of the Messianic expectation of the day. TI1e fact that so many were ex

pecting a Messiah to come made it more likely for men like the magi to 

look and listen for signs. Tacitus, in his account of the fall of Jeru

salem under Titus records the following: " ... the majority firmly }?e

lieved that their ancient priestly writings contained the prophecy that 

this was the very time when the East should grow strong and that men start

ing from Judea should posses$ the world. 111 A similar statement is to be 

found in Seutonius: "There had spread over all the Orient an old and es

tablished belief, that it was fated at that time for men coming from Ju

daea to rule the world. 112 Tacitus speaks of the general conviction of the 

Jews that the East should revive and that men from Jude3 should rule the 

world. Suetonius evidently derives this from the same source as Tacitus, 

. but poini;s ouc: 1od1at. was in rns opinion tile rea.i meaning 01. Lh~ 
prophecy, viz. that one coming from Judea, to wit Vespasian? shou~d 
obtain the empire of the world. This was an explanation after the 
event of a prediction which had been current in the East before the 
event. 3 

1Tacitus Histories 5. 13. 

2seutonius The Deified Vespasian 4. 5. An account similar to Taci
tus and Seutonius is found in Josepl-.us: "But what more than all else in
cited them to the "-'ar was an ambiguous oracle, likewise: found in their sa
cred scriptures, to the effect that at that time one from their country 
would become ruler of the world. This they understood to mean someone of 
their own race, and many of their wise men went astray in their interpre
tation of it. The oracle, however, in reality signified the sovereignty 
of Vespasian, who was proclaimed E.mperor on .Jewish soil 11 (Josephus War 
6. 5. 4). 

3w. H. Ramsay, The Bearing of Recent Discovery on the Trustwor.th:i.
ness of the Ne,;.--Testament (4th ed.; London: Hodder and Stoughton Limited, 
1920), p. ll.6. Ramsay also says that the belief that only the coming of 
God Himself could save the world prompted the Fourth Ecologue of Virgil, 
and that it is seen in the Second Ode of Horace (p. 145). Virgil viewed 
the reign of Augustus as the beginning of a "glorious age." 
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Montefiore modifies this by saying: 

There is also evidence of a widely disseminated belief that a world ru
ler would appear in the East, although in extant writings this belief 
cannot be shown to have been current until about A.D. 70. But it is 
not impossible that such a belief was held by Jews earlier than this .1 

There is no doubt, at least, that Messianic expectations took other forms 

in literature prior to A.D. 70. Some sources for this, apart from Jewish 

literature from Daniel to Christ, include: the Book of Enoch, the Jewish 

Sibylline books, the Psalter of Solomon, the Ascension of Moses, the As

cension of Isaiah, 4 Esdras, the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan, the Apo

calypse of Baruch, and the Talmud in the post-Christian era. Some. of this 

literature could have spread to other countries, especially in view of the 

number of foreign visitors who attended the feasts in Jerusalem. Another 

revealing sign of the times is the fact that 11 
••• at the death of Herod 

three false Messiahs arose aL c1.lmust t.he same time. iiZ r,.-.es<: were Juda.s 

the Galilean, a former slave of Herod, and Athrongeus. Josephus stateS 

that all three aspired to the throne of Judea and had assumed crowns. 3 

Al.so, Bar-Kokhba, 11Son of the Star, 11 took his name from the Numbers 24:17 

passage. He was the leader of the last insurrection of Jewish patriots. 4 

1Montefiore, Josephus, p. 11. 

2Prat, Jesus Christ, I, 99. 

3Josephus Antiquities of the Jews 17. 10. 4-8 and War 2. 4. 1-3. 

4Regarding NtZ!lbers 24:17, Geikie relates that according to the Pe-
shitta Sotarta, 11A star will rise in the east which is the star of the
Messiah, an.a Will remain in the east fifteen days" (Geikie 1 'l'he Life, I, 
148-49). Related to this Messianic expectation, Lange tells of an unusual 
event. It is said that Buddhist missionaries traveling to China met Chi
nese sages going to seek the Messiah about the year 33 A.D. (John Peter 
Lange, The Life of the Lord Jesus Christ, ed. by Marcus Dods, trans. by 
Sophia Taylor and. J, E. Ryland (2 vols.; Edlnbur&h: T. I';,. T. Clark, 1864], 
I, 305). 

\ 
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/ In connection with the magi Ramsay says: 

They are remembered in history and chronicled by Matthew, not as wit
nesses to, or believers in, the true character of Christ, but as fur
nishing by their journey the evidence that the stored wisdom of the 
world was prepared for the birth of Jesus at this time, and ready to 
accept Him .when He came according to their conception of His mission. 1 

However, there is really no evidence to hold that the magi had a wrong 

conception of Christ in their mission. 

At this point, a few other matters in regard to the magi should be 

discussed, including popular inaccuracies, apocryphal stories, and the 

gi£ts they offered. From Matthew ·2:2 it is clear that the magi were truly 

strangers and unaware of the political conditions in Jerusalem. It is lID.-

likely that they knew about the deceitful character of Herod. As to the 

time when they came with respect to Christ's birth, this will be discussed 

later, but it can be said here that 11
• • • 'when Jesus was born 1 does net 

mean right: on t.he day of the eve.nc. lt indicates loosely dua! gent:r:a.i.. pe

riod. 112 

Many Christmas cards picture the shepherds with the star of Beth

lehem in the sky, even though the shepherds never saw this star. "We see 

pictures of t:.he shepherds and the Wise Men visiting the Christ-child to

gether, although they never did so. 113 Another popular inaccuracy is the 

idea that the magi worshipped the Child as He lay in the manger, though 

the text says He was in a house. We are also taught that there we.re three 

of them, that they were kings, and that we know their names. 

lRamsay, Bearing, p. 147. 

2Morris, The Story, p. 114. 

3Johnson, "Star," p, 279. 

I 

I 

l 
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, .. It is evident from Matthew's account that only the magi saw the star. 

Herod did not even hear of it (cf. Ma~t. 2:7). It may be concluded, then, 

that the star was not a spectacu1ar object in the sky for all to see. 1 

Trench notes several interesting parallels between the shepherds in 

Luke 2:8-18 and the magi in the Matthew account. The shepherds are the 

first-fruits of the Jewish nation doing homage to their own king, while 

the magi are the first-fruits of the heathen world doing homage to the 

king of all. The shepherds were guided by an angel; the magi by a star. 

The shepherds were guided by revelation, which was familiar to them; the 

magi by nature, which was familiar to them. 2 

With regard to their number, Catholic writers (because of tradition) 

hold that there were three, and that there was a large retinue of servants 

with them so that they formed an imposing caravan. 3 The only real evidence 

from Psalm 72:10; Isaiah 49:7; 60:3, 10 that they must have been kings any 

stronger. 4 

There are many apocryphal stories related to the magi, but the na

ture of only a few may be outlined here. The Arabic Gospel of the Infancy 

and some church writers say that Zoroaster predicte.d that the magi would 

come from the East. The claim is that he taught the Persians in the time 

rian 
491. 

l Ibid. 

2Trench, Star, pp. 26-28. 

3Appel, 11The Star, 11 p. 156. 

4"" 
names 

to their "names," a good list 
from different sources may be 

of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and Sy
found in Prat, Jesus Christ, I, 
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of Carobyses concerning the manifestation of Christ and connnanded them to 

offer him gifts when he appeared.I Other stories say that Zciroaster pre

dicted that when Jesus was born a star would appear which would shine in 

the daytime, and in its midst would be the figure of a virgin. 2 Others 

trace the gifts from Adam to the magi. Some said there were twelve of 

them, and that the star appeared to them in the form of a little child 

over whom was the sign of a cross. 3 There are many Persian narratives 

which are closely parallel to the Matthew account, evidently a result of 

Olristian influence. 4 

A few writers have drawn a parallel.between Matthew 2:1-12 and 1 

Kings 10: 1-13~ saying that in several ways, as the magi were to Jesus, so 

the Queen of Sheba was to Solomon. In both a star beckons (cf. the mid

rash on Solomon and Sheba in the Targum Sheni) , in both there are 11hard 

questions, 11 in both there is an acknowledgement of royalty and a pres en ta-

!James DeQuincey Donehoo, The Apocryphal and Legendary Life of 
Christ (New York: Hodder & Stoughton, 1903), pp. 63-76. 

2rbid., p. 64. 

3Ibid., p. 65. 

4Prat (Jesus Christ, I, 493) records what the scriptura inscripta 
nomine Seth says about the 11'.agi: "Twelve. learned astrologers, called Y.tagi 
in the tongue of thaf·country, were wont every year to climb a mountain to 
watch for the star which was expected to appear. Finally 1 it appeared 
coming down from that ~IDunt of Victory in the form of a little child sur
mounted by an image of the Cross. It spoke to them, gave them instructions, 
and commanded them to go to Judea. When they set out, the star accom
panied them for two years, and they lacked neither food nor drink, 1 And 
after the Resurrection of Christ, Thomas went to find the Magi, baptized 
them, and made them his fellow workers." At any rate, a fascinating story! 

I 

, 
.,/ 
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tion of gifts. 1 

Concerning the gifts offered by the magi, much has been written from \ 

an interpretive standpoint. Some have argued from their nature that the 

magi came from Arabia, but this reasoning is weak because these gifts were 

common in other countries as well. ~ was always esteemed by the .fan

cients. It was seen as a giver of life and a defier of death by the Egyp

tians. Frankincense was the resinous exudate of trees in the terebinth 

family found in abundance in Southwest Arabia, Abyssinia, and India. 

Though it was acrid to the taste, it was quite pleasant to smell. It was 

used in worship (Exod. 30:34; Lev. 6:15; 24:7). 2 Myrr~ was also a resinous 

exudate, coming from either the commiphora myrrh tree or the commip!i.ora 

beta£ tree. It was used for holy annointing oil (Exod. 30:23-33) and as 

a cosmetic. It was aromatic and was part of a drug offered Christ on Cal-

vary (Mark 15:23) and was a spice used at His burial (John 19:39).3 

.• the Christian church has from ancient ti~es seen in these gifts 
a special significance: 1 gold, as to the King; frankincense, as to 
God; myrrh, as to a Savior destined to die 1

; or: myrrh for repentence, 
gOld for faith, and incense for prayer. 4 

1J. Edgar Bruns, "The Magi Episode in Matthew 2, 11 The Catholi,c Bib
lical Quarterly, XXIII (January, 1961), 52-53, To Bruns, the only real 
difference is that Sheba was from the South while the magi were from the 
East. 

K. Harrison, nFrankincense," The New Bible Dictionary (1962), 

3R. K. Harrison, 11Myrrh, 11 The New Bible Dictionary (1962), p. 856. 
,_.See also MacLeod, 11The Relationship," p. 48. 

> 4Adam Fabling, The Life of Christ (2nd. ed.; St. Louis: Concordia 
7
~blishing House, 1936), p. 114. See also William Barclay, Tiie Gospel of 

"tthew (2 vols.; Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1956), I, 23. Be
use of the idea of myrrh for Ham, one of the magi was regartled as an 

opian and was customarily painted bl..:::-1.ck. Trench also rP-lates that sot11e 
_ e seen in the magi the representative~ cot of the Gentiles, hut cf the 

tribes: Trench, Star, p. 30. 
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' 'there is really no need to interpret these gifts in such mystical ways, 

though the gifts conceivably may have had some symbolic value. Frankin

cense and myrrh were rare and precious oils which were much in demand. 

"The Wise Men gave the Cl?rist · Child of their very best. ul 

For purposes of completion, a few notes of a 11hom:i.letical" natl,lre 

should be added here. In his description of the nd.ssion of the magi, Mac

Leod says: 

The worship of the King by the Magi demonstrates a higher concep
tion of Messiah than that held by the orthodox Judaism of the day. 
The Rabbis at this time had failed to harmonize the two views of the 
Old Testament, that of a glorious King and of a suffering servant. 2 

Another contrast between the Jews of the time and the magi is the finding 

of Christ by the magi and the failure of the Jews to find Him. The Jews 

had so many helps while the magi had so few. 

i.h;w llLLlc is ::;ufficleat: i.o Ure:.;, Ul1:;t-1u;:;..!d a11U l..1t::lli::vlug hea1·L;:. Lu C:,fi.:,t., 
how much is insuffl.cient to ctraw them that a-re otherwise. l'-rophets 
speak and accomplish nothing in these: the beckoning of a silent star 
is effectual with those. 3 

l'he fact that the star did not reappear until they were in Palestine has 

· led Morison to observe. that 11For the greater part of their way to the Holy 

Land they had to walk by faith, not by sight. 114 

This section on the magi may be concluded by a statement by H'Neile: 

He {Christ] was revealed to the humble and ignorant first, then to the I 
honourable and learned; to the poor first, and then to the rich; to the 
West first, and then to the East. He was revealed to the astrologers 

lMorris, The Story, p. 122. 

2MacLeod, "The Relationship, 11 p. 4 7. 

3Trench, Star, p. 62. 

4Marison, Commentary, p. 18. 
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by a method suited to their understanding. And their object in coming 
to Jesus was not personal advantage but solely to give him homage.I 

Herod 

Since Herod plays an active part in this account, pertinent facts 

about his background and character will be discussed here. Herod the 

Great, the son of Antipater II> was an Idumean and the procurator of Ju

dea (appointed by Julius Caesar). He was born in 73 B.C. and died in the. 

spring of• Li B.C. (see Appendix A). Herod I became governor of Galilee at 

age twenty-five, and was made a tetrarch by &-,.tony in 42 B.C. Two years 

later he was proclaimed (de jure) king of the Jews. He became king de 

facto in 37 B.C. when he captured Jerusalem. His reign may be divided in

to three periods of: consolidation (37-25 B.C.), prosperity (25-13 B.C.), 

and domestic trouble (13-4 B.C.). 

The fact that Herod had ten wives and at least ten sons meant an 

inevitable striving for power and a struggle over the issue of who would 

accede the throne. This family turmoil began to grow as Herod increased 

. 
· in years. "Herod would have died a happier man and left a less lurid mem-

ory behind him had his life been shortened by ten years. During the last 

decade of his reign his powers were failing. n2 

The account in Matthew 2: 7, 8 says that 11Herod secretly called the 

magi.
11 11

The pri..rate nature of the meeting was either because he wanted to 

avoid arousing the populace, or else he was suspicious of the religious 

lA. ll. M1 Neile, The Gospel According to S. Matthew (London: Mac
llli.llan & Co., Ltd., 1915), p. 22. 

2A. M. H. Jones, The Herods of Judea (Oxford: At the Clarendon 
Press, 1938), p. 111. 

/ 
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aUthorities. 111 Herod dispatched the magi in a surreptitious manner with 

no guides or escort 11in order that no .one, either at Jerusalem or at Beth

lehem or among the retinue of the Magi, might suspect his intentions and 

rob him of his Victim. 112 There is no hint that the magi discerned any-

thing of Herod's motives. It took a divine vision later on to prevent 

them from retur.ning to Herod. 

Regarding Herod 1 s character, he was almost insanely suspicious in 

his old age, and was regarded as a murderous person. He quickly elimi

nated any suspected rival to his power. He murdered his wife Mariamne and 

her mother Alexandra, in addition to his eldest son, Antipater, and two 

other sons, Alexande-r and Aristobulus. Josephus records his treacherous 

action when he was close to death: 

• when he was about to leave this world, he took care to leave the 

a,.,.d gave oraers i:o cio away w.l.tii onl:! rnt:moer or eaci.1 iwu~dwl:1 ~ ct-iLuuugi:1 
they had done nothing wrong or offended him in any way . , . -

Mention cannot be made of Herod's character without referring to Augustus 1 

famous witticism that he would rather be Herod's hog than his son (an allu-

lMacLeod, "The Relationship," p. 42. 

2Fouard, The Christ, I, 66, 

3Josephus Anti.qui.ties 17. 6. 6. Compare also Josephus _Antiquities 
15. 10. 4; 16. 11. 4; 17. 2. 4. Barclay, The Gospel, I, p. 20 describes 
a modified version of this massacre. On a previous occasion Herod accused 
over three hu."1.dred of his officer_s and servants for disaffection. See al
so Ethelbert Stauffer, Jesus and His Story, trans. by Richard and Clara 
Winston (New York: Alfred A- Knopf, 1960), pp. 37-39 for ari excellent ac
count of the various atrocities which Herod perpetrated. Stauffer's book 
also records the account from Seutonius~ Augustus, 94 concerning the theme 
of the peril and miraculous deliverance of infants v.-ho later became great 
men. Remote parallels have been drawn between Seutonius' account and 
Matthew 2~ 
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slon to the Jewish abstinence from swine's flesh). 1 

A. M. H. Jones makes a good summary of Herod's relationship to the 

Jews when he says: "Herod was in the eyes of his people the chosen instru-j 

ment of God to chastise them for their sins, and God would not suffer him 

to die before he had fulfilled his allotted task. 112 

An understanding of Herod, as just seen, renders more credible the 

accoW1t of the massacre of the children of Bethlehem in Matthew 2:13-18. 

A massacre of this kind is in keeping with what is known from other 
sources about the behavior and character of Herod the Great, especially 
in his last years, when he was sufferin~ from advanced arterio-schlero
sis and subject to murderous outbursts. 

Nor is it surprising that this incident is·not directly recorded by Jose

phus. "The fact that this massacre is not mentioned by Josephus has no 

bearing on its authenticity. Josephus had bigger and better atrocity sto-

ri.f"..S to '::'::'('Ord ~bout P.erod. 114 Si~ce Bethlch~n: ~::::.:::: .'.'.!. :::n:.11 J t~~s'l"! (~.f. M"i.-

cab 5 :2), it seems reasonable to estimate the number of infants who were 

killed in a range of ten to twenty-five (a small number, considering that 

early writers estimated figures in the thousands). 5 Though not directly 

lMicrobius Saturn 2. 4. This was a "still more pointed :::=arcasm if, 
as some suppose, it was pronounced in Greek and with a play upon the like-

• ' 6 ness of the words denoting hog (U~) and~ (UL~)." Joseph Addison Alex-
ander, The Gospel According to Hatthew (New York: Charles Scribner, 1861), 
p. 37. •~ 

2Jones, Herods, p. 155. 

3Montefiore, Josephus, p, 15, See also Stewart Perowne, The Life 
and Tirnes of Herod the Great (London: Hodder and Staughton, 1956), p, 
172 for a similar evaluation. For a clear explanation of Herod's diseased 
condition at the end of Iris life, see Perowne, p. 186. 

4Montefiore, Josephus, p. 16. 

5Edersheim, Life and Times, I, 214; F. W. Farrar, The Rerods (New 
York: E. R. Herrick & Company~-1899), p. 154. 

f 
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recorded by Josephus, Farrar says that Josephus alludes to this incident 

in Antiquities, 16. 11. 7, 8; 17. 2. 4. He also says that Macrobius (Sa

turn. 2~ 4) may involve some confused echoes of the event. 1 Finally, the 

following statement from Josephus has been thought to apply to Matthew 2: 

One of the sacred scribes--persons of considerable skill in accurately 
predicting the future--announced to the king that there would be born 
to the Israelites, at that time, one who would abase the sovereignty of 
the Egyptians and exalt the Israelites, were he reared to manhood, and 
would surpass all men i_n virtue and win everlasting renown. Alarmed 
thereat, the king, on the sage 1 s advice, ordered that every male child 
born tp the Israelites should be destroyed by being cast into the river. 2 

A Brief Commentary on Matthe.v 2: 1-15 

' ' J - J Concerning Matthew 2:1-2, the terms ano a:vo:-roA.wv and E.V 'tl) 

6:va"toAl} have already been discussed. Regarding the latter term, the magi 

are referring to the rising of the star, and not to the que~ter in which 

they za,:,.• it. 3 Pentec.ost corn.pares the ?:'e""-•el2ti0n ~-~hi-'.!h the !!'~gi ~':!.~-~ ••!hi]_,:, 

they were in the East to Abraham's revelation in Ur (also in the East) 

found in Genesis 12. 4 This will be mentioned again when the nature of the 

lFarrar, Herods, p. 154 (note). Again coffipare Suetonius, Augustus 
94 and Nero 36. Stauffer (Jesus, p. 37) suggests the possibility that in 
Revelation 12 :lff, "a recollection of Herod's massacre may also have been 
worked into the apocalyptic text." Stauffer (pp. 35-36) writes: 11In the 
Assumption of Moses (6, 2ff), an apocalyptic document written by Pales
tinean Jews close to the _Qumran groups around A.D. 6-15, there is a pas
sage dealing with Herod I: 'They (the Hasmoneans) will be followed by an 
arrogant king who will not be of a priestly clan, a reckless and godless 
man .•.. He will exterminate their chief men with the sword and-bury 
their bodies in unknown places, so that no man will know where they lie, 
He will slay the old and the young and show no mercy. Then terrible. fear 

_ of him will come over the land. And he 1.ri.ll rage among them with blood
. thirsty commands 7 as was done in Egypt. 111 

2Josephus Antiquities, 2. 9. 2. 

3iiorris~ The Story, p. 116. 

4 J. Dwight Pentecost 7 "Natthew" 
ological Seminary, 1971), p. 2. 

. 
(unpublished class notes, Dallas 
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Star is discussed. Since no star led them from the East to Jerusalem, 

they had to walk solely by faith during this time. These magi are Gen

tiles who came to bring tribute to Israel 1 s Messiah from the wealth of the 

nations. The word 1tpoaauv£uappears in 2:2, 2:8, and 2:11. It means 

11 (fall down and) worship, do obeisance to, prostrate oneself before, Q.o 

reverence to, welcome respectfully (depending on the object). 111 In this 

context, one of the first three meanings would be appropriate. 

Matthew 2 :3 says that Herod was "troubled 11 ('tapd'aaw, "stir up, un

settle, throw into confusion") , 2 along with all Jerusalem. Herod was des

parately suspicious about any would-be contender for his throne, especially 

in light of the Messianic expectation of the day. Jerusalem was also un-

settled, but for different reasons. The people were afraid of what the 

enraged Herod was capable of doing. 

That Herod associated the report of the magi w1.th the Hessianj_sm ot . ' the day w.ay be seen from his use of O XPLO'TO~ (vs. 4). That he gave some 

credence to the prophetic Scriptures may be seen from his use of the term 

yEVVlii:a L , a prophetic use of the present. Regarding the "chief priests 

and scribes, 11 

. it was in the highest degree in accordance with the importance of 
the matter and the interests of the king, to lay the question before 
the Sanhedrin, so "as to obtain an official solution of the same as a 
basis for further proceedings. Hence I prefer the connnon explanation 
'a full session of the Sanhedrin' so that all the chief priests and 
elders, who belonged to the Sanhedrin, are meant.3 

1Amdt and Gingrich, Lexicon, p. 723. 

2 Ibid., p. 81.3. 

3u. A. w. Meyer, "Commentary on the Second and Third Chapters of 
the Gospel of Hatthew, 11 Bibliotheca Sacra, VIII (January, 1851), 89. 
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Their answer to him in verses 5 and 6 is significant. They did not go to 

Numbers 24, but to Micah 5. It was not until after the first century A.D. 

that JeWs began to recognize the Messianic symbolism of the star according 

to some writers, but there maY be some evidence to the contrary. Another 

important thing is that these scribes had a ready answer; they knew exact-

ly what the Scriptures said, but they could not take the trouble to walk 

a few miles to see if indeed the prophesied Messiah had come! 

Matthew 2:6 poses a problem, because Matthew's quotation of M.icah 

5 :2 follows neither the Mas ore tic text nor the Septuagint. It may be 

asked whether Matthew or the chief priests and scribes whom he quotes 

should be held accountable for the discrepancies involved here. Keil 1 s 

opinion is that the discrepancies should be attributed to a free quota

tion from memory on the part of Matthew. 1 This position holds that it is 

not important that .Matthew gives an exact quot:ation from cne Heorew or 

the Septuagint because this is not his purpose in this account. Pusey 

holds that 

St. Matthew did not correct their paraphrase,· because it does not af
fect the object for which they alleged the prophecy, the birth of the. 
Redeemer in Bethlehem. The sacred writers often do not correct the 
translations, existing in their time, when the variations do not affect 
the truth.2 

Johnson, however, holds that while some of the changes may be due to mem

ory-quoting, others are clearly exegetical. 3 Perhaps the most satisfac-

1c. F. Keil, The Twelve Mi.nor Prophets, trans. by James Martin (2 
vols.; T. & T. Clark, 1878), I, 482. 

li nalls 

2 E. B. Pusey, The Minor Prophets 
Publishers, 1885), I, 69. 

(2 vols.; New York: Funk & Wag-

3Frank.lin Johnson, The Quotations of the New.Testament From the Old 
(Philadelphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1896), pp. 74-75. 

1 
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' tory explanation is that which is offered by Edersheim which says that the 

Matthew version of Micah 5 :2 is a repr.oduction of the kind of Old Testa

ment quotation which was popularly made at that time. 1 Edersheim says that l 
the chief priests and scribes -quoted Micah targumically. Targumim were 

something between literal translations and paraphrases and may be called 

11interpreting translations. 112 If indeed Matthew targumically rendered Mi

cah 5 :2, all differences between Matthew and the Nasoretic text and the 

Septuagint are covered. 3 

In Matthew 2:7 the word 11appeared" (i:paCvw) can mean "shine, flash, 

• appear, be or become vis able, be revealed ... 4 Herod wants to know 

when the star first became visiable to the magi. His deceitful statement 

in verse 8 that he would worship the Child has been well compared to the 

kiss of Judas. Regarding the important description of the star in verses 

9 and 10, more will be said below. 

Luke 1 s nativity account indicates that Christ 1 s birth did not take 

place in a house or inn but in some kind of stable, since Christ was placed 

•in a manger (Luke 2:7). But verse 11 says thqt Joseph's family was living 

in a house (oLx Ca) by the time the magi came. A brief time had transpired 

since the nativity {perhaps as little as a day, though it seems more like

ly that the magi came after the purification of Christ in Jerusalem; see 

Appendix A for a discussion on this). Jesus had been brought to Jerusalem, 

1Edersheim, Life and Times, I, 206. 

2Ibid. 

3rt would still be well to examine all the differences in detail, 
this is not within the scope of this thesis. 

4Arndt, and Gingrich, Lexicon, p. 859. 
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bUt Joseph and Mary returned to Bethlehem after the purification. Whether 

they were now living in Bethlehem permanently or just in the area attend

ing an annual feast (cf. Luke 2:41-42) is uncertain. 

Matthew 2:13-15 tells Of the flight into Egypt. There are some Jew

ish traditions that Jesus was in Egypt. Some of the early Jewish stories 

speak of Jesus as having performed certain miracles, and explain this by 

saying that He went to Egypt, and there learned magic tricks .1 Of course, 

these stories forget how young Christ was when He left Egypt. 

Matthew 1 s use of Hosea 11:1 in verse 15 presents some difficulties. 

From a superficial examination of the two passages in their respective con

texts~ it might appear that Matthew is incorrectly using a passage which 

refers specifically to Israel by applying it to Christ. Hosea 11:1 recalls 

the historical exodus of Israel from Egypt and in no way contains an illu-

sion to th~ iutui:t::, Yet Hat:Lhe;,1 quou;::; part of tills same verse and uses 

it as if it were a clear }1essianic prophecy which had been waiting for 

Jesus for its fulfillment when Joseph brought Jesus into Egypt. The so

·lution lies in the fact that Matthew is using this passage in a typologi-

cal manner, without saying that Hosea was referring specificallY: to Christ 

when he wrote the prophecy. There are several ways in which Hosea 11:1 

can be typologically iinked to the Christ-child being brought out of 

Egypt. The King of the Jews, like the Jewish nation itself> left Pales- i 
tine and took refuge in Egypt. There is also the parallel between Israel 

being called "my son" in H.osea (cf. Exod. 4:22) and the Son of God in Mat-

1Morris, The Story, p. 124. 
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The Relation of Matthew 2: 1-15 to 
the Rest of Natthew's Gospel 
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This brief account actllally is a nutshell story of the entire gos- j 
It describes the reception which will meet Christ throughout the 

course of His life. 

pel. 

MacLeod has some good insi.ghts which are appropriate here: 

The plotting against Christ by the Pharisees, the false religionists, 
finds a parallel in the plotting of Herod, the false king. The pri
vacy of parabolic teaching was foreshadowed, it has been suggested, by 
the beams of the star, obvious only to the believing seeker, 

The contrast between the apathetic and hostile nation and the seek
ing individuals is obvious. The primacy of Christ in Christian wor
ship (Matt. 16:16; cf. I Car. 11:23-26) is marked in the worship by 
the Magi of the infant King.2 

The three reactions which Christ met during His life on earth and contin-

· · · 1 ,1 .,, ··1 · - • '~) "-'-,- ,...--~--'-- _,: ues t.o me.e.:: 1:oaay art: c ea,. y ::;...:en ... 1 L _....,.,.1..e ,.,,.-:.i..:;""E.. \..,_ '-'""' ,.~..,.,._ ...... u.a u-

hatred and hostility (Herod), (2) the reaction of complete indifference 

(chief priests and scribes), (3) the reaction of adoring worship (magi). 3 

lFor additional material here, see David L. Cooper, Messiah: His 
Historical Appearance (Los Angeles: Biblical Research Society, 1958), 
pp. 173-78, Paul L. Bergeson, "Matthew's Use of the Old Testament in Mat
thew 2:15 and 2:17-18" (unpublished Th.M. thesis, Dallas Theological Semi
nary, 1964), pp. 33-35, and Gundry, The Use, p. 210. 

2MacLeod, 1'The Relationship, 11 pp. 51-52. 

3Barclay, The Gospel, I, 21. Denis notes a deliberate structuring 
in Matthew's second chapter around four Old Testament references (Mic. 
5:1-2; Isa. 60:6; Hos. 11:1; Jer. 31:15) concluding with a general refer
ence to the "prophets" concerning the habitation in Nazareth (A. M. Denis, 
''L' adoration des Mages vue par S. Matthieu," Nouvelle Revue Th~ologique, 
LXXxrI IJanuary , 1960], 32-39). 

l 
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CHAPTER II 

THE STAR 

Introduction 

The exact nature and appearance of the star of Bethlehem has posed 

an ostensibly insolvable problem to theologians and scientists for cen

turies. There have been mixed feelings regarding the star, some believ

ing that it was a supernatural event_, and others holding that it was clear

ly a natural phenomenon; only the timing was significant in its relation

ship to the nativity narrative in Matthew 2:1-12. Indeed, much of the 

difficulty arises from the brevity and terseness of the biblical account; 

' -the word uu·L qp only appears four times. 

It would be foolish to suppose that this brief portfon of Scriptt:re 

has been immune to the criticism and skepticism of modern scholarship. 

an increasing number of people are of the opinion that the Star 
was an event introduced into St. Matthew's narrative to heighten the 
sense of drama and to make the wonderful seem even more wonderful. And 
in that connection it is interesting to note that a bright star is said 
to have heralded the births of Aesculapius, ihe Greek god of healing, 
of Alexander the Great and of Ghenghis Khan. 

A statement like this is tantamount to saying that Matthew decided to spice 

up his story by fabricating an apocryphal event which would make Christ's 

birth si.milar to those of other great personages. There is obviously no 

need to go to such extremes; a look at Matthew's gospel will show that if 

ln. C. King, The Christmas Star (Toronto: The Royal Ontario Muse
um, 1970), p. 8. 

l 

\ 
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, 
iin.ything, Matthew is inclined to understatement and not to overstatement. 

Trench! suggests that a knowledge of the parallel between nature's 

history and the history of man is important to an understanding of this 

passage. He says that the great moments in the life of nature concur with 

the great moments in the life of man, 11and therefore most of all with the 

great crises of the kingdom of God, which concern him the nearest of all. 02 

This connection may be seen, for instance, in the great shudder of nature 

during the crucifixion, in the catastrophic events which will take place 

during the tribulation, and in the concomitant circumstances sutrounding 

the second advent. This concordance between nature and supernature is not ' 

limited to this planet, but evidently applies to the whole of the cosmos. 

It is therefore not unreasonable to expect that such a correlation would 

apply to one of the most crucial moments in all history: the incarnation 

of God into human flesh. The corresponding 11natural 11 reality to the na-

_ tivity of the God-man was the star of Bethlehem. 

The stars have always excited the wonder and awe of man, arid it is 

therefore appropriate that the phenomenon whif:h announced Messiah's birth 

would be 11celestial 11 in its nature. Emerson has said: "If the stars 

should appear one night in a thousand years, how would men believe and 

adore, and preserve for many generations the remembrance of the city of 

God which had been shown! 113 Because of this, it is not surprising that 

lru.chard C. Trench, The Star of the Wise Men (New York: Lane & 
Scott, 1850), pp. 37-38. 

2 Ibid. 

3Quoted in: Adler Planetarium and Astronomical Museum, "The Star 
of Bethlehem 11 {pl2netarium Christmas program script, Chicago, 1971), p. 
3. (Mimeographed.) 
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the star of Bethlehem has been the object of numerous bizarre traditions 

and stories (as mentioned earlier in this thesis). Brown mentions a few 

of these: 

Legend and fancy have not neglected the Star. According to East
ern tradition, this was such a miraculous planet that those who saw it 
could clearly distinguish the Virgin and the haloed Child in its cen
ter! Another ancient story said it showed a young child bearing a 
cross~ But the one which really goes the whole hog is the phantasy of 
Gregory of Tours, who maintained that the heavenly body was really an 
angel, which somehow fell into a well at Bethlehem, where, in his day, 
(A,D. 538-594), it could still be plainly seen!l . , 

Concerning the meaning of the word aO'tT)p used by Matthew in his 

second chapter Andrews says: 11That the word lta'tl)p originally meant a 

single star is admitted, and was distinguished from &:a-rp6v{sic], but 

this distinction was lost later. 112 . , 
While it is true that the word CW'tT)p 

is not a technical term, it is almost always used of a single "star, 11 

" while CTtJ"'fP0\t.2~ ..-:e.<?.~ 11ccnstelJ.ation. 11 Thus, J>.nd~et-IS' c:t-e,t-<>!!ent- ic: !'!.0-t 

completely correct (see Appendix B of this thesis for a word study of . , 
aO'tT")p). However, this in itself is not a 11fatal objection 11 against tbe 

hypothesis that the star of Bethlehem was a conjunction of planets as 

Prat3 tries to argue. The word lx:a,;T]p usually refers to a single object, 
\ 

but it could conceivably refer to a constellation or a planetary conjunc

' 
tion, although this is u~likely. In the New Testament, this word is used 

1Handel H. Brown, When Jesus Came (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerd
mans Publishing Company, 1963), pp. 153-54; see also Cunningham Geikie, 
The Life and Words of Christ (2 vols.; New York: D. Appleton and Company, 
1880), I, 153-54 for other accounts of a legendary nature concerning the 
star. 

2samuel J. Andrews, The Li..fe of Our Lord upon the Earth (New York: 
C. Scribner's Sous, 1891), p. 7. 

3Ferdinand Prat, Jesus Christ, trans. by Joh~ H. Heenan (2 vols.; 
Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1950), I, 98. 
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ri~t ouly of stars, but also of meteors, angels, Christ (the morning star), { 

Satan, the tribes of Israel, and demons (again compare Appendix B). } 

Although Olapter I hus given the background of this account deal-

ing especially with the magi, "it must still be recalled that the ancients 

were not at all casual about the heavens. In connection with this, Knapp 

says: 

It is no!;. uncommon for people today to suddenly notice a bright star, 
and forget.ting their unfamiliarity with the heavens, call planetariums, 
obser~atories, and police stations to report unidentified flying ob
jects. We do a disservice to the ancients, however, to suggest that 
they might have been as casual about the sky as we are. In those days, 
the average man in the street probably knew far more about the heavens 
than most of us do today, and it is unlikely that he would have erred 
in this way . 1 

lbis is especially true of the magi who doubtless made it their practice 

to be familiar with the heavenly portents, and who were probably in touch 

with the wld<:!spread Hessianic c:xpeci.aLivn o[ th~ day (see ChapLc:t. i). 

Before the many suggested explanations of the star are discussed 

in this chapter, there are certain clues which can be gleaned from this 

passage in Matthew uhich should be presented in ~rder to help evaluate 

these explanations. The first of these clues is that only the magi saw 

the star of Bethlehem. Matthet,;' 2: 3, 7, 16 clearly indicates that neither 

Herod nor the priests had seeu or heard of the star before the magi told 

them of it. Because of this, those at the Adler Planetarium conclude: 

Evidently, no spec~acular event had appeared in the heavens, for if it 
had, Herod would have known of it. This, then, was something which 
would have been visible to anyone who looked at the sky, but which was 
of special importance and significance only to the Wisemen. Therefore~ 

The 

1Richard S. Knapp, 
Morehead Planetarium, 

A Star 
196 7) , 

of Wonder {Chapel Hill, North Carolina·: 
p. 4. 

I 
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./ we must .approach our investigation of this mystery from the point of 
view of these Wisemen, and examine their beliefs more closely_ 1 

This conclusion is, correct if it is held that the star RBS a natural, and 

not a supernatural phenomenon. I£ this natuxalistic pre<;.upp~ition is 

true, the star could not have been a particularly dazzling o~ frightening 

event~ lf, on the other hand, the star was a supe.matural manifestation~ 

it was probably visible only to the magi. In either case the star could 

not have been an object which caused public attention or wonder. This 

does not mean that the star could not have been wondrous to those few who 

beheld it. 

Concerning the disappearance and reappearance of the star, some 

writers doubt that the star disappeared at all from the time the mugi first 

saw it to the time of their arrival at Bethlehem: 

It is .,;umeLiti.;:;S ;;upposed i.hd.t lhe ;;,lar hatl b~cornl! invlsible dtu:..itig Li,t!. 
jou-cney, ,anQ then suddenly rea-p-pea:red after tne magi left the gate.i,; 01'. 
Jerusalem on their way to Bethlehem~ But there is nothing in the nar
rative that will justify such a supposition. It can be naintained on
ly on the theory that the star was a subjective phenomenon, or that it 
was a luminary specially formed for the occasion. 2 

· MacLeod does not agree with this conclus:lon: 

. ' ' Matthew uses t.oou to introduce 'something net" and un-exp€.cted.' 
Used here it 1 suggest:s the sudden reappearance of the star. 1 

••• T.hat 
it was not a normal star seems ,obvious~ Follv..ring his use of nporjyev 1t 

probably an imperfect .of description, }~tthew vividly describes this 
phenomenon as so-me thing which axrived {&A&tSv} and stood (l.a-;d:.0.T}). To 
notice such movements on a night tihen hundreds of stars were above the 
travellers would require that it not be a 1 far tlistant orb. but a point 
of light comparatively near the earth.'3 

lruner Planetarium, "The Star, 11 p. 7. 

2'rheodore Appel 1 
11The Star of the East," Bibliotheca Sacra~ XXXV 

(January, 1878), 165-66, n. 2, 

, 3David John MacLeod, 11The Relationship of Matthew 1 s Second Chapter 

l 

ctto the Argument of the Book 11 (unpublished Th.M. thesis, Dallas Theological. 
'Seminary, 1969), p. 44. 
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Matthew 2:10 says that 11when they saw the star, they rejoiced exceedingly, 

with great joy." Matthew's descri.pti~n of the appearance of the star to 

the magi after they left Herod in Jerusalem makes it clear that the star 

had not been with them during ·their journey from the east j they were ex

cited and joyful when they beheld it again. There is speculation as to 

whether the star seen by the magi in Palestine was the same or different 

from the star they saw before they began their trek to Bethlehem. A look . ,, 
at the text shows that they were probably the same: Matthew 2:9, OV €:1.uOV 

describes the same object recorded in Matthew 2:2, 

Ev 'tt'j ci:va,:oA.t'j. The relative pronoun Ov in 2:9 refers back to 2:2. 1 

This, then, rules out the view that the star itself was a colllhination of 

phenomena, as, for instance, a conjunction at first and later a comet, 

or two different conjunctions. 

i-1ubably i:i.1e mosL signifi.c.arit: clue is fouu.d in MatthcW 2_;9: 
. .. 

riiiU 

having heard the king, they went on their way; and lo, the star, which 

they had seen in the East, went oU before them, tmtil it came and stood 

over where the Child was. 11 According to Barclay, 11We need not think that 

the star literally moved like a guide across the sky. There is poetry 

2 
here, and we must not turn lovely poetry into crude and lifeless prose." 

Alexander agrees with Barclay and attributes the movement of the star to 

v,,· phenomenal language: 11It is not said, nor intended, that the star pointed 

out the house, which is not even mentioned, and which no daub t ascertained, 

lMark Smith, 11A Fres.h Approach. to the Birth Narrative Events of 
Our Lord as Recorded in the Second Chapters of Matthew and Luke" {unpub
lished Th..M. thesis, Dallas Theo1-ogical Seminary, 19-66), p. 22. 

2William 
Westminster 

Barclay, The Gospel .of 
Press, 1956), I, 22. 

Matthew (2 vols.; Philadelphia: 
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-' b i . ul ~ in all such cases, y nquiry. These arguments, unfortunately, are 

not strong because they do not properly account for the simple -data found 

in the text. This is a narrative section which is describing the events 

as historical; it is not poetry. The passage does not say that only the 

magi did the moving while the star remained stationary. Movement is clear

ly ascribed to the star itself: t.he star 11went on before them, until it 

came and stood over where the Chi1.d was • 11 The only way this tmnatural 

movement can be avoided is to either distort Matthew's lucid and simple 

description, to .ignore his description altogether, or to claim that Mat

thew's words are not accurate and reflect the rough state of the science 

of his day. All three of these courses have been taken by modern writers 

in order to impose their own pseudo-scientific notion as to the star's 

identity upon the text of Matthew 2:1-12. It is the height of folly for 

one to build a case on a biblical passage and then to distort or cieny pari. 

of that passage in order to maintain a favorite theory. 

These, then, are the clues which are provided in the biblical ac

count. Unfortunately, nothing is said of th~ star by way of a direct iden

tification. "One verse more, and the evangelist could have explained it 

all. But he does not bring that verse. 112 But if the account is to be 

taken in its plain and normal sense, all natural celestial phenomena must 

;.;, be ruled out. W. M. Smart, a notab.le astronomer, has written: 11There is 

no known calculable astronomical event out of the ordinary within the pos

sible period; this of course does not rule out a new- star or an unknown 

'-1 _ 
) 1.-

-s .... ·.: y 
.,~:-· ork: 

1Joseph. Addison Alexander, The Gospel 
Charles Scribner, 1861), pp. 31-32. 

according to Matthew (New 

f·: 2 . 1,;·,•- Adam Fahling, The Life of Christ {2nd. ed.; St. Louis: Concordia 
i+?ublishing House, 1936), p. 112. 
·J-_. 
' l:: 
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' Comet. But one does not see how either could possibly lead the Magi to 

the Manger. 11 1 The description of the star's actions in Matthew 2:9 is 

highly localized; too localized, in fact, to be descriptive of any known 

astral phenomenon. NevertheleSs, the different explanations as to the 

identity of the star should now be considered, especially in conjunction 

with the biblical requirements set forth above. 

Possible Explanations of 
the Star of Bethlehem 

The word 11star" as used by the ancients was not as technical a 

tenn as it is today. As Bunton and Kyselka say, "Any luminous object in 

the sky was regarded as a star by the ancients. Meteors were 1 falling 

stars'; comets were 'hairy stars 1
; and the planets were 'wandering 

stars. 1112 Partly because of this, many phenomena have been suggested; a 

meteor, meteor shuwer, comet, nova, supernova, northern lights-,_ a planet 

in some conspicuous position, a conjunction of planets, a bolide, an un

identified flying object, a dream of the magi, or a combination of these. 

In an attempt to discover the nature of the star of Bethlehem, writers 

often move down a list of possibilities and apply the process of elindna

tion. Andrews gives an example of this: 

• the star cartnot have be2.n a fixed star, because these do not change 
their places; nor could it have been a co~et, since comets, though por
tents, cannot astrologically indicate a definite event, as the birth of 
a king; nor can it have been a new star, since no previous knowledge of 
it existed, and could have no astrological value. It must, therefore, 

1From a letter printed· in: H. A. Blair, "Signs of the Nativity, 11 

Church Quarterly Review, CLX (January-March, 1959), 4. 

2George W. Bl.Ulton and Will Kyselka, Star of Bethlehem (Honolulu: 
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, 1965), p. 6. 
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.. , have been one of the planets. But as the appearing of a single unre
lated planet would have in astrology no significance• it must have been 
a conjunction of planets. 1 

While more facts than Andrews provides ought to be considered, this pro

cess of elillli.nation is probably the best procedure to follow. 

Another reason for the plethora of suggestions is scientific pride: 

there must be a 11scientific 11 explanation for a phenomenon even as unnatur

al as the star of Bethlehem, "The bases for a natural explanation are 

certainly meagre. Yet that very fact, coupled with the outstanding im

portance of the birth of Christ, encourages us once again to sift the 

available evidence in the light of the scientific knowledge of the past 

and present. 112 Whatever the motivation behind the search for the star of 

Bethlehem, the various results which have accrued should now be evaluated. 

A meteor, J1>eteor shl'.IW,,.,-1; or hol i<lP 

Meteors have sometimes been suggested as the event behind the star 

of Bethlehem. The kind of meteor in mind, however, was usually some spe

cially prepared object which exhibited supernatural tendencies: 

Some have supposed it was a meteor, not higher up in the region of the 
air than the clouds; that it went before the magi, and moved with them 
all the way from the East to Jerusalem, and then became stationary when 
it arrived at the place where the young child lay. But meteors are nOI,,,~ 
better understood than they were formerly.3 

,_ 
It is now known that meteors appear when small solid particles enter the 

earth 1 s atmosphere from interplanetary space. 

Since they are moving at speeds of ma.'l.y miles per second, they vaporize 

1Andrews, The Life, p. 8. 

2King, Christtr.as Star, p. 2. 

3Appel, "The Star, 0 XXXV, 156. 
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.-' as a result of the high friction they encounter with the air. The spot 
of light caused by the luminous vapors formed :in .such an encounter ap
pears to move rapidly across the sky, and it fades out within a few 
seconds.I 

When the particle is in space it is called a meteoroid; \ID.en it vaporizes 

in the earth 1s atmosphere it is called a meteor; and if it survives and 

lands on the ground, the particle is a meteorite. 2 Meteoroids produce me

teors at an average height of about 60 miles, and most meteroids have 

speeds between 8 and 45 miles per second. Meteors are not uncommon even ts, 

and the alert observer on a typical dark moonless night can usually see 

six or more of them per hour. 

Bolides or fireballs are less common than ordinary meteors; they 

are much larger and more spectacular (see Appendix C). Some bolides are 

visible even in broad daylight, and they may sometimes reach the brilli-

ance of the full moon. They sc~etimes leave lt!~!!Ct!S tr2.:l.ls beh:!_ntl the!!:, 

which may persist for periods ranging from a second to half an hour. 3 

The meteor shower is another associated phenomenon. It is now pre

sumed that all showers of meteors have had a cometary origin 7 since they 

are found to orbit around the sun in the same orbits that comets are k.no.,m 

to have. They are evidently the debris of comets 7 and meteoroids in a 

sw_ann may be strewn more or less uniformly along their orbit or they may 

be bunched up. These orbits are generally highly elliptical, and they in

tersect the earth's less eccentric orbit. Thus~ the earth may regularly 

1George Abell, Exploration of-the Universe (New York: Holt, Rine
hart a..~d Winston, 1964), p. 301. 

2Ibi.d. 

3Ibid., p. 302. 
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p'ass through a swarm of these orbiting meteoroids, resulting in a meteor 

shower. One such shower, recorded in 1833 and again in 1866, was so spec

tacular that as many as 200,000 meteors could be seen from one place with

in a span of a few hours • 1 This shower was considered by many observers 

to foretell the end of the world. 2 Another meteor shower occurred on Oc

tober 9, 1946, when the maximum rate was several thousand meteors an hour. 

11Fortunately, there was a prediction that the meteors would come, and no 

one was frightened. 113 It is therefore not surprising that an unusual 

event such as an extremely brilliant halide or a very dense meteor shower 

has been postulated as the star of Bethlehem. Another variation of this 

is a combination of events: 

It is possible that while the star seen in the east was a conjunc
tion of planets or a perfectly natural luminary, the light lm.ich guid
ed them from Jerusalem to Bethlehem was a providential mc.teo::::-; but ob
viol!Sly St. M2t:the,:,,- t·J2S n0t z.-;2.:?'."~ of r.ny ~~ch dir.:tinc.ti.c~. T.-ic :::tar c£ 
Bethlehem was • i:ii.C s~ar whi,:,ii i:.i.1ey sa.w in i:..lie ~i;l.tit. t 

It is possible that the star seen in the east and the star which 
stood over the house at Bethlehem were both meteors. 4 

According to one writer, the basic problem with the view that the star of 

- :Bethlehem was either a meteor, a meteor shower, or a bolide is that there 

is no way to predict the event. According to him, "Prediction was impor

tant because it must be remembered that the magi were astronomers and as-

-1Ibid., p. 308. 

2Adler Planetarium, 11The Star, 11 p. 13. 

3Ibi.d. 

4w. Canton, "Th.e Star of the Magi.," The ·Expositor, Fifth Series, 
IX (.February, 1899), 467. 
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t1:'ologers, a..1.d they were following some sort of a prediction. 111 However, 

the biggest problem is not that the event could .not be predicted, but that 

the magi would not have recognized such an event alone as signifyi_ng the 

birth of any king. Impressive·bolides a~d meteor showers are not really 

uncommon enough; moreover, even the most spectacular events do not differ 

from very common occurrances in kind, bu~ only in degree. 

Another argument against this view is that such a spectacular event 

would Ce:J;:tainly have been known in Jerusalem (in the case of a meteor show-

er; a bright fireball is more localized and would only be seen within about 

a 150 mile radius). As noted above, neither Herod nor the chief prie.c;ts 

and scribes were aware of the 11s tar." 

Further, there is no way in which such an event could guide men or 

fulfill the requirements of Matthew 2:9 as outlined above. Meteors and 

fore them until they 11 came and stood over where the Child was •11 

A lunar or solar eclipse 

Solar and lunar eclipses have been suggested by a few as possibili

t.ie3 for the star of Bethlehem. 

Solar eclipses are ca1:sed by the moon, as it orbits in its path about 
the earth, passing in front of the sun an.d blocking most of the light. 
These solar eclipses are quite rare for any one particular area. One 
easily would have been seen by Herod's priests. On top of that, they 
were considered to be a sign of evil, of a terrible event about to take 
place. • . . The only eclipses of the sun that took place in the region 
of Persia took place in 10 B.C. and 29 A.n,2 

1usAF Academy PlanE:.tarium, "The Star in the East" (unpublished plan
etarium. Christmas program script, Colorado Springs, 1971). p, 3. (Type
written.) 

2Adler Planetarium, 11The· Star," p, 16. 
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'fbe same objections listed above against the meteor/bolide theory also 

apply here. Such an event would have been common knowle.dge. It could in 

no way move before the magi, stop, and direct to an area as localized as 

a house. It would not bespeak-the birth of a great king~ but would rather 

instill fear and terror as such eclipses did among the ancients. It is 

also doubtful that an eclipse would be called a 11star" not.vithstanding . , 
the latitude of the usage of the word aO''tTJP • 

Sirius 

Ballantyne writes of the hypothesis that the star of Bethlehem is 

the dogstar Sirius • 1 In support of this hypothesis Barclay writes: 

In the years 5 to 2 B.C. there was an unusual astronomical phenomenon. 
In these years, on the first day of the Egyptian month Mesori, Sirius, 
the dog star, rose heliacally, that is at sunrise, and shone with ex
traordinary brilliance. Now the name Mesori mea..ts t~e bi:t:-th of a· 
r,rin.:;;:;, d.1·,J. tu those ancient a..:: t:.:-::.-lug~:;.:~ such c. s tc.r ~c;uld ;zidcilb tcd
ly mean the birth of some great king.2 

It is clear that the evidence used here is paltry; Sirius could not tie 

in with the star of Bethlehem because it meets none of the requirements 

· which the Matthew account demands. Further, the"re is no reason that the 

magi would have associated it with the birth of any king regardless of 

its position in the sky. The ancient$ were quite familiar with the move

ment of this bright star since it remains fixed with respect to the other 

stars in the· sky, and they would not have been surprised regarding its 

position at any tin;e since its movement could be accurately predicted. 

1E~ Ballantyne, 11The Star in the East, 11 Expository Times• XXVIII 
(March, 19J.7), 326. 

2Barclay, ·The Gospel, p. 17. 
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S
1

pica 

A few have chosen the star Spica as the star of Bethlehem for rea

sons similar to those for which Sirius 1,ras chosen: its brightness and the 

fact that it rose heliacally at a certain time. Galloway argues: 

There is no star of anything approaching to its brilli.ancy within a con
siderable space of Spica; whence, I suppose, its Arabic name of Al Azal, 
1 The Separate One, 1 so that it was particularly marked out for observa
tion ••• Now on calculating ·with the help of the globe, it appears to 
me that at Babylon, or rather more to the south in latitude, the star 
Spica rose heliacally {that is, became visible on the eastern horizon 
just before sunrise) in the year B.C. 1 ••• 1 

As can be seen in Appendix A of this thesis, the year I B .c. ca11 easily 

be ruled out since it is too late for the birth of Christ by a factor of 

at least three years. Moreover, this theory is rendered untenable for 

the same reasons given above against the theory regarding Sirius. Spica 

is a normal, predictable, fixed star and in no way can manifest itself in 

the highly locali.zeci way described in Hat thew Z :'j. 

Mercury 

The planet Mercury may have caused some speculation regarding the 

star of Bethlehem because at times it may be Seen on a few consecutive days 

shining brightly for a short time, low in the eastern or western sky. 2 

Again, however, this planet was well knmm," and its movement.s were regular 

and predictable. As in the cases of Sirius and Spica, Mercury could not 

have moved as described in Matthew 2:9. 

Links 
lwilliam Brown Galloway, ·The Chain of Ages, Traced in its 

by Holy Scripture (London: Chas. J. 1hyme, n.d.), p. 612. 
Prominent 

2c. S. Smith, 11Star of the Magi," Church Quarterly Review, CXIV 
(July, 1932) 11 217. 
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Venus 

Venus has been a popular candidate for the star of Bethlehem for 

several reasons. First, it is the brightest object in the sky apart from 

the sun and the moon. Second, it is called the morning star and when seen 

in the morning it rises shortly before the sun. In this sense a parallel 

can be found between Venus and Christ, and Revelation 22:16 is used in this 

regard: 111 am the root and the offspring of David, the bright morning 

star. 11 Christ is also called the morning star in Revelation 2:28; in both 

passages, the same word (&:ai:llp) is used as in Matthew 2:1-12. · Third, the 

planet Venus has had much astrological and mythical significance attached 

to it for centuries ·before the nativity in many countries. Velikovsky in 

his book Worlds in Collision attempts to bring many of these ancient ac

counts into a coherent perspective (he deduces that Venus was originally 

a comet whose highly eccentric orbit intersected that of the earth =s in 

much the same way as other comets to today {e.g., Halley's comet]> and 

that Venus was instrumental in causing the Genesis flood). 1 King refers 

to one of these documents: 

While Venus would make a fine Star of Bethlehem, j_ts movements were 
well known long before the dawn of the Christian era. So~e of the 
earliest astronomical observations, believed to have been made about 
1800 B.G. and known as the Venus tablets of Ammizadura, refer exclu
sively to that planet. 2 

While King eliminates Venus due to its familiarity and predictability, Mac

kinlay argues that this is part of the reason why Venus must be the star 

of Bethlehem. Mackinlay 1s book, :Toe ·Magi--How They Recognized Christ 1s 

1950). 
lrmmauuel Velikovsky, ·worlds in Collision (New Yo.rk: Macmillan, 

2Ki.ng, ·Christmas Star, p. 4. 
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Star, presents a very elaborate and· ingenious scheme based on the periods 

y,1hen Venus rose as the morning star and the Sabbath year in the gospels. 

He concludes that Venus was the star of Bethlehem and that Christ was 

born in 8 B.C. and was cricified in A.D. 29,1 In spite of Mackinlay's 

work (some of which is highly interpretive), Venus cannot meet the qual

ifications set forth in Matthew 2:9. 

Jupiter 

A few have suggested that the planet Jupiter may be the star of 

Bethlehem, noting that it was known in antiquity as "the king's star. 11 

The same problems as seen above apply here as well; a single star or plan

et could not alone qualify as the star of Bethlehem because these cannot 

meet the requirements as discussed in the introduction to this chapter. 

Saturn 

Saturn has been suggested because there was supposedly an ancient 

connection between Saturn and the nation of Israel. Tacitus refers to a 

tradition which associates the Jews with Saturn. 2 Nevertheless, the same 

objections presented against the other planets and individual stars are 

valid here as well. 

Astrological and cultic interpretations 

Some writers have exercised. surprisingly creative facilities in cog

itating rath.er exotic-. interpretations of the star of Bethlehem. Stansbury 

lG. Mackinlay, The Magi, HOl{ 'They Recognized Christ 1 s Star (London: 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1907). 

2 Tacitus Histories 5. 4. 
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fiagar' s article on the star in Popular Astronomy 1 is a_ good representative 

of this. Hagar believes that those who literally interpret Matthew 2: 1-12 

have chronological and historical difficulties (every one of Hagar 1 s ob

jections to the literal understanding of this passage have been discussed 

in this thesis). Because of this~ Hagar completely abandons to the last 

phrase any literal sense which may be ascertained from Matthew 2:1-12. 

In i.ts place he constructs a very elaborate astrological and cultic frame-

work in o:rder to explain what the star of Bethlehem really was. Re begins 

by describing virgin mother divine child parallels in p_agan cults. From 

Egyptian mythology Hagar describes Denderah and the births of Hathor and 

of Horus relating this to its Zodiacal significance. He parallels this 

with the festival o'f the virgin re.other and of the divine child celebrated 

11at Alexandria and in the Eleusinian Mysteries in Greece at mid:light on 

De.ce:.rl>er 25 in the centuries preceding and following the rise of Christian

ity.112 Hagar also refers to the festivals of sol invictus a."ld Kore cele

brated around Christmas time. He then speaks of the cult of the sun god 

· Mithra and relates this to the cult of Ahura Mazda and Ahriman in Zoroas-

trianism. According to Hagar 1 

Thus we learn that Mithra was miraculously born from a rock on the bar.ks 
of a river and under the shade of a sacred tree. Shepherds alone en
sconced upon a neighboring reountain where they were tending their flocks, 
had witnessed the miracle of his entrance into the world and they had 
drawn near to .worship him and to present the first fruits of their 
flock~ a."1.d their harvests. The scene becomes more interesting on Decem
ber 25 and it attains a climax when we study it as depicted upon certain 
Mith-r-aic cameos. 3 

1stansbucy Hagar, 11t-Ih.at Was the Star of Bethlehem?" Popular Astron
Ollll_, Narch-Jt4-ie,. 1-913, pp. 150-59, 229-37, 323-32, 392-96. 

2_Ibid. , p. 231. 

3tbid., pp. 234-35. 
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Turning farther to the east, Hagar preys upon the Hindu deity Krishna and 

upon Gautama Siddbartha Buddha for additional corrobrating evidence, say

ing that both were born at mid11:ight on December 25 .1 The former he says 

was born in the presence of shepherds, while the birth of the latter was 

"heralded by a supernatural light." Hagar then brings these and other 

strands~together and concludes that the account in Matthew 2:1-18 is noth

ing more than a poetic and -~ymbolic description of the heavens by Hebrew 

priests ~n the night of December 22, the winter solstice. He says that 

the star of Bethlehem was 11nothi.ng more than an asterism which annually 

marked for the astronomers the approach of the solstice. 112 Hagar goes to 

great lengths to describe point-by-point how the moving Zodiacal constella

tions correspond to the descriptions found in the biblical passage (Matt, 

2:1-12). after which he combines his presentation into a small description 

h,., ... ,.. ... ~ ..,,..,... _, __ - ·. -··-·•·-. 

it is a good example of the extent to which some men will go in an attempt 

to paganize or easternize the gospel accounts {an attempt which is very 

popular today) : 

The priests watched the progress of the celestial procession night by 
night until Aries, the Ram, appeared at the eastern horizon directly 
after sunset, Aries, the leader ram, who led forward his starry fleck 
across the sky. This wa~ the signal that the solstice was approaching 
and with it the jcyouS moment of ·the birth of the new year's sun. That 
night they eagerly noted the advance of the stars and there came to them 
indeed, as they watched, the vision of the celestial host chanting the 
song of eternal harmony in accord with the music of the spheres. Then 
they beheld the liagi ris.ing in the east and hastening towards the birth 

-place of the celestial deity whose coming they themselves had prophe-

lrbid., pp. 236-37. 

·2Ibid. t p. 394~ 
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·-' sied. 1 And an angel of the Lord came upon t:hem and the glory of the 
Lord shown round about them; and they were sore afraid,'· Who indeed 
can stand under the majesty .of the starry heavens and watch the eter
nal procession of the celestial lights without being awed by a sense 
of cOmmunion with eternity and infinity? And so the celestial jour
ney continued until Aries approached the western horizon and Praesepe, 
the Manger, reached the meridian overhead. The moment of moments waa 
near at hand and all eyes were now fastened upon the eastern horizon 
for the final announcement in the heavens. At length it came. At mid
night and from the line of the horizon flashed the bright rays of the 
rising star Spica. They saw the celestial Virgin holding the infant 
sun and then they turned to give the glad tidings to the waiting peo
ple, The sun of the new year was born and was returning to them bring
ing again the season of warmth and life. Hence it was by night and 
not b~ day that they celebrated the rebirth of the sun. 1 

Another interpretation which is llltlch less elaborate is that the magi ob

served the 7 B .C. Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in the constellation Pisces. 

This conjunction was the star of Bethlehem and it was able to "guide" the 

magi to Jerusalem because Pisces was thought to be the constellation of 

the Hebrews. 11iese interpretations, needless to say, are quite fanciful, 

inaccurate, and not at all consistent wit:h the clear bib.1icai dat:a. Be

fore they can honestly be accepted, one needs to tear the Bible to shreds 

by reading into it all manner of crude heathen symbolism. The writer 

shudders at the thought of what some of these men. would do with the bib

lical accounts of the crucifixion and resurrection of the Lord Jest:s. 

A conjunction or combination of conjunctions 

This appears to be the most popular view among astronomers and the

ologians. It is a scientifically respectible view in that the planetary 

conjunctions in 7 and 6 B.C. can be accurately fixed chronologically and 

l Ibid., p. 332. 
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Positionally. Moreover, the eventS involved were not instanteous, but 

took pla·ce over a period of several months. Such conjunctions would in

deed bear astrological significance, and they were of sufficient rarity 

so as to engender considerable- interest among astronomer/astrol_ogers. 

Another reason for the popularity of this view is that it has been held 

in popular esteem since the beginning of the seventeenth century. 

This theory finds its beginnings in the work of Johannes Kepler 

(1571-1630), the notable German astronomer. Kepler was looking for a 

Jupiter-Saturn conjunction on the ·predicted day of December 17, 1603, but 

both planets were so near the sun in the morning sky that he was unable 

to see Saturn. However, on the morning of the 25th of December Kepler 

saw Jupiter, Saturn, and Mercury forming a small triangle in the sky. 

As the months passed, Jupiter and Saturn continued to separate and 
the11 tlcaw toge.~her again, while 1•fays movt::ci progri:!ssively t.owa.Ld.;; i.:.i1em. 
By late September all three planets formed a small, neat, triangle 
in the sign of Sagittarius, a sight made all the more impressive since 
the triangle set some five hours after the sun. Then, on October 17, 
after a succession of several cloudy nights, Kepler saw a most remark
able sight. Near the triangle of planets, in the foot of Serpens in 
the constellation of Ophiuchus, a new star shpne forth with arresting 
brilliance. The supernova, for such it was, had been seen on October 
10 and reported to Kepler, but this in no way diminished his sense of 
wonder at the sight.2 

This supernova gradtially faded and was no longer visible by March, 1606. 

1Both R. W. Sinnott, "Thoughts on the Star of Bethlehem," Sky and 
Telescope, December, 1968, pp. 384-86 and Roy K. Marshall, "'Stars' of 
Bethlehem in the Planetariurn 11 (directions for use of planetarium installa
tions in a Christmas prese..11t&tion, Torklyn~ Delaware, Spitze Laborat.ories 
Inc., n.d.), :pp. 1-10 refer to Bryar::.t J.-Tuckerroan's work among these 
lines: !!With the recent publication as. [sic] Vol. 56 of the :Memoirs of 
the American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia) of the Planetary• Lunar 
and Solar Positicns 601 B.C. to A.D. 1, calculated by Dr. Bryant Tuckerman 
of th..e lnternatior.c.l [Business] Machines Corporation, there. no longer 
need be any doubt about what the. plane.ts did during the years 7-6 B.C. 11 

(Marchall, pp. 1-2). 

2King, Christmas Star, p. 6. 
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'!'he 1604 supernova combined with the Jupiter-Saturn-Mars triangle fasci

nated Kepler, and he soon turned his attention to the question of whether 

an event si1llilar to this may have been the star of Bethlehem. He deter

mined by calculation that similar close groupings of those- three planets 

occurred at intervals of about 805 years. 

More precisely, he found that a close grouping took place late in Feb
ruary of the. year 6 B.C., while a triple conjunction of Jupiter and 
Saturn occurred in the sign of Pisces in 7 B.C. He had to admit, how
ever, that the Mars-Saturn-Jupiter triangle would not have been seen 
owing to the proximity of the Sun. rt1.ere was, of course, no way of 
telling whether a supernova had appeared at that time, but the more he 
thought about the subject, the mare. the comiiction grew that. events of 
this kind bad heralded the birth of Christ, the conjunctions serving 
as forerunners of the appearance of a bright star which, he wrote in 
1614, 'was not of the- ordinary run of comets or new stars, but by a 
special miracle Il!,OVed. in the lower layer of the atmosphere. 1 l 

The first of these conjunctions, then, took place in 7 B.C. This was a 

triple conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn: Jupiter first caught up to 

moving away from Saturn and began to m?ve backward in the sky (called re

trograde motion: east to -west instead of the normal west to east .motion) 

until it once again caught Saturn (the second conjunction) and passed it 

going the opposite direction; Jupiter then stopped and once again moved 

west to east pcissing Saturn for the third time (the third conjunction), 

and continued to move away from Saturn. Thus, the phenomenon of retro

grade motion (see Appendix C) turned what would r.ormally have been a sin

gle conjunction between two planet:s (occurring about every t'lventy years) 

into a triple conjunction (occuring at an average interval of about 125 

years). Concerni.ng retrograde motion Bunton and Kyse.lka say: 

1Ihid., p. 7. 
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✓' No One knew the reason for the backward movement of the planets until 
it was explained in the 16th century. The planets proceed steadily 
eastward on their courses. around the_sun; they do not go backward. The 
earth is on the inside of the tracK around the sun and it moves faster 
than Jupiter and Saturn. When the earth passes them, they appear to 
be moving backward, much the same as an automobile appears to be mov
ing backward as we pass it 1;m t.h.e highway . 1 

Because of this kind of motion, the ancients thought of the planets as 

gods who moved through the sky as they were led by their whims. .As Kepler 

properly determined, there were three conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn 

in the constellation Pisces in 7 B.C., but his dates were wrong. Even to

day there .is some disagreement as to the exact dates• though mos_t favor 

the dates Hay 29, September 29, 2nd December 4 (one of the plates in Ap

pendix C gives the dates June l, September 27, and December 10). 

In the nineteenth century, some work was done on this conjunction 

by C. L. Idler and later by C. Pritchard: 

fu::th:.:- :-c:'i::-c.r.:.,::: .. ') th~-- triple ror.junc'.:"~."'.':n ~f }u;:iter- .":!..~d S2t1.1cn :!:n 
7 B.C. was made by the German chrOnologist C. L. Idler over a century 
ago. According to him the first conjuuc tion was the. sign for which 
the Wise Men had been waiting and which started them· on their journey 
to Jerusalem. They saw the second conjmtction during the journey, and 
the last as they travelled the five miles ftom Jerusalem to Bethlehem. 
In 1856· the English astronomer C. Pritchard checked Idler's -calcula
tions and found that while _the.re were three conjunct_ions in the one 
year, they did not occur at the times given by Kepler and Idler. Al
so, that the two planets were never closer to each other _than about 
one degree, or twice the diameter of the full moon.2 

Th.us> Pritchard corrected Idler's erroneous notion that an ordinary eye 

would have regarded the planets as one star of surpassing brightness. 3 

launton and Kyselka, Star, p. 11. 

2l(j.ng, Christmas Star, p. 7. 

_ 3Henry Alford, Th.e Greek Testament (4 vols.; 4th ed. rev.; London: 
Rivi_ngtons, 1859), I, 11. 
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Hbwever, Alford! suggests that it is the conjunction of the two planets, 

complete or incomplete, which would bear astrological significance, and 

not their looking like one star. According to another writer, "The tri

ple conjunction alone, occurring as it does at intervals never shorter 

than 125 years, and usually at double this period, would seem to have been 

a sufficient sign to the Zoroastrian astrologers. " 2 Bunton and Kyselka 

specifically delineate the conjeet-ured nature of this sign: "Jupiter was 

the king among gods and Saturn was supposed to have had some influence 

over Judea. The conjunction occurred in the. constellation of Pisces, the 

Fish; the sign of the fish also had a special meaning for Judea, 3 An addi

tional argument as to the astrological significance of this triple conjunc

tion is provided by Notz: 

Modern Assyriologists have deciphered numberous astrological tablets 
fro!!! ;:,..!1-::i<>n_t F-ahyl0nta rh.;:it ilPA_l with an ec:-1 jp~P.. Flom these tah1eti:; 
..-..: I.i.w;,; ;:hat an .::.;:.lipts.:. ~r .:.::.r!-£:Y:'...::.;.g c~ .:: .::.tdt ::;if;.~-:i::::..~.: s-::-,-.~ ~-.--:.l, 
and the larger the eclipse was, the more direful was the resulting evil 
suppose to be. Of special iniportance for ou.r consideration is a tablet 
which says: 'If Jupiter stands in the middle of the moon, the king '\-rill 
die in that year. 1 Tiris omen refers to a case when Jupiter becomes in
visible to the observer because i.t has passed behind the moon. Such 
an eclipse therefore meant the death of a great king. Inversely the 
unusually bright heliac rising of the royal star Jupiter, coinciding 
'With that of Saturn, must have been considered as forecasting the birth 
of a great k.ing.4 

lrbid., I, 12.._ 2
Adler Planetarium, "The Star, 11 P•. 18. 

3Bunton and Kyselka, Star, p. 12. 

4william Notz, "The Star of Bethlehem and the Magi," Bibliotheca 
Sacra, LXXIII {September, 1916), .543-44. Eth.elbe.rt Stauffer, Jesus and 
His Story, trans. by Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1960), p. 33, even gives evidence that this triple conjunction was 
predicted by the astronomers of t.he day: " ... the 'Be:r'lin Planetary 
Table' and the 'Celestial Almanac' of the ancient observatory of Sippar, 
the Greenwich of Babylonia. The Berlin Planetary Table is a list of 
forthcoming movements of the planet:s drawn up on the year 17 B.C .• and 
extended to A.D. 10; it was copied on an Egyptian pap;y:rus dating from A.D. 
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Even before the tin,e of 01-rist men were familiar with planetary 

conjunctions. Appel cites an old rabbinic tradition which says that the 

births Of Abraham and Moses were accompanied by such conjunctions. I In 

order to add further support for this view that the triple conjunction in 

7 B.C. was the star of Bethlehem, some writers look to the work of Isaac 

Abrabanel (born in 1437), a Portuguese Jew. According to Marshall, Abra

banel' s commentary on the book of Daniel "describes the various planetary 

configurations on which the world events depend, coming to the conclusion 

that the most iJ'nportant is the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in Pisces 

~hlch, according to him, occurs only each 2360 years. Actually, it is 

far more frequent than this. 112 

Nevertheless, when all the arguments are in, there is no concrete 

evidence beyond the reconstructions of modern writers that such a conjunc

tion would .cause anyone to conclude that a new king had been born in Juw

dea. 3 Moreover, it had been shown by Pritchard that a closer conjunction 

took place in 66 B.C., only 59 years earlier.4 One wonders why this failed 

to bring a magian deputation to Judea at that time if the star was simply 

42. It proves that even then astronomers were able to calculate the posi
tions of the planets decades in advance .... In sum, astronomers of the 
d2.y knew accurately what .events were to be expected in the firmament, and 
were looking forward with special eagerness to the rare conjunction of 
Jupiter in 7 B.C. 11 Jack Finegan, Handbook of Biblical Chronology (Prince
ton: Princeton University Press, 1964), p. 246, also demonstrates that 
this conjunction was predicted and observed in Mesopotamia. 

lAppel, "The Star," XXXV, 159. 

2Roy K. Marsh.all, The Star of Bethlehem (Chapel Hill, North Caro
lina: The Morehead Planetarium, 1949), p. 23. 

3co.ropare Hugh Montefiore, Jos.ephus ·and the 'New Testament (London: 
A. R. Mowbrar & Co. Limited, 1960), pp. 10-11. 

41· ·a _E2:_•t p. 10. 
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fi conjunction of planets. 1 

Referring back to the work of Kepler, it will be remembered _that 

the 7 B.C. triple conjunction was not the only conjunction Kepler had in 

mind. lle also correctly calculated that in February of the following 

year (6 B.C.), Mars passed Saturn and in March passed Jupiter. According 

to Marshall, "He also pointed out that the Sun was close on the heels of 

Mars, and when Mars stood so as to form a neat tria_ngle with the two other 

planets, late in February of the year 6 B.C., Saturn and Mars were not 

bright enough to be seen in the evening twili.ght. 112 There is cbnsiderable 

disagreement over this last point, some saying that this triangle of plan

ets was too close to the sun in the western sky to have been seen in the 

twilight, while others say that the grouping could have been briefly been 

observed, though 11with great difficulty." Bunton and Kyselka are among 

~hose who claim rhat ic could have been seen. 

Early in the following year, February 25th, 6 B.C., Mars moved close 
to Jupiter and Saturn to form a large equilateral triangle. Th.e group
ing of the three planets occurred near the sun; it could be seen only 
with great difficulty low in the western horizon immediately after sun
set. Mars ar.d Saturn are faint planets and they were probably lost in 
the twilight glow, but the astrologers of the time were very likely 
aware of the happening.3 

It will be noticed t~t even these writers admit that this conjunction was 

more observable by calculation than by sight. If it is conjectured that 

the Jupiter-Saturn-Mars triangle was observed in 6 B.C., a few possibili

ties concerning the star of Bethlehem arise. Some writers theorized that 

lE'. W. Maunder, 11 Star of the Magi, 11 The International Standard Bi
ble ·Encyclopaedia, V (1937), 1249. 

2Marshall, The Star, p. 22. 

3Bunton and Kyselka, Star, pp. 12-13. 
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fhe 11star 11 may have been a combination of the triple conjunction of 7 B.C. 

and the three-planet conju,.,ction of 6 _B.c.1 Others. say that the "star" was 

a combination of one or both of these conjunctions plus some other pheno

menon, as a comet or the planet Venus. 2 Andrews held a view like this: 

Most recent writers take the view that these conjunctions, though 
they were not the star itself, were of importance in awaking the atten
tion of the Magi, who were students of the heavens, and thus preparing 
them to watch for some more positive sign. This they found in the star 
appearing later, whether that star may have been a transient one, such 
as seen by Kepler, or a comet, or a meteor, or a luminous body special
ly prepared for this end.3 

A theory like this is more plausible than that the star was merely a con

junction; it is conceivable that the conjunctions may have prepared the 

magi or may have directed their attention to these matters prior to the 

appearance of the star of Bethlehem. 

Another construct built upon the combination of conjunctions view 

will be reproduceo in its ~m:.ireLy. b~cause iL is uric of t_li.i::. beat ;. ... ir:..:-

sentatives of this position: 

Between the December conjl.lilction and the grouping with Venus~ Mars 
joined Jupiter and Saturn-but ~ low in the Western sky at sunset, 
so there is some question whethet this was actually visible to the Ma
gi, but most authorities today Yill admit ·that a brief sighting was 
possible. On February 25, 6 B.C., the three planets formed a small 
triangle with Mars at the apex, 4° from each of the others (Jupiter 
and Saturn were then 7° apart--the triangle's baseline). The group
ing with Venus was a much shallower triangle occurring between April 

1see Knapp, A Star, pp. 12-15, for a reconstruction of the events 
in this th·eory. 

2Fort Worth Museum of Science and History, 11The Star of Bethlehem" 
(planetarium Ouistmas program scri.pt, Fort Worth, 1971), p. 7. (Type
written.)• holds that the two conjunctions led the magi to Palestine, and 
that Venus subsequently led them from Jerusalem to BethJ.ehe~ (being in a 
southeasterly direction in the sky-the direction of Bethlehem with re
spect to Jerusalem). 

3Andrews, The Life, p. 10. 
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/ 24 (Venus and Saturn in conjunction) and May 8 (Venus and Jupiter in 
conjunction). This last grouping would have been in the morning sky, 
some 30~40° ahead of the sun, and would have been easily visible, point
ing generally from Jerusalem toward Bethlehem. 

In view of the fact that the conjunction with Mars would have been 
only marginally visible, it seems most likely that the triple conjunc
tion of Jupiter and Saturn ~as what got the Magi started. The Mars 
grouping mi"ght have encouraged them on th.eir way; and the last grouping, 
with Venus, would have led them from Herod 1s palace to their destina
tion. As for 11following 11 their star--it is possible, because of the 
locations of the conjunctions in the night sky: 

May 27 
EaSt 

Oct. 5 Dec. 1 

Feb. 25 
West 

The three initial conjunctions actually-took place in a region of the 
sky some 10° across. In late April and early May of 6 B.C., three plan
ets would have been almost in a straight line (the triantle [sic] was 
extremely shallow); the li.ne would have been between 10 a.TJ.d 1~1.ong: 

Venus 
Saturn 

Jupiter 

More likely the three Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions got them started, at 
least on the preparations ·for their 800-or-so-mile journey.I 

This viewpoint inclues the Venus-Saturn and the Venus-Jupiter conjunctions 

which were observable in the early morning eastern sky in April and Nay 

of 6 B.C., a fact which few writers have considered. 

Concerning the Jup_iter-Saturn-Mars. conjunction of 6 B .C. ~ Marshall 

claims that these planets set too early in the day during this conjunc

tion to have been ob.served: 

Some planetarium operators consider that this triple conjunction 
of Jupiter and Saturn in 7 B.C. would have ·been a sufficient 'sign' co 
set the ~gi.on their way to find the promised king. Others consider 

1Adler Planetariu.<1 and Astronomical Museum, "~ates on The Star of 
Bethlehem" (Chicago, 1971) ~ pp. 1-2. ('l'ypewritten. ~ 
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this only a prelude to another astronomical event of astrological sig
nificance that occurred toward the end of that winter. On February 
19.5, Mars passed about 1.7 degree·above Saturn {in longitude) and on 
about March 4.5 it passed about 0.8 degree above Jupiter (again in 
longitude). On February 25, the three planets formed a broad isosceles 
triangle, with side_s from Mars to Jupiter and to Saturn about 4 degrees 
long, and the distance between Jupiter and Saturn about 7 d.cgrees. 

The sun was close on the heels of Mars and, in late February• nei
ther Mars nor Saturn (both at almost their maximum distances from the 
earth, with magnitudes about 1.5 and 1.0, respectively) was likely to 
be visible in the bright evening twilight. Renee the statement widely 
circulated in modern times that the triangle was seen by the Wise Men 
and was taken as the sign is misleading. It is rendered quite ridicu
lous by assertions that the three planets were so close together that 
they merged t;heir light into one bright star. Only an abysmally weak 
pair ot" eyes could ever have merged even ·the closest two--¥.ars and Ju
piter, 0.8 degree apart on March 4.5.1 

Sinnott, completely ignoring the chronological datum that Jesus' birth oc

curred before the de"ath of Herod (spring of 4 B.C.),. postulates a conjunc

tion which took place on June 17, 2 B.C. to have been the star of Bethle

hem.2 This was an unusual Jupiter-Venus conjunction which occurred in ti1e 

constellation Leo; the two planets came within only a· few minutes of arc 

•at the closest point, so that only the sharpest eyes could have distin

guished them for a brief period of time. This fusion of two planets 11would 

have been a rare and awe-inspiring event. 113 

lMarshall, "'Stars, 111 p. 9. Earlier in his paper (p. 1) Marshall 
makes this statement: 11Then, in some installations, the director proceeds 
to tell the technician how to 'improve' the performance of the three super
ior planets in the -critical years of 7-6 B.C., by resetting this planet 
by a little bit in one direction and that one by a little bit in another. 
Thus a personally favored theory of what the Star might have been can be 
emphasized, even if it means to alter the planet projectors so that Mars, 
Jupiter and Saturn all but merge into a single image in late February of 
6 B .C., then turning off the sun s_o no one will know that the grouping 
could not have been observed. 11 

2Sinnott, "Thoughts," p. 385-. 

31.bid. 
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.,/ In addition to other problems mentioned above, there are difficul-

ties with any of the conjunction view&. Other significant conjunctions 

occurred in this general period of time before and after the birth of Christ 

which evidently failed to elicit any response parallel to the magian expe

dition. No one today is_ clear (due to the lack of concrete evidence) as 

to the true astrological significance of any of these conjunctions, and 

all the modern reconstructions which support this view are heavily biased 

and seasoned in order to present a more believable picture of this posi

tion. Words are placed into the magi 's mouths and thoughts into their 

mi.nds ~'Tl.ich would probably not be placed there if it were not for the de

sire of some to support a particular theory. Another problem is that one 

of the key conjunctions involved in these theories, the Jupiter-Saturn·· 

Mars conjunction of February, 6 B.C., was probably not observable in the 

western sky since i:::he planets were i:::oo close .to the sun at the tJ.mc. Ir: 

is also doubtful that the word cicri;T)p in Matthew 2:2, 7, 9, and 10 would 

have reference to a conjunction of planets. There appears to be no way 

· to reconcile Matthew 2:9 with the conjunction. theory: 11and lo, the star 

which. they had seen in the East, went on before them, until it came and 

stood over where the Child was. The implications of this passage have 

been discussed earlier in this chapter. King adds to this list of ob

jections: 

St. Matthew refers specifically to a star, that is, to a single lumi
nous po:lnt object, and not to two stars or a sign. An astronomical 
object, by reason of its enormous distance compared with the size of 
the earth, could not appear, by itself, to stand over one particular 
place. When the Wise Hen arrived in Jerusalem they spoke of the star 
as an event of -the past. Why did nobody else mention the Star? Why 
was it .seen only by the Wise Nen? As already mentioned, the study of 
astronomy, with all its then astrological implications, was a wise-
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.. ~ spread activity in the Mediterranean area. 1 

It appears fror.1 t.he Hatthew account that the star of Bethlehem was too 

localized a phenomenon to have· been a conjunction. Even if the conjunc

tion(s) appeared to move in the sky in the proper direction (southeast from 

Jerusalem; the only ones which could fit at all would be the Venus-Saturn 

and Venus-Jupiter conjunctions of April and May of 6 B.C.), they could in 

no way stand over where the Oi..ild was. Every time the magi moved the star 

would se~m to be over a different house unless the star itself were clear

ly singling out one particular house (as Matthew'.s account indicates). 

A comet 

There are a·:·-number of supporters for the view that the star of Beth-

lehem was a comet. This is not a new theory, since it was held by Ori gen 

Comets are swarms of particles and glowing gases th.at revolve about 

the sun (see Appendix C). 

They can be seen when they are many millions of miles a.vay from the 
earth, and may be visible in the sky for weeks, or even months, slow
ly shifting their positions frcm day to day. They rise and set with 
the stars, and during a single night appear motionless to the casual 
glance. 3 

Comets generally have highly elliptical orbits or parabolic orbits (though 

some may be circular). When they are not close to the sun they are invisi

ble bodies i~ space compos~d of frozen gases with some rock and metal (al-

lKi.ng, Christmas Star, p, 8. 

2origert Against Celsus 1. 58-59. 

3 Abell, Explorat:ion, p. 301. 
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m'ost like large, dirty snowballs). 1 Concerning the uasses of comets, Abell 

says: 

Many experts estimate that a typical comet may have only a tril
lionth (10-12) the mass of the earth. Thus, despite the large Sizes 
of comets, they are mostly 'empty space. 1 A col_llet .has been described 
as the nearest thing to nothing that anything can be and still be some
thing. 2 

While comets are not large in outer space, they develop huge tails when 

they approach the sun due to the heat and the solar pressure. Th.Pse tails 

always point away from the sun, and can become immense in length, some 

reaching up to 200 million miles. When comets are near the sun, even the 

densest portion (the head) is so tenuous that stars can be seen through 

it. 

Ancient records of comets and novae have been kept, particularly 

among the Chinese. Finegan3 has a good discussion on these Chinese cata-

star of Bethlehem. The Chinese called novae 11fire stars 11 and "guest stars," 

and they called comets "sweeping stars. 114 

Much has been written concerning the significance which comets had 

among the ancients. Ricciotti relates how a comet may have announced the 

birth of an ancient king: 

It was said of Kiqg Nithridates that a comet appeared at his birth and 
at the beginning of his reign (Justin, Rister., XXXVII, 2), and the same 

lKnapp, A Star, pp. 5-6. 

2Abell, Exploration, pp. 297-98. 

3Finegan, Rand book, pp. 238-48. See also Honte.fiore, Josephus, p. 
11, n. 5. 

4Finegan, Handbook, p. 241. 
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. .' was asserted for the beginning of Augustus I imperial reign (Servius, 
on tl1e Aeneid, X, 272), but no one ever claimed that those particular 
comets indicated step by step a given road for certain men to follow, 
waiting for them when they stopped and then moving on again ahead of 
them·and finally coming to a halt right over their goal. 1 

Finegan detennine,s that the dates of the birth and accession of Mithri

dates were 134 and 120 B.C. Re then uses the Chinese records to show that 

comets did indeed appear on these dates. Evidently, prophetic meanings 

were attributed to co.mets. "True, they were usually taken for evil omens, 

heralding,. cataclysms, catastrophes, or revolutions. But they were occa

tionally thought to presage illustrious births • • • 112 Sometimes, comets, 

after disappearing for some months, reappear on the opposite horizon and 

arouse even greater wonder. Nevertheless, it appears that the ancients 

usually regarded comets with fear and dread, as harbingers of evil. 3 Jo

sephus, for instance, described the appearance of a comet over the city 

Knapp tells how the fear of comets extended into the medieval period: 

... in 1066 when William the Conqueror invaded England, he found his 
job easier than anticipated because the appearance of a comet so dis
heartened the defenders, and convinced them of defeat, that they fled 
or surrendered meekly. Venerable Bede, a noted scholar of the seventh 
century, declared, 'Comets portend revolutions of k.ingdows, pestilence, 
wars, winds, or heat. 1 5 

Since comets probably instilled more fear into the hearts of the ancients 

lGuiseppe Ricciotti, The Life of Clirist, trans. by Alba I. Zizzamia 
(}ti.lwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Company, 1944), p. 251. 

2Prat, Jesus, I, 98. 

3Appel, "The Star," p, 157. 

4Josephus Jewish War 6. 5. 3. 

5Knapp, A Star, p. 6. 
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' than joyful anticipation, many writers argue that it is therefore doubtful 

that a comet would have been the star of Bethlehem. 

As with the conjunction theory discussed above, there are a number 

of variations on the theory tha't the star of the magi was a comet. One of 

these is that Halley's comet was. the star. In the seventeenth century, 

Edmund Halley noticed that three comets which had appeared in 1531, 1607, 

and 1682 we.re following the same paths. in space. "He correctly assumed 

that these were one and the same comet and predicted its return in 1758. 111 

This comet returns every 75 to 76 years; its last appearance was in 1910, 

and it will be next seen in 1986. 

An extensive search of old chronicles reveals definite evidence of 
a comet at the proper season and in the right part of the sky for every 
one of the twenty-Seven tillles that Halley's comet has visited the earth 
between 87 B.C. and 1910 A.D. One of the earliest, and at the same time 
one of the most certain apparitions was in 11 B.C. As stated before, 
the ciate of the biri.h of Christ.. is not. known, except that it. was prob
ably about 5 B.C. Although this is six years after the appearance of 
the comet, history is so indefinite that the interval is within the lim
it of permissible error. 2 

Bruns 3 also holds that Ualley 1 s comet was the star and conjectures that the 

· magi were present at a celebration held by Herod commemorating the comple

tion of Caesarea Sebaste in 12 B.C. (Bruns thinks that Halley's comet ap

peared in 12 B.C •. ) History is not as indefinite as some believe, how

ever, and in this cas-c 11 B.C. is too early to have been a possible candi

date for the year of the Bethlehem star (see Appendix A). In addition, 

lBunton and Kyse.lka, Star, .p. 9. 

2Robert s. Richardson, "The Star of Bethlehem--Fac.t or Myth? 11 The 
Griffith Observer, XXII (Dec~er, 1958), 163-64. 

3J. Edgar Bruns, "The Magi Episode in Matthew 2, 11 The catholic Bib
lical Quarterly, XXIII (January> 1961), 54. 
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Caesarea was completed in 10 B. C., not in 12 B. C. 1 

Montefiore2 suggests that the portent recorded by Josephus concern

ing the destruction of the temple may originally have had its context in 

the birth of Jesus. He believes. that "events which originally concerned 

Jesus may have been remembered by Jews as directed against the Temple. 113 

Montefiore states his case in this way: 

It is possible that Joseplrns is referring to the appearance of one of 
the comets which Tacitus mentions as having been visible in Rome in 
A,D. 60 and A.D. 64. On the other hand,. it is not Lupossible that Jo
sephus was referring to the same celestial phenomena as Matthew men
tions. There are some points of similarity. Both Josephus 3nd Matthew 
write of the star 1 standing-over 1 a place, although Josephu:; records 
that the star stood over Jerusalem, while Matthew states that it stood 
over Bethlehem, a few miles distant. Both regard the star az sent by 
God, Any connecti.on between the two stories must necessarily be spe
culative, and the evidence for such a connection ·is not strong when it 
stands on i.ts own.4 

However, there is no direct evidence for this position; it is built en-

tirely on speculation, 

King dismisses the notion that the star of Bethlehem was a comet 

because 11There is no record of a bright comet for the period 8 B .C. to 6 

· B.C. and if one had appeared it would have aroused universal wonder and 

excitement. 115 King's second point is well taken; Herod and the chief 

priests and scribes would have ·been aware of such an event, and yet Mat

thew 2 indicates that they had not seen nor heard of the star. However, 

King's dates are too early; he does not believe that Christ could have 

!Josephus Antiquities 15. 9. 6; 16. 5. l; War 1. 21. 5-8. 

2.Montefiore, Josephus, pp. 11-14, 3Ibid., p, 13. 

4rbi~ .• p. 14. 

5King, Christmas Star, p. 4. 
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1:1een born as early as winter of 5/4 B.C. Finegan and Dayl show that ac

cording to the Cninese records, one or two comets (or novae) appeared in 

5 and 4 B.C. In March of 5 B.C. a hui hsing (a "sweeping star") appeared 

in the constellation Capricorn 8n<l was visible for more than seventy days.2 

In April of 4 B.C., a po hsing (a comet without a tail) appeared in the 

constellation Aquil1.a. 3 Day argues that these two comets (or novae; see 

below) were in fact the same. body and he comes to the conclusion that it 

was seen from February to April of 4 B.C. 4 Day's arguments are not strong 7 

however, and it seems clear from Fineg.:m's discussion that the two Chinese 

descriptions could not be referring to the same event. 5 

Different reconstructions involving the magi according to this po

sition have been made. One. ·-possibility is that the magi made their jour

ney during the seventy day visibility of the comet. {or nova) of 5 B.C. 

Another guess 1s that the triple conjunction of 7 B.C. sent the magi on 

their way to Jerusalem after waiting for a period of time {because of the 

tradition at the time that a star would appear two years before the birth 

of the Messiah). 6 Then, after arriving in Palestine, the magi 's hopes 

were confirmed by the appearance of one of these come.t.s {or novae), and 

11guided by local information, they may have found the infant Jesus in a 

1Finegan, Handbo<Jk, pp. 246-48; George E. Day, 11The True Date of 
Christ 1 s Birthday," Bibliotheca Sacra, III {February, 1846), 182-83. 

2Finegan, Handbook, p. 247. 3 Ibid. 

4nay, 11The True. Date," pp. 182-83. 

5see also Hsi Tsi-tsung, "A Hew· Catalog of Ancient Novae," Smith
sonian Contributions to Astroph.ysics, II {June, 1958), 109-30. 

6Alfred Edersbeim, The Life and Tirr~s of Jesus the Messiah {2 vols.; 
3rd ed.; London: Longmans, G-reen, and Co., 1886), I, 211; Montefiore, 
Josephus, pp. 10-11. 
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h'ouse in Bethlehem. 111 A variation of this is the suggestion that the con

junctions of 7 and possibly 6 B.C. prepared the magi by giving them the 

expectation that a great event would take place. When the comet(s) were 

the.n added to this, the magi set out on their way. 2 Finegan gives a des

cription of his theory, concluding with the chronological datum that Christ 

was born in the winter of 5/4 B.C.: 

The comets _(or novae) of 5 and 4 B.C. could be the astrological phen
omenon back of the account of the Star of Bethlehem. The comet of March 
of 5 B.C. could have started the Magi on their journey. They must have 
reached Judea before the death of Herod which fell between Mar 12 and 
Apr 11, 4 B.C .•• The comet of April of 4 B.C. could have been shin
ing at that time. 3 

It seems likely from the descriptions of these two phenomena (see above) 

that the object of March, 5 B.C. was a comet, while the object of April, 

4 B.C. was a nova (unless this was a comet in opposition). 

Fresa who suggests that Comet Finsler (1924c) may have been seen at the 

time of 01.rist's birth: 

From the suggestive comparison of the orbital elements of Comet 
1924c wi.th those of the first comet observed in China for 10_ weeks in 
the year A.D. 770, one can deduce that these comets were indentical. 
The interval between these recorded returns is 1,154 years, into which 
a probable period of 385 years can be divided three times. It this 
surmise is right, Finsler 1s comet passed perhelion also in the years 
1155 and 1540. 

Subtracting ~ice the period from the date 770 brings us exactly 
to 0, whereas it is generally known that Christ's birth occurred five 
or more years before the beginning of the dating we now use. However, 
perturbations could change the perih.elion passage by some years, as 
they have done for Halley's comet. 

1Finegan, Handbook, p. 248 (note). 

2nay. "The True Date, 11 p. 183. 
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The dates of appearance and disappearance of the Comet of 770> com
bined with the data of 1924t permit constructing a graphical orbit of 
the comet in 5 B.C. First it was in conjunction with· the sun; then it 
became visible in the west after sunset. But thereafter it seemed to 
get Closer to the sunt finally pas.sing it and appearing in the morning 
sky. 

A serious objection to this theory is that Comet 1924c was not seen 
brighter than magnitude 5> and thus was faint compared to the Star of 
Bethlehem. This could be explained by its progressive decay on each 
return to the sun, a phenomenon known to apply for certain other comets. 1 

There are too many assumptions which_ Fresa is forced to make in order to 

make this reconstruction compatible with the requ_ired events. These as

sumptions and speculations weaken this theory, since there is little evi

dence to sustain it. This is also true of the theory that the star was 

Halley's comet and of the idea that the star which Josephus describes as 
. 

having appeared before the destruction of Jerusalem is really an allusion 

to the star of Bethlehem. The strongest case for the cometary theory is 

that cf the co::i.etz c::- Me,,-,-\-, ··-----~ 

B.C. and of April, t, B.C. The dates fit fairly well, and it is clear fror.:i 

the Chinese records that these objects were indeed observable at those 

times. But even this theory breaks down when the historical and biblical 

criteria are considered, There is no known reason why the magi would have 

responded to an ordinary comet by making a trek to Judea in search of a 

new-born king of the Jews. The case of king Mlthridates is not enough to 

support the notion that comets were commonly associated with the birth of 

kings, especially in view of the more preponderant association of comets 

With fear, pestilence, revolution, and disaster. Comets v1ere not though_t 

of as goo<l omens Dy the ancients. There is also no reason why the magi 

1Al,fcnso Fresa, "Star of Bethlehem," Sky and Telescope, April, 
1957, p. 259. 
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Would have been led to go particularly to Judea in response to the portent. 

Moreover, it is clear from the biblical account that neither llerod nor the 

chief ptiests and scribes were aware of the astral event, which would not 

have been true had the star been a comet; a comet would have been seen by 

many. Finally, a comet must be ruled out because it could not move on be-

fore the magi mitil it came and stood over where the Child was (Matt. 2 :9). 

Th.is is too localized a description for a comet or for any other celestial 

event. ijo astral phenomenon could point out any particular terrestial ob

ject, since this would be dependent entirely upon the position of the ob

server. This is especially true if the object were directly overhead in 

the sky; the only terrestial area the object would be 11pointing" to would 

be the area immediately surrounding the viewer, and this would change 

every time he moved. 

A nova 

Because of the fact that the gospel account seems to speak of the 

star as something new and unexpected, the theory has been advanced that 

the star may have been a nova or a supernova. There are several types of 

unusual stars which vary in light er pulsate or erupt. Variable stars, 

for instance, change their luminosity on a periodic or erratic basis. 

None of these sta!"s, however, become bright enough to be regarded as spec

tacular celestial events, On the other hand, the erupting variables, and 

more specifically the novae ·and supernovae, have been known to achieve un-

usual brightness wj'_thin very short periods of time.. A nova (the word 

means 11new1') is an existing star that suddenly emits an 1.musual outburst 

of light. Sometimes a star too dull to be visible ~uddenly attains enough 
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brightness to be visible before fading away from sight. For this reason, 

the Chinese called novae 11guest stars .. " A nova typically flares up during 

its outburst to thousands or even tens of thousands of times its normal 

luminosity; the rise to maximum light is very rapid, often requiring less 

than one day . 1 

The machanism that gives rise to a nova outburst is not known, but 
it is known that ~t the time of the outburst, an outer layer of the 
star is ejected in the form of a shell of gas, Th.e rapidly growing 
shell gives the effect of an enlarging photosphere, thus accounting for 
most of the increase of l_i.ght. 2 

Novae are only occasionally visible to the naked eye, but two or three are 

usually found each year telescopically, though many must escape detection.3 

The supernova is an ~vent of much greater rarity than the nova, and is far 

more spectacular. While ordinary novae increase their luminosity a few 

thousands or tens of thousands of times (on the average about 25,000 times 

as bright as cne :,rnn), supi.:!r11ovae can ilare up to hundreds o.E ruill.i.,.ms oi 

times their former brightness (often more than 100 million times the sun's 

lllillinosity). 4 "If a star at a di!itance of 100 light years were to become 

a supernova, it would be brighter than the full moon. ,.5 These supernovae 

are more cataclysmic events than ordinary novae since they eject their 

stellar rr~terial at a higher rate of speed (up to 3000 miles per second), 

and they throw off a much larger proportion of the original stellar mat-

ter. 

!Abell, E.xploration, p. 441. 

3I.bid., p. l1l~l. 

2 Ibid., pp. 441-42. 

4 rbid., p, 444; The Star of Bethlehem (Chic.ago: Adler Planetarium 
and Astronomical Museum [1961)), p. 6; Adler Planet&rium, "The Star," p .. 
15. 

5Adler Planetari>.m, The Star, p. 6. 
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.,., Some lists of possible novae have been produced, one of which was 

compiled by lCnut Lundmark: 11 
••• besides 36 novae since 1572 which may 

be considered ·as real, a nova may have appeared in each of the years 369, 

386, 393, 827, 837 (two), 1230,· 1430, 1431, 1783, and with less probabili

ty in 222, 290, 304, 561, 829, 945, 1006, 1264, 1388, 1584~ 1612, 1621. 111 

According to Knapp, 11
, •• novae appeared prominently in 134 B.C. and 

agai.n i.n 123 A.D. ,,z Ts~-tsung lists novae appearing in 69 B.C., 48 B.C., 

5 B.C. (probably a comet), A.D. 29, and A.D. 70. 3 

Regarding the appearance of supernovae, however, the list is far 

smaller: in the last thousand years, only three suspected supernovae have 

been observed in our galaxy. These are: (1) the supernova of 1054 in 

Taurus, (2) Tycho I s 11star 11 of 15 72 in the constellation Cassiopeia, and 

(3) the supernova of 1604 in Serpens, described by both Kepler and Galilco.4 

galaxy, supernovae appear to occur at the rate of one every few hundred 

years. u5 The Crab nebula in Taurus is a spectacular object (on telescopic. 

photographs) which is believed to be the remnant of the supernova of 1054. 

Based on a knowledge of the rate of expansion of this nebula, it can be 

calculated how long ago the initial supernova explosion occurred; about 

870 years. 6 Th.is pl,i_ces the event in the eleventh century, as it should 

1Knut Lundmark, "Suspected New Stars Recorded in Old Chronicles 
and Among Recent Meri.di.an Observations, 11 Publications of the Astronomical 
Society of the Pacific, XXXIII (October, 1921), 225-26. Caution must be 
exercised here, however, since Ts~-tsung, 11A New Catalog, ll p. 109, says 
that " .•• Lundmark's work. i.s. not entirely accurate or complete." 

2Knapp, A Star, p. 8. 3Tse-Tsung, 11A New Catalog," P· 115. 

4Abell, ExOloration, p. 444. 5rbid. 6Ibid., p. 445. 
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be. The 1572 supernova in Cassiopeia was observed by Tycho Brahe for 

several months. It was brighter than _any of the plane.ts including Venus 

and was visible during daylight. 1 11The French reformer, Theodore Beza, 

maintained that: it was the Star of Bethlehem, which had returned to our 

skies in order to announce to men a new era in the spread of Christiani
? 

ty."-

As n1entioned earlier in this. chapter, Kepler observed a supernova 

in 1604 in connection with. a planetary conjunction and suggested that 

such an arrangement might have been the star of Bethlehem. 

The startling appearance of the star, like that of supernova 1572, 
was sufficient to set many theologians, astrologers and others on a 
course of cild speculation. In the light of the severe religious 
teachings of the time, the star was likened to the Star of Bethlehem, 
which this time indicated Christ's second coming and the terrors of 
the Apocalypse..3 

panied the conjunctions of 7 and 6 B.C. as the star of Bethlehem: "In-

deed, one might risk the audacity of hinting that, if a net.'" star empha--

1Appel, "The Star, 11 pp. 162-63; Maunder, 11Star," p. 1249. Trench, 
The Star, pp. 46-48, gives a good description"of this event. 

2Appel, 11The Star," pp. 162-63. Maunder, "Star," p. 1249 adds: 
"There have been other instances of outbursts of short-lived bright stars, 
and in the annals of the years 12.65 and 952 - some brief notices have been 
found which may have referred to objects of this class, but more probably 
described. comets. The guess was then hazarded that these three events 
might all re.fer to the same object; that the star in Cassiopeia might be 
a 'variable' star, bursting into brilliancy about every 350 years to so; 
that it was the star that announced the birth of Our Lord, and that it 
would reappear about the end of the 19th cent. to announce His second 
coming. This rumor was widely spread, and from tim~ to time ignorant 
people have noticed the planet Venus which shines with extraordinary 
brilliancy when in particular parts of her orbit, and ha.ve. imagined, esp. 
whe.., she has be.en thus seen as a morning star -in the east, that she was 
none other than the star of Bethlehem at its predicted return. 11 

3King, Christmas Star, p. 6. 
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sized the brilliant conjunctions of 1604-5 1 it is more in keeping with the 

law of chances that a new- star did no~ emphasize those of 7-6 B.c." 1 

The only candidates for novae whi.ch fit within the required period 

are the objects which appeared ·in March, 5 B.C. and in April, 4 B.C. In 

the previous section it was said that these objects could have been comets 

or novae, though the former was probably a comet while the latter may have 

been a nova. 

One of the strongest cases that the star of Bethlehem was a nova is 

presented by C. S. Smith. 2 Smith suggests that the magi saw a nova and in

terpreted it in the sense they declared. Th.is nova was seen in the East 

as morning star, but; was only visible for a few days in this way before 

it faded to its original dimness. He solves the problem that only the 

magi saw this star by saying that it might have been obscured in Pales-

vae have been known to flare up on more than one occasion, and Smith uses 

this in his reconstruction of the events by saying that after several 

months, the nova which had first been observed by the magi as a brief mor
ning star became an evening star, with its brightness temporarily restored. 
Th.is reappearance of the star provided a confirmation tv the magi, since 

by this Lime, they were just leavi.rig Jerusalem en route to Bethlehem. 

Smith claims that the star "w:ent be.fore them" due to its direction in the 

sky, and that it 11stood over wh.ere. the young Child was" by shining to the 

1w. Canton, "The Nativity: An Outline," The Expositor, Fifth series, IX (February, 1899), 134. 

2smith, "star, 1' pp. 212,....27. 
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fuagi over the roof of the house "whilst they waited for admission. ul TI1.e 

miraculous element, according to Smith, was in the timing. Because of 

the great distance of stara, .the. light from this nova when it first erupt

ed was sent out hundreds of years before it was received on earth. Smith 

says: 

... it cannot be claimed that the events in }1atthew are contrary to 
what we know of natural law. There was however a very great miracle, 
because two unrelated events, far separate in time and in space, the 
actual outbreaks in the Star and the confirmations to the Magi, were 
made so to correspond and agree that they became one demonstration of 
God1 s wisdom and power. 2 

Blair sees the difficulty in this kind of attempt to explain how 

the nova could have stood over where the Child was: 11A star may seem to 

stand over a house, but if the observer moves to right or left it will 

then be standing over another house; therefore it could not have pointed 

to the lfanger. !!] Unfortunat:ely, t:he solution he offers to Lhe problem 

does not help. Blair refers to a group of stars within the constellation 

Cancer known by the ancients as the Manger, and suggests that if the nova 

we.re observed by the magi in this "heavenly Manger" when they were in Be th

lehem, this is the way in which they would have been guided by the star. 

Not only is this theory fraught with too much speculation; a devastating 

weakness is that Christ br this time.. was not in a manger, but in a house. 

This theory that the star was a nova or a supernova seems to have 

more to collll1J.end j,t than do an!- o:( the. others thus far. But even this the

ory has diffictilt problems. .As. menti,.oned above, the only known object 

l Ibid., p. 226. 

2 Ibid., p. 227. 

3Blair, "Signs, 
,, 

p. 5. 
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'111ich was probably a nova in this time period was an object seen in April, 

4 B.C. The March, 5 B.C. object was called by the Chinese a "sweeping 

star" aUd thus was probably a comet. It is even possible that the 4 B. C. 

object was a comet and not a nova since the Chi.nese designation for it 

was po hsing (a comet without a tail), Assuming, however, that this was 

a nova, there is some difficulty with the date: Herod died in late March 

or early April of 4 B.C., and Chxist's birth preceded Herod's death by at 

leas.t f01;.ty days (see Appendix A). It appears that April, 4 B.C. would 

be too late for the manifestation of the star of Bethlehem. Another pro

blem is that even i.f another nova appeared of which the records do not 

speak, it is quite doubtful that this could have been a supernova, since 

this would have been an unusual and spectacular event. Yet a supernova 

is almost reqµired since an ordinary nova is a dull object in the sky and 

is not pa~ticularly uncommon (other novae appeared in 69 and 48 B.C. and 

in A.D. 29 and 70 just to mention a few in that general period). 1 Another 

problem with this theory, as in the case of the others, is how the magi 

could have interpreted this particular nova instead of others which pre

ceded and followed it as relating to the birth of the king of the Jews. 

Those who assume an accompanying divine revelation to the magi avoid this 

problem. As with the other theories, this theory does not fit the des

cription of Matthew 2:9 concerning how the star moved before the magi and 

stood over the proper house, in spi.te. of.. the attempts which have been 

IDade. to reconcile this problem. Finally, it is. unlikely that if thi.s was 

lTs~-tsung, 11A New Catalog, 11 p. 11s'. 
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a significant enough nova to send the magi on their way to Jerusalem, none 

of the Judean leaders were ·aware of it as. Matthew indicates (Smith's hypo

thesis of a cloud covering in Judea is possible, though doubtful). 

A supernatural phenomenon 

It has been seen that there are serious difficulties with each of 

the views mentioned thus far. Most of them are attempts to fit natural 

phenomena into the Matthew 2 descri~tion of how the star acted and what 

effect it had ori the magi who saw it. However, it is possible in view 

of these difficulties that the star may have been a supernatural phenome-

non which was revealed to the magi_ as a sign which accompanied a divine 

revelation. Many have argued against such a position, believing that this 

passage does not call for such a miracle, and that there must be a scien

tific explanat.ion behind Ha1:.thew 2.: 1-12. Tii.is accounts for tile iaet i:.haL 

every conceivable astral phenomenon has been suggested at one time or an

other to have been the star of Bethlehem, often in varying combinations. 

Day is among those who argue that the star could not have been a 

supernatural event: 

Now, that we are obliged to conceive of a star, properly so called, 
and of course embraced within th.e limits of astronomy, is evident 
from the following reasons: First, the. Persons who first saw the star 
and perceived its import, were Magi, that is, according to the then 
prevalent meaning of the.. word, astronomers or astrologers by profes
sion. Why Nagi, and why are. th..ey so expressly designated by this and 
no other name, if the phenomenon were one which any ordinary observer 
could notice as well as they; Secondly_, there is not a word in the 
passage:wbich intimates that th.e. acr-rrip mentioned, was or was thought 
to be a miraculous appearance. What right, then, have we to presume 
it7 Besides, if this were a supernatural star, would it not have been 
recorded by the Evangelj..st, with .. great distinctness, since. a ·miracle 
like this. finds no parallel :in the. New Testament. Thirdly, supposing 
this to have been a miraculous phenonenon, [sic] an extraordinary il
lumination of the. Magi would have been still~c~ssary, before they 
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,1 could have recognized it as betokening first a birth, and then the birth 
of the Jewish Messiah. Of such an illumination, there is no intimation 
in the passage. Herod appears to have been alarmed only at the appear
ance of the star at that time. . . . Fourthly, on the other hand, the 
vJh.ole description of the. star, obliges us to conceive of an ordinary 
star. 1 

Smith tries to dispose of the .miraculous element by saying that the writer 

simply told what he thought he saw: "He tells what he thinks he sees; 

and in so doing he can only take the earth as his fixed framework, and the 

heavenly bodies as movable. 112 Th.is is dangerously close to denying that 

Matthew did not accurately describe the event since the knowledge of the 

day prevented a correct description of the motion of ht!.avenly bodies. 

Scripture does not claim mere human authorship for itself; the Bible: claims 

to be "God breathed 11 
( -O-e61tvE uO"'tOt,;12 Tim. 3: 16) , being the product of God 

and man. Thus, even though the science of Matthew's time was not as re-

fined as it is today, this description of the star is accurate, since God 

preserved the correctness. The star did not just "appear" to move, stop, 

and stand over where the Child was: it actually did these things. Mat

thew is clearly not perverting truth in this passage, Also, he is not 

saying vfuat he thinks he saw; he is authoritatively saying what actually 

took place, It is also clear that Matthew was not personally present to 

see this event. This material was gathered from another source and Mat

thew's accuracy was gllaranteed by th_e Holy Spirit. The question of wheth

er it should be accepted that this passage was indeed preserved from er

ror by God is another issue. But if one. should decide to deny the Bible's 

1nay, 11The True Date," pp, 173-7/i, 

2snu.th, 11S tar, 11 p. 212. 
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own testimony concerning itself ' by saying that there are errors in this ac-

count , he logically forfeits his privilege of cons t ructi .ng any valid theo 

ry from ' this text, because it would be a completely subjective decision as 

to which portions are truthful and whi .ch are erroneous. Because of the 

Bible ' s unique testimony about itself , the whole must either be accepted 

or rejected. 

Alford also believes that the m.i.racle hypothesis is forced: 

We know the magi to have been devoted to astrology: and on comparing 
the language of our text with this undoubted fact, I confess that it 
appears to me the most ingenuous way, fairly to take account of that 
fact in our exegesis, and not to shelter ourselves from an apparent 
difficulty by the convenient but forced hypothesis of a rniracle.1 

Both Day and Alford claim that since the magi were astrologers , the star 

must have been an object which would have been of special significance to 

astrologers, and not a supernatural event. As discussed in Chapter I , how

ever, it is more likeiy that the magi were Zoroastrians (or at least this 

is the background out of which they came) from Persia than that they were 

astrologers from Babylon. But even if they were astrologers, this would 

·not preclude the possibility that they might have been selected by God to 

receive a revelation with a confirming sign that the Messiah, the King of 

the Jews, was to be born in Judea . An accompanying divine revelation to 

the magi would cause no problems with respect to this Matthew 2 account. 

" Scripture gives many c:ases, SJ?ecially numerous in the times of which we 

speak , where a communication was made b:y God, and attested by a sign fol

lowing. 112 The magi are even given such . a re.velation in th.is ~assage: 

1Alford, Greek Testam ent , I, 10. 

2smith, "St ar," p. 21.'.>. 
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ifAnd having been warned by God in a dream not to return to Herod, they de

parted for_ their own country by another way" (Matt. 2: 12). It is there

fore likely that God previously revealed to the magi (probably in another 

dream) that His Son would be botn in Judea. Th.ey were then given a con

firmatory sign (as in the cases of Zacharias, Mary~ and the shepherds), the 

start which reappeared when they were on their way from Jerusalem to Beth

lehem.1 

Aqother argument by Day is that this passage should not be presumed 

to be a miraculous account since it does not claim to be. However, the 

reason for taking this account to be miraculous is not because Matthew ex-

pressly says it is, but because there are no natural phenomena v.>h.ich ad

equately explain the data contained therein if Matthew's words are assumed 

to be an accurate description of what actually happened. Besides, there 

is no neo::d for l-iat1:l·,ew to hav~ spc,:-;_i[ically said that th.is Weis .: mira..:le 

in order for it to have been considered as such. There are other places 

in the Bible which speak of supernatural events without calling them mir

acles or signs (Matt. 17:25-27 an~ Mark 11:1-7 are two examples). Thus, 

there is no valid reason why }fatthew could not be describing a superna

tural phenomenon. 

On the other hand, care should be taken to avoid go~ng to the other 

lJ. K. Fotheringham, "The. Star of Bethlehem, 11 The Journal of Theo
logical Studies, X (October, 1908), 116, claims that the magi really were 
not looking £or the Hessiah when they came. to Herod. Th.ey were professional 
astrologers who had predicted the birth. of a king. According to Fother
ingham, "When they arrived, Rerod, knowi.ng that no bi.rth had taken place 
there, suspected that the star be.tokened the birth of the Messiah, who, 
he feared, was destined to dethrone his family. It is only at this stage 
that any reference to the .Nessiah is introduced into the account." 
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' €xtreme of equipping the star with exotic features derived more from imag-

ination than from a consideration of Matthew's text. Ignatius appears to 

have been guilty of this: 

A star shone in heaven brighter than all the stars. Its light was in
describable and its novelty caused amazement. The rest of the stars, 
along with the sun and the moon, formed a ring around it; yet it out
shone them all, and there was bewilderment whence this unique novelty 
had arisen. 1 

Chrysostom held the view that the star was not a natural object: " 
this star was not of the COIIllllOn sort, or rather not a star at all, as it 

seems at least to me, but some invisible power transformed into· this ap

pearance. . . . 112 Chrysostom came to this conclusion because of the un-

usual movement of ths star, its brightness even in the daylight, its ap

pearing and hiding at will, and the way it pointed the Christ child out. 

An additional support for the position that the star cf Bethlehem 

was a supernatural phenomenon is found in the parallel which exists be

_tween the magi and the shepherds in Luke 2. Smith sees this parallel and 

writes: 

If my hypothesis is true, the stories of the Magi and of the Shep
herds are closely parallel. First, the he~venly message to both, at
tested to the Shepherds by the Heavenly Host, to the Magi by the Star. 
Both then go to see what the Lord had made known to them, and the Holy 
Child is attested to the Shepherds by the Manger, to the Magi by the 
reappearance of the Star. Both Shepherds and Magi worship and praise 
God and depart. The acceptance of the Gentiles, pronounced by St. Sim
eon, is en2cted in the Magi.3 

In both cases there was a revelation followed by a sign. Luke 2:9 adds a 

signiticant additional detail: "And an angel of the Lord suddenly stood 

l1gnatius Epistle to the Ephesians 19. 2. 

2chrysostom Homilies on St. Matthew 6. 3, 4. 

3smith, 11Star, 11 p. 216. 
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before them, and the glory of the Lord sh.one around them; and they were 

terribly frightened. 11 The 11 glory of the Lord 11 shone around the shepherds 

during the time they received the revelation that their Savior, the Lord 

Jesus, had been born. There may also be a parallel to this in the case 

of Abraham when the "God of glory 11 (Acts 7:2) revealed His glory to Abra

ham in Ur.I Associated with this revelation were specific instructions 

telling Abraham what to do (depart to another country). Evidently, the 

magi were also given instructions to go to Judea. Because of the parallel 

between the magi. and the shepherds and the fact that the shepherds wit

nessed the 11glory 11 of the. Lord, it has been suggested by some that the 

star of Bethlehem may have been the Shekinah (the glory of the Lord) it-

self. Tiris appears to be the most satisfactory view concerning the star 

as "Hill be seen below. 

"But another view of this star has been taken by man,--that it was not one 

of the heavenly orbs, but some extraordinary luminous appearance like a 

star, which, having served its purpose in guiding the Magi to Bethlehem, 

vanished forever. 112 More specifically, Appel mentions the Shekinah: 

Others have supposed that it was of the character of a meteor, cre
ated at the time expressly for the purpose of directing the magi, just 
as the pillar of ~~oud or the pillar of fire guided the Israelites 
through the wilderness, halting or advancing just as circumstances 
required. And still others have supposed that it was the cloudy pil
lar, -or the Shekinah . . . 3 

1J. IM-ight Pentecost, 11.Matthew 11 (unpublished class notes, Dallas 
Theological Semi.nary, 1971), pp. 2-3. 

2Andrews, ·The Life, p. 10. 

3Appel, "The Star," XXXV, 156. 
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:f..egrand holds the view that the star was the Shekinah glory of God: 

• , • the star is not a moving star and it does not appear in the East. It is a fixed star and it rises over Bethlehem, in the West for the Magi. It is actually the 'Glory' of .the Lord, the luminous brightness, 
characteristic of divine theophanies in the Old Test., the same which 
appeared to the shepherds.I 

According to this article, this is not a new interpretation since it was 

expressed by Justin, Ignatius of Antioch, a..,d the liturgies of the Latin 

and Greek rites. Maunder also mentions the possibility that the star 

migh.t have been the Shekinah, and raises a diff icUl ty associated with it: 

11But this view raises the questions as to the form in which it first ap

peared to the wise men, when they were still in the East• and how they 

came to call it a star, when they must have recognized how un-starlike it 

was. 112 The solution to this problem lies in the Y.'d.de latitude behind the 

use of the word &:o"tr)p(see Appendix B), and :in the fact that the Shekinah 

appe"!.rs in different forms• as ••:'ill be seen ½eJ 0-•.-1. 

G. Campbell Morgan also touches upon the Shekinah in a discussion 

on the star: 

One of the most poetic thoughts about the-star fell from the lips 
of a Welsh preacher. He suggested that it may have been the embodying of the Shekinah glory of old, wh..ich had been homeless since the :infidelity of God's people, and now went outside the covenant to bring men back to the true ark of the covenant, its abiding home henceforth. This star shone in an tmexpected place, outside of the covenant, to attract men to the priyilege.s of the covenant. 3 

In order to discover something of the significance of the Shekinah 

lL. Legrand, 11yidimus Ste.llam Ejus in Oriente, 11 Clergy Monthly, Xl:III (October, 1959), 377-84. 

2~- d "S " '249 ,1·=un er, tar, p • ..J. • 

3c. Campbell Morgan, The •Crises of the Christ (New York: Fleming H. Revell Company~ 1903), p. 98. 
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I 
glory ill the Matthew pass _age, the appearances of the Shekinah will be 

briefly traced through the Bible . I It is God' s purpose as outlined in the 

Bible to bring glory to Himself through His creation and especially through 

men, who are the pinnacle of His creation. This is as it should be, since 

God is the only being ill the . universe who is worthy and deservant of glori 

ficati .on . It would be just as wrong not to glorify the God of glory who 

deserves all praise as it would be to glorify a man who does not deserve 

this. One way the Lord uses to bring glory to Himself is to reveal some

thi ng of His glory to men; this is cne of the reason$ for the manifesta 

tions of the Shek..inah glory of God to men throughout the Bible. The She-

kinah glory is 11
• • • that resplendent shining of the light of His own 

Person. "2 The first biblical appearance of this " resplendent light" is 

found in Genesis l :3 ·-13 . Light was created on the first day of creation , 

~~1\-
but the sun -, moon, and stars were not created until the t;hi.rs- day. Thus, 

the light which existed before ·this time could not be natural; it must 

have been a supernatural display of the glory of God (compare Rev. 21:23-

. 25 which describes a similar con<li .tion in the eternal state). As Pente

cost3 mentions, God revealed His glory to Adam and Eve in the Garden of 

Eden (Gen. 3:8) until they rebelled against God's co.mmand and were ex

pelled from the garden. God also reveale .J His glory to Hoses on .several 

. occasions. It could be seen ill the blazing bush in Exodus 3:2-5, and it 

is, again seen in E.-xodus 33: 18--34: 8 .where Moses asks to see God's glory 

(cf. Exod . 16:7, 10). God allowed Moses to see His radiance and efful-

lJ. Thdgh.t Pentecost , ' Pattern For .Maturity (Chicago: Moody Press, 
1966), pp. 11-22, has an excellent dis .cussion on this subject. 

2 lb id . , p . 12 . 3rbid., pp. 12-13. 
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gt!nce, but not His face, 1 Since no-one can see God and live (Exod. 33:20), 

He caused His goodness to pass. before Moses.. As a result, the skin of 

Moses I face was temporarily shi.ning; he i'eflected the glory of God for a 

short time, and this so frightened the people. that he. had to wear a veil. 

When .Moses first went to Mount Sinai., the cloud of glory was upon the rr.oun

tain, and "the glory of the Lord was like a consuming fire on the mountain 

top~ 1 (Ex:od. 24:16-17). 

After this God used the tabernacle as the vehicle for the man:i.fes-• 

tati.on of His glory. Exodus 40:34-38 gives a description of the appear

ing of the Shekinah glor¥ at the completion of the tabernacle: 

Then the cloud covered the tent of meeting, and the glory of the Lord filled the tabernacle. And Moses was not able to enter the tent of meeting because the cloud had settled on it, and the glory of_ tbe Lord filled the tabernacle. And throughout t;heir jou1;11eys whenever r;he cloud was taken up from over the tabernacle, the sons of Israel •,,muld set out; but if the cloud was not taken up, then they did not set out ;_E:i.t!l the day °"fti.::.=. it i':as taken :!F- I"-::r thr,:c-..:gh::,::.t 2.:!..:!.. tt.d.;:: j-.:.·.:,:;:-,,'.:.~-:., the c·10ud of the Lord was on the tabernacle by day, and there was fire in it by night, in the sj_ght of all the hous_e of Israel. 

When the Lord would sp~ak to Moses in the tent of meeting, His glory would 
appear to him (cf. Num, 20:6}. The Shekinah would leave the tabernacle 

and move before the Israelites when the Lord wanted to guide them through 

the wilderness to another place, Exodus 13:21-22 describes this process: 

And the Lord was going bef;ore them in a pillar of cloud by day to lead them on the way, and in a pillar of fire by night to give them light, that they .might travel by day and by night. Re did not take away the pillar of cloud by day, nor the pillar of fire by·nigh.t, from before the. people. 

Exodus 14:24 also mentions the pillar of fire and cloud: "And it came 

1 . 
Ibid., p. 13; 
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~bout at the morning watch, that the Lord looked down on the army of the 
Egyptians through the pillar of fire and cloud and brough.t the army of the 
Egyptians into confusion. 11 'Th.us, the glory of God guided_ the children of 

Israel through the wilderness, protected them from their enemies, gav~ 

them light, and was the mani.festation of His presence so that the Israel

ites knew that the Lord was with them. Other allusions to the glory of 
the Lord are found in Leviticus 9:16, 23; Numbers 14:10, 21; 16:19, 42; 

Deuteronomy 5:22-24. Later, when.the ark of the Lord was taken from Isra
el by the Philistines at the battle of Aphek in 1 Samuel 4--5, the Sheki
nah was temporarily removed from Israel. Phinehas died that day and his 
son was born at the same time; he was called Ichabod {11no glory") because 
the glory had depat; ted from Israel since the ark of God was taken ( 1 Sam. 

5:18-22). 

After the tabernacle, the Lord manifested His glory once again in 
the Solomonic temple. This was an incredibly beautiful and expensive 

structure, but its greatness was much enhanced when the Shekinah glory be
gan to dwell ·in it when it was completed! 11.And i.t came about 'When the 

priests came from the holy place, that the. cloud filled the house of the 
Lord, so that the priests could not stand to mi.ni.ster because cf the cloud, 
for the glory of the Lord filled_ the house of the Lord" (1 Kings 8: 10-11). 

lhis is also described i.n 2 Chronicles 5:14 and 7: 1-3. 

Many times in the books. of Psalms and Isaiah the. glory of the Lord 

is mentioned, and Isaiah speal--s of a time when Gentiles as well as Jews 
will continually see the glory of the Lord. The prophet Ezekiel saw the 

glory cf the Lord on several occasions (Ezek. 1:28; 3:12, 23; 8:4 record 
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the first times). Ezekiel records a sad moment in Israel's history when 

the Shek.inah departed from the temple_before the Dabylonian captivity. 

First, the Shekinah moved from the 11cherub on which it had been, to the 

threshold of the temple 11 (Ezek. 9:3). In the most holy place in the tem

ple there were two golden cherubim on top of the ark of the covenant in 

the midst of which the Shek.inah glory dwelt. Thus, the Shekinah moved 

first from the most holy place to the holy place, and then to the doorway 

and then into the court. The next step is recorded in Ezekiel 10:3-5 and 

10:18-19: 

Now the cherubim were standing on the right side of the temple when 
the ma.n entered, and the cloud filled the inner court. Then the glory 
of the Lord went .up from the cherub to the threshold of the temple, 
and the temple was filled with the cloud, and the court was filled with 
the brightness of the glory of the Lord. Moreover, the sound of the 
wings of the cherubim was heard as far as the outer court, like the 
voice of God Almighty when He speaks, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
im::1-i i..~'-e. glory vf Lhc. Lard d.~pn.:-tc~ frv .. , t.hc. ::.h.::.;:.:;11.-.. l,:!. ::£ ~t.=. ~.s:::· 

ple. and stood over the cherubim, When the cherubim departed, t.hey lift
ed their wings and rose up from the earth in my sight with the wheels 
beside them; and they stood still at the entrance of the east gate of 
the Lord 1 s house. And the glory of the God of Israel hovered over 
them. 

Here the glory is described as "hovering" ove'r the cherubim. It was off 

the ground and was an area of intense brightness. Th.is wculd certainly 

meet the requirements of the star of Bethlehem as recorded in Matthew 2:1-

12, and it is not at all unlikely .that the magi would have called this a 

star, esJ?ecially considering the liberal use of the word 11star 11 in the 

Old and New Testaments (cf. ApJ?endix B). The final stage. of the departure 

of the She.kinah of God from I.srael.is found in Ezeki.el 11:22-23: 11Then 

the Cherubim lifted up their wings wi.th the wheels besi.de them, and the 

glory of the God of Israel hovered· over them. And the glory of t.he Lord 
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w'ent up from the midst of the city, and stood over the mountain which is 

east of the city. 11 Thus the.·.shekinah .departed fro.m the temple and the 

city of Jerusalem to the Mount _of Olives·. It departed to the East. Late.r 

in h.is prophecy Ezekiel describes how the glory of the Lord will once 

again return to. the temple (this time the millennial temple), never to 

leave again: 

Then he led me. to the. gate, the gate facing toward the east; and 
behold, the glory of the God of Israel was coming from the way of the 
east. And His voice was like the sound of many waters; and the earth 
shone with Hi.s glory •••• ..And the glory of the Lord came into the 
house by the way of the gate facing to~ard the east • .And th~ Spirit 
lifted me up and brought me into the inner court; and behold, the glo
ry of the Lord filled the house. [Ez.ek. 43:1-2, 4-5] 

After this temple was destroyed when the Jews were taken into cap

tivity by Babylon under Nebuchadnezzar, Israel endured a seventy year cap

tivity. Following this a remnant returned. to Palestine and rebuilt the. 

temple under -the. ieadership ot' Ezra and Zerubbab~l. This temple was very 

_meager compared to the temple of Solomon, but God encouraged the people 

by telling them in Haggai 2:6-9: 

1 
For thus says the Lord of hosts, "Once more in a little wilile, I am 

going to shake the heavens and the earth, "the sea also and the dry 
land. And I will shake all the nations; and they will come with the 
wealth. of all nations; and I will fili this -house with glory," says 
the Lord of hosts. "The silver is Mine, and the. gold is Mine, u de
clares the Lord of hosts. "The. latter glory of this house will be 
greater than the. .former, 11 says the. Lord of hosts, "and in this place 
I sh.all give peace, 11 declares the. Lord of hosts. 1 

Tlw.s, the promise is given that once more the Shek..inah. gloxv would return. 

Th.e· glorv is not seen in Is_rael again until the time of the New 

Testament~ If the. star of Bethlehem was the. Sheki.nah. glory, the magi m~re 

the first to- see it since the temple of Solomon was declared to be 11Ica

bod11 (no glory) in the vision of Ezekiel. The shepherds in Luke. 2 also 
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' Saw the glory of the Lord, as mentioned above. _Christ Himself, the incar-

nate Son of God, displayed the glory Qf .the Lord several times, though He 

generally veiled His pre-incarnate glory. 11And the Word be.came. flesh, 

and dwelt among us, and we beheld His_ glory, glory as of the only begotten 

from the Father, full of grace and truth" (John 1: 14). Christ I s glory was 

beheld on the mountain on which. He was transfigured by Peter, John, and 

James (Luke 9: 28-36). At thi.s time. Christ 1 s body and clothing became white 

and incredibly bright. Peter re.calls this dazzling event in 2 Peter 1: 16-

18. Christ's glory also entered into the temple in Jerusalem (.Zerubbabel 's 

temple) when lie went there, but in a veiled· form. Moreover, it was proba

bly a flash of His restrained glory which caused a whole armed Roman co

hort of soldiers to draw back and fall to the ground when Christ said "I 

a.'11" to them in the Garden of Gethsemane (John 18: 3-6). Having died on the 

cross ana ris_en from t:he dead, Christ is now_ in a glorified. resurrec.tiou 

_body. Paul in Acts 9:3-9 saw the glory of the resurrected Christ while he 

was on the road to Damascus and he was blinded by the light for three days. 

Matthew 24:30 says that when Christ comes aga~n to the earth, He will come 

"with power and great glory. 11 Matthew 25:31 adds, "But when the Son of 

Man comes in His glory, and all th.e. angels with Him, then He will sit on 

Ris glorious throne. 11 Pentecost s.ays concerning this : 

God will 
als.o the 
reign in 
presence. 

manifest His glory to this earth when the Son of God, whO is 
Son of Man, will receive the. scepter to David's throne, and 
power and great glory. God will be glorified in the personal 
of His Son on this earth as King of kings and Lord of lords. 1 

I.n addition to- these passages, .the great glorr of Christ is seen .many ti..ities 

lpentecost, Pattern, p. 20. 
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ih the Revelation. Toose who have received Christ as their Savior and Re-

deeroer will also receive resurrection bodies wil.ich will be like Christ's. 

These eternal bodies will be bright, reflecting the Shek.inah of God (Dan. 

12:2-3; Rom. 8:30; l Cor. 15:35-57; Phil. 3:21; 1 Toe.ss. 4:13-17; 1 John 
3:2). 

Although there are other New .Testa."'i.ent references to the glory of 

God, the last mention of the Shekinah is found in Re_velation 21: 10-11 and 

21: 23-25: 

And he carried me away in the Spir~t to a great and high mountain, and showed me the holy city, Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, having the glory of God. Her brilliance was like a very costly stone, as a stone of crystal-clear jasper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . And the city has no need of the sun or of the moon to shine upon it, for the glory of God has illumined it, and its lamp is the Lamb. And the nations shall walk by its light, and the kings of the earth shall bring their glory into it. And in the daytime (for there shall be no . . 
Thus, in the eternal state, in the new heaven and new earth,· there will be 

no need of either the sun or the moon (and probably also the stars) for 

illumination, since "the. glory of God has illumined it, and its lamp is 

the Lamb. 11 It is the She.kin.ah glory of the Lord Jesus, then, which will 

provide eternal brightness; there wi.11 no longer be any night. This She

ki.nah. will be reflected by the. new Jerusalem and by resurrected believ€.rs. 

It can be ser:.n from the above discussj_on that the Shekinah glcry 

plays a critical role in the. outworking of God's eternal program. Through

out. the Bible it pc.rforms di_:f;'fere.nt functions and appears in different 

fornis. It is eas¥ from some. of the descriptions {espe..cia.l}y in Ezekiel) 

to see how i.t could be termed a "st2r," especially when other New Testa

ment USi-ig@_s of the. word O'.a'trjp ~re Considered. The Shekinah was l!Sed by 
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God to guide the children of Israel thro_ugh the wilderness of Sinai by 

moving before them in the form of a pillar of fire by night and a pillar 

of cloud by day. The. Shekina~ glory also spoke of the presence of the 

lord. This was clear on Mount Sinai and :ln the most holy place in the 

tabernacle. Tiris continued to be the case in the temple until the glory 

departed due to the iniquity of Israel. During the millennial kingdom, 

when Christ comes as the triumphant King, the temple will again be built 

(far surpassing the Solomonic temple in size and beauty; cf. Ezek. 40--48) 

and the glory of the Lord will fill it, never to depart again. After the 

destruction of the old heavens and earth and the creation of the new, the 

Sheki..nah will be revealed in greater measure, to the extent that there 

will no longer be any need for natural luminaries as we know them. 

Th.us, two primary functions of the Shek.inah glory are: {1) to 

guide men -as the Lord directs., and (2) to tell men of the presence ot the... 

Lord. Both of these functions can be seen in the star of Bethlehem. 'Ihe 

star first "told" the magi that God was present on earth in that it con

firmed the revelation evidently given to them that the Messiah, tl1.e King 

of the Jews, was to be born in Judea. Christ was called "Immanuel" (11God 

is with us") by the prophet Isaiah. about 700 years before Christ was born 

(Isa. 7 :14). It is very fitting that the Shel<.inah. would be. used to herald 

the fact that,God is present among .men on earth.I Second, the star guided 

the .magi from Jerusalem to the speci,fi..c house. where. the Christ-child was. 

It has been shown earlier in thi.$.chapte.r that the description of the ac-

11ncidentally, this vi_ew explains why there would be. no common knowledge about the. star; as in the..· Old Testament, the Shekinah was seen only by those whom God chose to see it. 
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f.ions of the star in Matthew 2 are highly localized, and a supernatural 

object like the Shekinah is-the only phenomenon which completely fits all 

the data found in Matthew. 2:J--,12. The appearances of the Shekinah in the 

Old and New Testaments are higlil.y- localized, and in Ezekiel the Shekinah 

is described on one occasion as hoveri.ng in the air (above the cherubim). 

It is easy to see how the Shek.inah could appear, disappear, and reappear 

to the magi. It could easily IDOve on before the magi, 11until it came and 

stood over where the Child was" (Hatt. 2:9). It is natural that it would 

be associated with divine revelations to the magi (such as the aream they 

received from God in Matt, 2:12), since it was associated in such ways in 

the Old Testament, especially in the case of Moses. Finally, the star is 

significant from a theological standpoint since it marks a critical junc

ture in God I s theocratic program. "Wh.en the fulness of the time came, 

God sent l:orth His Son, born of a woman, born under the Law, in order that 

.He might redeem those who were under the Law, that we might receive the 

adoption as sons 11 (Gal. 4:4-5). From the time of the last Old Testament 

prophet to the time of Jesus 1 forerunner, John the Baptist, and Jesus 

Himself, there was a hiatus of about 400 years; there were no prophets of 

the Lord. With. the coming of Jesus Christ there was such a flood of re

velat~on that it surpassed everything previously given (though most of it 

was not inscripturated; cf. John 21:25). Not only was there new revela

tion from God after a lacuna of centuries; God Him.c;.eJ.f was once again pre

sent among the people of Israel, .this time to offer the kingdom foretold 

and promised to Israel in the.Old Testament in fulfillment of all the cove

nant promises. Whenever the Lord dwc.lt among the people in the Old Testa

:tnent, the Shekinah could be found in confirmation of this reality, since 
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this is the way He manifested Himself to them. But "'11.en the Shekinah left 
the temple shortly before the beginning of the Babylonian captivity of 
Israel in 586 B.C., the glory departed and the Lord no longer dwelt among 
the people. It was not until the birth of the Lord Jesus Christ that the 
Lord was once again pr~sent among men and the Shekinah glory of God could 
once again be seen. Christ gene.rally veiled His glory while He was on 
earth because in His first advent He came as the Suffering Servant pro
phesied in Isaiah 53:5-6: 

He was despised and forsaken of men, 
A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief; 
And like one from whom men hide their face. 
He was despised, and we did not esteem Him. 

Surely our griefs He Rim.self bore, 
.And our sorrows He carried; 
Yet we ourselves esteemed Him stricken, 
Smitten of God, and afflicted. 
E~t He ~".'.l.G pie~~~d through fc= o~r t~~~sg~ecsioos; lie was cru~he<l i.ui: uui. inlqul.t.ies; 
The chastening for our well~being fell upon Rim, .And by Hi.s scourging we are healed. 
All of us like sheep have gone astray, 
Each of us has turned to his own way; 
But the. Lord has caused the iniquity of us all To fall on Him. 

The lnrd Jesus described His purpose for coming to the earth in these 

words: "For even the Son of Man did not come. to be served, but to serve, 
and to giye His life ..a ransom fo:r many" (.Mark 10:45). But the situation 
will be quite different when He comes to earth. the second time. In His 
second advent, Jesus will come. in power and great glory- to reign as King 
of kings and Lord of lords. It is. appropriate, then, that the Sh.ek.inah 
glory which. announced Elis first advent (if it was th.e star of Bethlehem) 

w-.Ul also announce, wit:h much. greater strength> Hi_s second coming. 



COiiCLUSION 

The Matthew 2: 1-18 account is histori.cally accurate, and does not 

contradict the other nativity narrative in Luke 2 (see Appendix A). Al

though the slaughter of the Bethlehem infants under Herod's edict is no

where else :r:ecorded, this does not lessen its authenticity; it is in fact 

vary much in keeping with the character of Herod. 

_There can be no certainty as to the. religious background, knowledge, 

and country of origin of the magi., but it seems likely that they were nat 

Babylonian astrologers, but Persians, If they were from i:'ersia, th.ei:.· 

religious background was Zoroastrianism. Zoroastrians were expecting th•~ 

event:ual coniing of a Sosiosh, or, Velive1.·er who woui.<i come as a pruprl.t;:: 

and reign on earth for a thousand years, There was also a great deal of 

Messianic expectation before and after the birth of Christ, and this was 

apparently widespread. It is possible, then, th~t the magi may have be.e.1 

looking beyond Zoroastrianism for this Messiah, or they may have co~e in 

contact with the Hebrew Sc:dpture.s (or Jewish merchants, etc,). Whatever 

was the case, God chose them and re.vealed to them that His Son, the Mes

siah, the King of the Jews, would bt born in Judea. There may be a paral

lel with the calling of Abraha.m out of Ur of th.e Chaldeans. Along with 

this revelation the magi were g~ven a sign: a mi.raculous star. Having 

received a revelati.on which was confi.xmed by a sign, the magi soon set 

out for Judea (the. journey probably lasted several weeks). During this• 

time, the star was not present; they had to walk by•fai.:h. When they 
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teached Palestine they went to the capital city and inquired as to the 

whereabouts of the new-born King of the Jews. Tirl.s upset Herod (and con

sequently the whole city, since they were afraid of what Herod might do), 

since he was probably aware of the Messianic expectation and feared that 

the Child might become a contender for the throne or cause trouble with 

Rome. He tried to ascertain how old the child was from the magi after 

determining from his chief priests and scribes that the Messiah was ex

pected to be born in Bethlehem. The magi. soon departed for Bethlehem and 

were confirmed in their hopes by seeing the star once again. The star 

went before them as a very localized phenomenon and stopped and stood over 

where the Child was: Having thus been led to the Child, they offered Him 

gifts. They were soon warned in a dream to depart from the country by 

another way. Joseph was also told to take the Child and flee to Egypt. 

Herod attempted. to destroy this possible contender -to. the throne> but he 

.missed his victim while he destroyed several of the wrong ones. 

The star-sign which the magi saw was the Shekinah glory, the same 

glory which was last present in Israel when i~ departed from the temple 

of Solomon prior to the destruction of that temple and the Babylonian cap

tivity. The Shek.inah now returned (the shepherds also saw it in Luke 2), 

revealing the fact that Yah~eh was once again present among men, and 

gui.ding the .magi to Jesus the .Nessi.ah. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE DATE O.F MESSIAH._' S BIRTR 

Any extended consideration ot the magi and the star of Bethlehem 

ought to include some material on when the Christ-child was born. This, 

unfortunately, is a difficult proble,m, and 
;si..r 

has plagu.ed chronologe'!'G- for 

centuri.es. The rude fact is. that no one can accurately pin dow1?-this im

portant date; it is even more elusive than the date of the crucifixion. 

Moreover, it is also_ difficult to arrive at a smooth harmonization of all 

the events found in two of the nativity accounts, Matthew 2 and Luke 2. 

Th.ere are numerous loose historical strands which give clues to the chro-

a smooth and continuous fabric. It is because of these problems and the 

importance of the subject that this writer has decided to present this ma-· 

teri.al in the fo::::-rn of a separate. appendix to this thesis. 

Th.e date of Christ's birth is so significant that it has completely 

changed our system of reckoning years. Up until A,D. 533, men reckoned 

years by using as an initial point the legendary date of the founding of 

the city of Rome, 753 B.C.- -The date was given :in terms of A.U.C., 11from 

the. founding of the city," so that A.U.C. 1 = 753 B.C. and A.U.C. 754 = 

A.D. 1, Th.e man responsible for the. chanse in the system of reckoning was 

DLonysius Exiguus, a S::ythian monk and an abbot of Rome. Dionysius in A.D. 

533 found a statement of Clement of Alexandria that the birth of Christ 

took place in the twenty-eighth year of the reign of the Roman emperor 
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Gae.sar Agustus. It was in 726. A.U.C. that Augustus was proclaimed emper

or, so Dionysius added twenty-eight years to this date to obtain 754 A.U.C. 

8s the year of the birth of Christ and the year A.D. 1. But he was not 

aware of the fact that Augustus had ruled for four years us~ng his own 

name Octavian. 1 This therefore llltroduced an error into the system of at 

least four years. Another problem is that Dionysius Exiguus should have 

used a zero year; but he cannot be blamed for not doing so, because no one 

in Europe· in his day knew that there was such a thing as the number zero. 

Hi_ndu mathematicians introduced the symbol and the idea of zero (which 

they called sunya); this was not used in Europe until about A.D. 1134.2 

'Tetminus ·ad Quero:· Th.e Death of ·Herod 

In any chronological reckoning, it •is important to establish the 

two endpoints whj.ch J i_mit the d~te, the termin5. 11 nuo and <'Id quem. Tn 

this case, the terminus ad quern i.s the death of Herod the Great, and the 

terminus a · quo is the census taken by Quirinius mentioned in Luke 2: 2. 

Because of the statements found in Matthew 2:1 and Luke. 1;5, it 

can be seen that Herod I s death. may be fixed as the point beyond which the 

birth of Christ could not have occurred. Matthew 2:1 says that 11Jesus 

was born in Bethlehem of Judea in the days of llerod the king." Finegan 

-demonstrates £rare Josephus that H.erod was named king of Judea in 40 B.C. 

lR. L Johnson, "What Was the Star of BethJ.ehem? 11 Christianity To
day~ December 18, 1964, p. 277. 

ZRoy K. Marshall, The Star of Bethlehem (Chapel Rill, North Caro
lina: The-Morehead Planetarium, 1949), p. 7. 
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alld took Jerusalem in 37 B.C. 1 It is also known that Herod reigned 37 

years from the former date and 34 years from the latter date. 2 Both of 

these figures lead to the year· 4 B.C. as the year of Herod's death. 3 

Jin.other clue to the til!le of Herod's death is again provided by Jo

sephus. He relates that when Rerod deposed Matthias from the high priest

hood, 11 
••• on that same night there was an eclipse of the moon. n4 lt 

is ·a1s0 known that: in the year of Herod 1s death the Passover was celebrat-

ed after .the traditional seven days of mourning for the death. of Herod by 

his son and successor, Archelaus.5- In 4 B.C., Nisan 14 (Passover) fell 

on. April 11, and subtracting. the seven days of mourning leads to the date 

April 4. However, Josephus does not say that these seven days were im

mediately before the Passover. They were probably completed a few days 

before the Passover (cf. Josephus ~iquities 17. 8. 4 with 17. 9. 3). 

Rs=~aiciing .th~ luuat" r.c.lipse, such. an eclipse occurreti on .i".iarch 13, 4 h.c. 6 

Thus, it has been commonly held that Herod 1 s death occurred between Narch 

13 and April. 4 of 4 B.C. 7 Marshall gives a description of this eclipse: 

"It was not much of an eclipse, only a comparatiVely small nick being taken 

1Jack Finegan, Handbook of Biblical Chronology (~rinceton: Prineton Universi.ty Press, 1964), pp. 230-31. 

23. 8. 

2~., p. 231; Josephus Antiquities 17. 8. I and Jewish War I. 

3Finegan, Handbook, pp. 231-32. 

4Josephus Antiquities 17. 6. 4. 5rbid. 17. 8. 4. 

6F'L_negc.n, Handbook, p. 231; .Mc!.rshall, The Star, p. 9; Johnson, "What Was the. Star," pp. 277-78. 

7samuel J_ Andrews, The Life of Our Lord Upon the Earth (New York: · C, Scribner 1 s Sons, 1891), pp. 1-2. 
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oUt as the moon skimmed through the edge of the earth's shadow, but it was 

visible from Jericho, where Herod had ,one of his palaces. 111 Johnson also 

adds to this opinion that the eclipse of March 13, 4 B.C. is to be identi

fied with the eclipse to which- Josephus alludes: "Since the dates of 

eclipses and of Passover depend on the motion of the moon, it is possible 

to determine these dates accurately by calculation. Th.e only lunar eclipse 

that saLisfies the necessary conditions took place on March 13, 4 B-.C. 
112 

Filmer, however, disagrees with these conclusions and argues that 

Herod's death can be placed as late as 1 B.C. In the conclusion to his 

article on this subject Filmer writes: 

Josephus provides a great deal of chronological material regarding 
the reign of Herod, but owing partly to errors and partly to ambigui
ties, it is possible to correlate all the data with two quite differ
ent chronologies. Some of the evidences that have been regarded as 
conclusively in favour of 4 B.C. as the date of Rerod 1 s death, such as 
the lt:;s.:r c,:.lJp~e, are seen to be entire1y neutral. There are~ of 
course, weal\.111:::::»:>es on tv :..h ;;,ide;,, but it is submit te.d that Schur?-::- 1 ~ ./ 

dates for the accession of Herod in 40 or 37 B.C. cannot be upheld, and 
since it is impossible to accept parts of both chronologies, the whole 
of his chronology must be rejected. If, as seems likely, Herod 1 s ac
cession was one year later, tOis would lead to the conclusion that he 
died in January, 1 B.c.3 

Since there was no lunar eclipse in Jerusalem between that of March 13, 4 

B.C. and that of January 10, 1 B.c., 4 Filmer attempts to show that the 

eclipse in question is the 1 B.C. rather than the 4 B.C. ecl:lpse. Filmer 

lMarshall, The Star, p. 9. 

2Johnson, "What Was the Star," pp. 277-78. 

3w. E. Filmer, ''The Chronology of the Reign of Herod the Great, 11 

Journal ·of •.Theo.logical Studies, XVII (October, 1966), 298. 

4T. l), Ban1es, "The Date of Herod 1 s Death," ·Journal of ·Theological 
Studies, XIX (April, 1968), 208-209. 
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9()es this because he believes that 5/4 B.C. is too early for Christ's birth 

since it would make Him too old at the time of His baptism, As will be 

seen below, this is really no problem, since a winter 5/4 B.C. date of 

birth for .Jesus would mean that Re was only about 32½ years old at the time 

of His baptism, a figure not incongruous with Luke 3:23. 

As Barnes! indicates, Filmer rests his case for rejecting 4 B.C. 

upon the dates of Herod 1 s appointment in Rome as king of Judea and of his 

capture of Jerusalem; he says that these dates are not 40 and 37 B .C., but 

39 and 36 B.C. Since Josephus 2 says that Herod reigned 37 years from his 

initial appointment and 34 years from his final capture of Jerusalem, Fil

mer says this le.ads to a date of death of about 2 B.C. Filmer arrives at 

1 B.C. by saying that there is a problem in Josephus' method of determin

ing reign-lengths. 3 Th.is. kind of reasoning is not as tight as Filmer would 

and Philip) actually began their reigns in 5 or 4 B.c. 4 In response to 

another of Filmer's objections, Barnes states: " Herod was just under 

, seventy years old when he died. As he appears to have been age twenty five 

in 47 B.C., his death ought to f~ll before 2 B.C.; and there is no diffi

culty at all if it fell in 5/4. 115 Barnes demonstrates that Filmer's argu

l!lellt for a 1 B.C. death of Herod is weak, and shows that Herod died in 5/4 -
B.C. But he says this in his conclusion: 

llbid., pp. 205-208. 

2Jos.ephus Antiquities 17. 8 •. 1 and Jewish War 1. 23. 8. 

3Filroer, 11Th.e Chronology, 11 XVII., 283-98. 

4Barnes, "Th.e D t " XIX 205 208 a e, , - . 5Ibid., XlX, 209. 
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./ This then is the evidence which proves. beyond any doubt that Herod 
died in 5 or 4 B.C. It does not, however, suffice to establish the tra
ditional view that he died between the lunar eclipse in the very early 
hours of 13 March 4 B.C. and the Passover in the following month. An 
eclipse also occurred duri_ng the night of 15 / 16 September 5 B. C. , of 
greater amplitude than that of 13 March 4 B.C ...• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

That Herod died in late March or early April 4 B.C. cannot be dis
proved. Yet December 5 B .C. is an alternative, equally valid and clear
ly preferable. I 

While it is true that there was such. an eclipse of the. moon in September 

of 5 B .C., the problem with this view is that this eclipse took place 

about six months before the -Passover mentioned by Josephus. 2 If this 

eclipse did occur 11shortly before the death of Herod, n3 it may be more 

likely that the March 13 eclipse is a better candidate, since it is much 

closer to the time of the Passover before which Herod is known to have 

died. Thus, H.erod died certainly in late 5 or early 4 B.C., and proba

bly in the spring of 4 B.C., perhaps in late March. 

The next problem is to determine the chronological relationship 

between 1:he death of Herod and the birth of Christ. Andrews says con-

cerning this, 

How long before Herod's death was the Lord born? The Evangelists 
Matthew and Luke relate certain events that occurred between His birth 
and Herod's death,--His circumcision upon the eighth day, the presen
tation at the Temple on the fortieth, the visit of the Magi, the flight 
into Egypt, the murder 0£ the Innocents. Wh..a.tever view may be taken 
as to the order of these events, the~, can scarcely have occupied less 
than r.10 months. 4 ._ 

Matthew 2:3 makes it clear that Herod was still alive when the magi visit-

~Ibid. 

2Josephus Antiquities .17. 9. 3. 

3Finegan, Handbook, p. 231. 

'~Andrews, The Life, p. 2. 
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e<l Christ in Bethlehem and when they departed 11for their own country by 

another way" (Matt, 2: 12). This must have been before the lunar eclipse 

recorded by Josephus, because when that eclipse occurred, Herod was in 

Jericho.I According to Matthew 2:1-12, Herod.was still in Jerusalem when 

the magi arrived; he later went to Jericho where he d.i.ed. lf this is the 

March 13 eclipse, this means that the magi arrived in Jerusalem consider

ably before March 13, 4 B.C., since Herod was still in Jerusalem. 

It can be said along with Finegan 2 that "it may be held probable 

that the birth of Jes_us, the visit. of the Magi, and the death of Herod all 

took place in fairly close succession, and in accordance with this evi

dence the birth of Jesus could be placed in the winter of 5/4 B.C," There 

are three views, however, about the ordering of the events in Matthew 2 

and Luke 2 which attempt to harmonize these diverging accounts of the na-

t:i_vir-y. Th~ first of these ~:iews pir:-i:-ur'-".r: t::h(' cv~r1ts as fell;:;:;:?: T_...,,. __ \. ----... --
and Mary go from Nazareth to Bethlehem; Jesus is born; the shepherds come 

and worship; the magi come soon afterward; they depart; Joseph and Mary 

take Christ to Jerusalem on the fortieth day for ·the purification in the 

temple; they re.turn to Nazareth; Joseph is warned in a dream to flee to 

Egypt; they leave for Egypt by night; the slaughter of the Bethlehem in-· 

fants; Herod dies; Joseph"and Mary return to Nazareth. The advantage to 

this view is that only one stay in Bethlehem is required. The disadvantages 

is that Matthew 2~12-13 makes it clear that Joseph was warned to flee to 

Egypt soon after the magi departed, .while still in Bethlehem: 

!Josephus Antiquities 17. 6. 1 to 17. 8. 4. 

2Flnegan, Handbook, pp. 231-32. 
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.,/ And having been warned by God in a dream not to return to Herod, they [the magi] departed for their own country by another way. Now when they had departed, behold, an ange~ of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream, saying, 'Arise and take the Chi.ld and H.i.s mother, and flee to Egypt, and remain there until I tell you; for Herod :is going to search for the Child to destroy H.i.Jn. 1 

It appears in this account that they fled directly from Bethlehem to Egypt. 
Ricciottil also argues against this first view by saying, 11 

••• Joseph 

would certainly not have presented the child in Jerusalem and exposed him 
to such serious peril if his death had already been decreed there." How·· 

ever, this objection is not particularly strong since the child would have 
been unrecognized in Jerusalem as being under Herod's murderous edict; on
ly those children in Bethlehem were in real danger. Nevertheless, this 
first view fails to meet the requirements of the biblical accounts. The 
warning could not have been given to Joseph while in Jerusalem (at the 

pt!rifica.tion) be.:::a~se Matth~'.:! 2:13-1!: s:::-..Jo th:_it the.y fled d!.:rectly t(' 

Egypt after th.e warning was received, a fact which would be incongruous 
·with Luke 2:39 which says that th.~y went from Jerusalem to Nazareth. Hore
over, the warning could not have been given to them at Nazareth (after the 
purification in Jerusalem) because such a wariling with all its haste would 
have been meaningless if they were in Nazareth. This is because Nazareth 
is about sixty-five mi.les north of Beth.le.hem, and th.ere would be no danger 
to children in Nazareth. Thus, the warning must have been given to Jos~ph 
while he was in Bethlehem. 

The second view holds that the events took place in this order: 

Nazareth to Bethlehem; Christ born; shepherds; Bethleh.em to Jerusalem for 

purification (fortieth day after birth); Jerusalem to Nazareth; Nazareth 

mia 
1Guiseppe 

(Milwaukee: 
Ricciotti, The Life of Christ, trans. hy Alba 
The Bruce Publishing Company, 1944), p. 156. 

I. Zizza-
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t"o Bethlehem; coming of the n;agi; magi depart; warni"ng to Joseph; flight 

to Egypt; slaughter of the innocents; .Herod's death; Joseplt and Mary go 

from Egypt to Nazareth, Th.is second view has the advantage that it better 

fits the· data in the biblical -accounts and avoi.ds the objections given to 

the first view above, The disadvantage is that it is more clumsy in that 

an extra trip from Nazareth to Jerusalem is required. What would be the 

reason for such a trip? One suggestion is offered by Arndt: 1 the fami_.ly 

first went to Nazareth after the purification in Jerusalem in order to 

pick up all their belongings, and then moved to Bethlehem to live there. 

This would be a plausable reason, and the only grounds for rejecting this 

second view is the length and hardship of the trip to Nazareth and back to 

Bethlehem.2 

There is a third view which may offer a better solution to the pro-

ble.m tf.al.i t:ith-a.r of the fir.st twu. In thi,; view, Luke 2:1-'.39a is t.akc;i-. 

as a unit, then the entire chapter of Matthew 2, and finally, Matthew 2:23 

and Luke 2:29a recording the same· event. 3 According to Smith, 

Luke 2:39a .begins by depicting Joseph and Mary to h2ve completed 
the presentation of Jesus at the Temple. Th.en Joseph. and Mary returned 
to Bethlehem with the Christ-child and took up residence in a house 
(Matthew 2:11). This return to Bethlehem may well have been because 

1williarn F. Arndt, The Gospel·according to St. Luke (St. Louis: 
C.Oncordia Publishing House, 1956), p. 97. 

2Th.e first view is really no better a solution in this regard, be
cause the trip to Nazareth is still required. Jerusalem to Nazareth to 
Egypt is little better than JerusaleJII to Nazareth. to Bethlehem to Egypt 
since Bethlehem is only about fiye miles south of Jerusalem and basically 
on the way to Egypt. 

3Mark Smith, "A Fresh Approach to the Birrh. Narrative Events of V 
Our Lord as Recorded in the Second Chapters of Matthew and Luk.e.11 (unpub-
lish.ed Th..M. thesis, Dallas Theological Seminary,- 1966), p. 37. 
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/ they felt the Messiah-child should grow up in Bethlehem, city of David. 
This would especially be. true to the parents a.fte.r having conversed 
with Simeon and Anna in Jerusalem (Luke 2:25-38). It was at Bethlehem, 
then, wh.ere the Magi. of the East had visited them (Matthew 2: lb-12), 
and afterwards Joseph and Mary took the Christ-child and fled to Egypt 
(Matthew- 2: 13-18), Upon returning to their homeland after the death of 
Herod, they again wished to ret~rn to Bethlehem for the reason stated 
above, but God warned them to go back to Nazareth (Matthew 2:22) ,1 

This view that all of Matthew 2 fits between Luke 2:39a and Luke 2:39b has 

no harmonistic problems and avoids the extra trip to Nazareth which the 

first two views require. Smith has this to add concerning this third posi

tion: 

John Calvin would have the Magi sequence precede the trip to Jeru
salem and the flight to Egypt after Jerusalem, but th_e urgency of the 
situation depic.ted in Matthew- would rule out this 'side trip' to Jeru
salem. it is preferable to place all the Matthean events within Luke 
2:39 and to attribute all the 1 ommisions' of both Matthew and Luke to 
the general purpose of each writer, i.e., that they would include only 
the ele..ments which fitted into their purposes. 2 

Wh<>tever the se'1uence; the l,5-bJ.ic..al event-.s !'1.IJSt: have re'1nirerl a 

minimum of about two months, meaning that Christ's birth could not have 

occurred later than January or February o.f 4 B.C. Tb.e first view requires 

that the magi must have come very soon after Christ's birth, while the 

second and third views are not strict in this regard; the magi could have 

come when Christ was several months old, but no earlier than when He was 

about forty days old. 

Another fact, found in Matthew 2:19, 22 says that the return from 

Egypt "took place upon the death of Herod and the succession of Archelaus, 

therefore in the spring of 4 B.C. or later. 113 This means that whatever 

amount oJ; time was spent in EgY,Pt until the death of F..eJ;od must be sub-

1rhid,, pp, -3,-38. 

3Finegan, Handbook, p. 234. 

2tbid., p. 44. 
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t~acted from this terminus ad quem of January/February, 4 B.C., leading 

to a neY-. terminus of about Dece.mber/JEJUuary, 5/4 B.C. 

The chronological datum in Matthew 2: 7, 16 ("from two years old and 

under") will be considered below when the chronological significance of 

the star is considered. 

Terminus a Quo: The Census of Quirinius 

Having established the ti.me after which Christ could not have been 

born (December/January, 5/4 B.C._), the opposite end-point must now be es

tablished: the time before which Christ could not have been born, accord

ing to the available evidence. Luke 2:1-6, which describes the census 

taken under Quirinius, provides the necessary evidence; Christ could not 

ruive been born before the taking of this census. At this point, the date 

be solved. 

Many objections are raised against the Lukan account, saying that 

such a census by Caesar Augustus di_d not take place because it is not his

torically recorded. Concerning this Andrews Says: 

It is objected to the. statement of Luke that no mention is made of 
an edict by the Roman historians •.• But in th.e history of Dio Cas
sius there is a great gap from 747-757,--the very period in which Luke 
states this taxing to have been held. Suetonius is ve.ry brief, as al
so Tacitu$. Toe argument, therefore, .f\1Jm the silence of contemporary 
writers, :is of little force •. -,1 

When Luke says that a census was taken of "all the inhabited earth" (Luke 

' , 2 2:1,. 01.x.ouµcvri), he is speaking only of the Roman empire. Ramsay be-

!Andrews, The Li.fe, p. 74. 

2 • W •. M, Ramsay, 
Stroughton, 1898), p. 

Wac Christ Bo:tn at ·Bethlehem? (London: 
ll8. 

Hodder and 
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' Iieves many to have misinterpreted this verse: 

11le decree of Augustus which Luke mentions is commonly interpreted 
as ordering that a single census should be held of the whole Roman 
world. This is not a correct interpretation of Luke 1 s words. He uses 
the present tense, and he. .means that Augus.tus ordered enrolments to be 
regularly taken, according to the strict and proper usage of the pre
sent tense. What August.us did was to lay down the principle of syste
matic 11enrolment 11 in the Roman world, not to arrange for the taking of 
one single census.1 

It was discovered in 1893 that periodical enrolments were made in Egypt 

under the Roman empire in periods of fourteen years. 2 In addition to the 

census taken every fourteen years in Egypt, it is known that Augustus had 

a census of cives romani taken three times, in 28 B.C., in 8 B.C., and in 

A.D. 14.3 Also, a census was taken in Gaul in 27 B.c.4 Thus, it is clear 

that the census procedure in the Roman empire at this time was well-estab

lished, and extended over the whole of Roman dominion. 

Ram::iay Lrie::; lo establish a terminus a quo foi.· this cen::;m::; by i:>i::L)' 

ing that "The first periodic enrolment of Syria was inade under Satur!"linus 

in B.C. 8-7. The enrolment of Palestine was delayed by the causes des

cribed until the late SUlliller or autumn of B.C. 6. 115 As will be mentioned 

below, there is no reason why the census could not have extendad into late 

5 B.C., but it could not have taken place in Palestine earlier than 8 B.C. 

Concerning Quirinius, i_t is known that he was governor of Syria at 

least in the years A.D. 6-7. 6 Joseph.us records that a census was taken 

under hiJll in A.D. 6,7 probably the same as that referred to in Acts 5:37. 8 

1 Ibid., PP• 123-24. 2Ihid., P· 131. 3Ricciotti, The Life, p. 168. 

4Finegan, llandbook, P· 236. 5Ramsay, Bethlehem, p. 244. 

6 Fif1:egan, Handbook, PP· 235-36. 7 Josephus Antiguities 18. I. 1-2. 

8Finegan, Handbook, p. 236. 
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tw/ve years too late to be the census described 

in Luke. Because of this, much skepti~ism has arisen.over this census 1 

even to the extent that Luke is charged with confusing the A.D. 6 census 

with the time of Christ's birth. Stauffer 2 offers a partial resolution to 

this problem by describing the two stages of the taxation survey: (1) 

The ~rapha, a systematic listing of all taxable persons and property. 

Everyone had to appear personally at the registry. "It is of this initial 

phase of the census that the Gospel of Luke speaks. 113 (2) The apotimesis, 

the second and concluding phase of the protracted census.4 Tnis is the 

official assessment of taxes. "It is this final phase tm.i.ch Flavius Jose

phus describes. 115 Stauffer also adds: 

We must understand that the apographa constituted the starting-point, 
the apotiniesis the conclusion of a long-drawn-out taxation procedure 

!~!n!::t;~e: 0
::,

1
!~~ i~~!!. iears in Gaul, and even in Egypt always 

While this solves part of the problem, it still does not explain why Luke 

Would attribute the apographa taken about 6/5 B.C. to Quirinius, saying 

that he was 11governor of Syrie1. 11 (Luke 2:2) at the time.. For the solution 

to this> more information about the career of"P. Sulpicius Quirinius is 

required. 

At the site of Pisidian Antioch. (the ·modern Turkish town of Yalo-

lsee A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman Society and Roman Law ·in the New 
Testament· (Oxford: Clarendon Press> 1963), P\>• 162-70, for a discussion 
of these problems. 

2Ethelhe.rt Stauffer, Jesus and His Story, trans. by Richard and 
Clara Wi,1ston (New York: Alfred A. Knof!f, 1960), pp. 25-26, 

3Ibid., p. 25. 

5 1bid., p. 26 .. 

41bid., pp. 25-26. 

6 Ibid. 
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' ~adj), an inscribed stone was discovered which revealed that both Quirinius 

and M. Servilius were given the title of duumvir (chief magistrate) of An

tioch at the same period of time. 1 -Hudson says that Quirinius was appoint

ed governor of Syria in order to conduct the war against the Homanadenses 

(which he dates at about 10-7 B.C.) .2 In an article about this discovery 

in Yalowadj, Hudson concludes: 

The inscript:l.on . • • is a crowning step in proof that the story in Luke 
2:13 is correct; for it shows that Quirinius was engaged in the war, 
and therefore the governor of Syria before 6 B.C. Whereas critics of 
the New Testament asserted that Quirinius never governed Syria until A.D. 
5-6, nine years after the death of Herod, this statue in Antioch to 
Caristanius, its most distinguished citizen, helps to show that Quirin
ius was governing Syria at the time of the first enrolment mentioned by 
LukeT:12.3 

Jack, not aware of the inscription found in Yalowadj, sees Quirinius 1 only 

legatesh.ip as occurring in A.D. 6-7. In order to reconcile the problem in 

Luk~ 2~2, Ile gives all c.laborale discussiotl based on the Creek ancial tE.:AL 

of how the name Saturninus may have been originally written by Luke and 

been corr1Jpted into 11Quirinius. 114 Jack is grasping at a straw with this 

procedure, and it is really unnecessary to support the integrity of the 

LUY.an account upon such a tenuous structure. 

While Hudson has added to the solution, there is still more data 

about Quirinius which should be considered. Ricciotti states: 

A comparison of a fragmentary inscription found in Tivoli in 1764 

1Egbert C. Hudson, 11The Principal Family at Pisidian Antioch, 11 Jour
nal of Near Eastern Studies, XV (Ap;ril, 1956), 103-7. 

2Ibi,l., p. 107. 3rbid. 

4J. W. Jack, 11The Census.of Quirinius, 11 Expository Times, XL (Au
gust, 1929), 496-98. 
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..' (now in the Lateran 11useum) with an inscription of Aemilius Secundus found in Venice in 1880 provides Sutficient basis for the conclusion that Quirinius had previously been legate to Syrla at so.me undetermined time which was certainl:y a few years before the Christian era.1 

From Tacitus 2 it is learned that Quirinius "won a consulate under the de

ified Augustus, 11 (in 12 B.C.), and was successful in th.e Homanadensian 

campalgn.3 Citing two recently discovered inscriptions Stauffer says: 

In Syria he governed sometimes alone-as had Agrippa before him--sometimes aided by an i.rnperial provincial governor. From 9 to 6 B.C. the governor was C. Sentius Saturninus; from 6 to 4 B.C., P. Quintilius Varus •• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

It is evident that this division of power was in the nature of things, and Sulpicius Quirinius must be reckoned not only among the series of Syrian provincial governors, but also-and this chiefly--in the proud list of the Roman commanders-in-chief of the Orient. In this capacity he governed the Roman Orient like a vice-emperor from 12 B.C. to A.D. 16, with only a brief interruption (Gaius Caesar).4 

With these. conclusions, it is easy for Stauffer to say that Quirinius was 

i.n a p.:;,.siti,:rra. to b~gin the wcz-k cf t.'.e. C.C:i'iSiiS in the days of H.e.rud; :..ha.L 

is, the apographa was begun in Palestine under Quirinius and the apotime

sis was completed years later under the same.5 

Another problem is raised by Tertullian who says that the census 

1Ricciotti, The Life, p. 170. 2Tacitus Annals 3. 48. 

3see Strabo Geography 12. 6. 5 for a brief description of this campaign. Quirinius is also.mentioned b¥ Josephus in Antiquities 18. 2. 1-2. 
4stauffer, JesusJ .pp. 29-30. 

5:Ferdinand Prat, Jesus Christ, trans. by John J. Heenan (2 vols.; Milwaukee: .The Bruce l'ublishing Company, 1950), I, 484-85, also discusses this division-of-power situation. He says: 11lt is certain that there were sometimes two imperial legates in the same province. Tiws in Africa in the year A.D. 75 we find two goyernors, one charge.cl wi.th taking the census, the other in command of the troops, and both styled Legati Augusti on a milestone, which is an official document. Josephus., too~ mentions Sat-, ' (' , urninus and Volumnius, whom he several ti.mes called governors TJYEµo-
VEt;: ) •" 
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WB.s taken by Sentius Saturninus: 1 "But there is historical proof that at 

this very time a census had been taken. in Judea by Sentius Saturninus, 

which might have satisfied their inquiry respecting the family and des

cent of Christ. 112 In light cif the data presented above, this problem is 

not difficult to reconcile. Finegan says: 11No reason is evident why 

Quirinius could not have been associated with Saturninus in such a pro-

ject. In view of the sequence of known events in his career .. 

ly time might have be.en in 6 or 5 B. C. 113 

a like-

While the above solutions seem to offer the best explanation of the 

problems related to the Quirinian census, there are other solutions whi.ch 

have been offered by· several writers. Many of these are similar or are 

variations of each other. 4 

1ssturr:.i.:ms is often mzntione.d by Josephus: Antiquitis=s lG. 10. fl; 
16. 11. 3; 17. 1. i; Jewisl.1 War l. 2i'. L.; L 2.9. 3. 

2Tertullian Against Narcion 4. 19. 3Finegan, Handbook, pp. 237-38. 

40ne view, according to J. ·Blinzler, "Das Jahr der Geburt Christi," 
K.lerusblatt, XXXVII (December, 1957), 402-404, is that there wer~ two cen

·suses; as governor of Syria, Quirinius took the first census, and for the 
second he acted as a special imperial represeritative when Judea was in
corporated into the Roman provincial administration. Blinzer says this 
theory creates new problems, and suggests as an alternative that Quirinius 
took the second census as governor of Syria, while for the first he acted 
as a special commissioner, plausibly under the governorship of Sentius 
Saturnius (9 or 8 until 6 :B.C.). In this. case, Tertullian would be naming 
the governor and Luke would be gi.ving the specially commissioned subordinate 
official who was entrusted with the census in Judea. Ricciotti, The Life, 
pp. 171-72, also offers two solutions: (1) Quirinius was legate to Syria 
for the first time between 10 and 8.B.C, He started the census, and it was 
finished by Sentius Saturninus. In this case, Luke adopted the Jewish 
designatioll (Quirinius), and _Tertullian followed the Roman designation (Sat
urninus). {2) Tne sequence is reversed: Saturninus I legateship was in 8-
6 B.C. and that of Quirinius was in 3-2 B.C. Jesus was registered actually 
in the census of Saturninus, but the whole census was attributed to Quir
inius who finished it. Andrews, The Life, p. 79, gives two solutions which 
are essentially the same as those discussed by Blin:zer: (1) "First, that 
the decree was issued, and the preparations for the ·census began under 
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··' One peripheral criticism regarding the Lukan census account is that 

the Romans would not have carried out.a census and taxation prpcedure in 

Palestine while Rerod the Great was king of Judea. Day dispels this by 

saying: 

The position of Herod made it impossible for him to offer any resistance 
to the plans of the Roman emperor. A tributary king, holding his throne 
at the hands of Rome, hated by the Jews and dependent upon the grace of 
Augustus, his independence was only apparent. With.out the per miss ion 
of Rome, he could neither wage war, conclude peace, nor appolnt his 
successor.I 

Josephus also records that Herod had been demoted from 11friend 11 to "sub

ject112 by Caesar Augustus. Herod was again elevated after a short time, 

but the fact that he was under the control of Caesar was made clear. There 

is no reason why Palestine would have been exempt from any taxation proce

dures the Romans wished to institute. 3 

In ans,:.:c.:r tc the additional objection that the Romans ;.;ould :.-.::,t h.;;.s;;:: 

taxed the Jews according to their tribes or families (as Luke indicates 

they did), Ramsay says: 

It was the habit of the Romans 
to the custom of the country. 

in the East to adoJ?t their arrangements 
They did not force the natives to adopt 

Saturninus, 746-8, or under Varus, 748-50, but the census was continued and 
finished under Quirinius . • . 11 (2) 11The second explanation is by those 
wh.o think. that Quirinius, in carrying on the first census, was not govern
or of Syria, but acted in some other official capacity, perhaps as procura
tor ·or fiscal governor of Syria ·. . . In this case he may have been con
nected with. the census from the first. Or he may have been an extraordi
nary commissioner acting tinder Saturninus or Varus, o~ jointly with them, 
or perhafS as their official superior: _or as governor of Syria at the 
same. time· with Varus. 11 

lceorge E. Day~ "The True Date of Christ 1 s Birthday." Bibliotheca 
Sacra, III ·{November, 1846), 656. 

2Josephus Antiquities 16 •. 9.- 3. 

3:E:inegan, Handbook) p. 237. 
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but rather modi-

It can be seen from the above materiai that the Quiri.nian census 'is no ea

sy problem and involves a number of hi_storical factors. 2 The problem, how

eve.r 1 is solvable and leads to a date of 6/5 B.C. for the census in Pales

tine mentioned by Luke. 3 Thus, the terminus a quo of Christ 1 s birth is 

about 7/6 B.C. (and more lil~ely 6/5 B.C.), and terminus·ad quern is about 

December/January, 5/4 B.C. 

Th.e Star 

Unfortunately, the star of Bethlehem does not provide clear chrono-

lRamsay, Bethlehem, pp. 195-96. 

2still another solution has been offered which is very different 
from the others and is not as strong. This is found in Prat, Jesus, I, 
484: 11Luke's text (2:2) ... is trani=ilated: 'Th..i..s regfstrat5.on un:,c: 
p:revL:n.:~ to t!-.a.t of th.::. f;!i7.:.rn.o:r Quirirriu::::,' i.e., p:-e.v=..ot::s to ;_I:_::: ;,·::::11·· 
kno'W!l registration by Quirinius in A.D. 6, at the death of Archelaus. Ac
cording to this translation, the first census could have occurred at any 

· time previous." This translation is somewhat. forced and unnatural, and 
Prat says that 11

• • • it would doubtless not have come to anyone I s mind 
exce.pt for anxiety to solve the. difficulty of chronology 11 {Prat, 484), 
Ricciotti also comnents on this: 11This translation of the Greek adjective 
1tpW-r11 to mean 'anterior, preceding, 1 is certainly possible and there are. 
examples of it in the Gospels themselves (cf. John 1:15, 30; 15: 18) as 
well as in the papyri and elsewhere. We cannot deny, however, that it is 
unusual and is in reality prompted by the desire to avoid the historical
chronological difficulty in the passage" (Tne Life, p. 169). 

3Ramsay, whose previous estimate was 7/6 B.C. modified this to 8 
B.C. (Bethlehem, pp. 195-96). Thi..s is because he accepted MacKinlay's 
argument of an 8 B.C. nativity (G. MacKinlay, The Magi, Jlow They Recog
nized Christ 1 s Star [London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1907]), based on a 
very unusual approach to the star of Bethlehem (whi.ch MacKinlay calls the 
planet Venus). This change is i;-efle.cte.d in Ramsay I s article, "Th.e Morning 
Star and the Chronology of the Life of Christ," The Ex:posito_E., Seventh. 
Series, V (January, 1908), 1-21, which. was reprinted in .Luke the Physician 
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1908), pp. 219.-46, MacKinlay places the 
nativity in 8 B.C. because of an ingenious and involved reconstruction of 
th.e chronological events in Christ's life. based upon the eight years 1 

cycle of Venus and the times of the Sabbath year. 
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l'ogical evidence for pinpointing the date of the nativity. Even if a 

specific astral phenomenon could be demonstrated to be the star, the re

lationship the star sustained to the· birth of Christ would be uncertain. 

Matthew 2:16 says: 11Then wh.en H.erod saw that he had been tricked by the 

magi, he became ve.ry enrage_d, and sent and slew all the male children who 

were in Bethlehem and in all its environs, from two ye.ars old and under, 

according to the time which he had ascertained from the magi. 11 This phrase 

11 two years old and under" does not mean that the appearing of the star must 

have been two years before the arrival of the magi in Jerusalem. 

There are too many uncertain elements here to make this datum of the 
two years of much value_. What was the star? What event did the star 
denote? Was it prophetic, foretelling the Lord 1 s birth? In this case 
it may have appeared one, or two, or more years before the nativity. -
Did it follow the birth? If so, by what interval? It is by no means 
certain what the Magi understood it to denote, though more probably 
th.e birth.I 

and the duration of the magi 1s journey. It is also true, judging from 

Herod 1 s unscrupulous character in his old age, that he must have allowed 

a generous additional amount of time to the original figure in order to be 

certain that the infant King would t:.e destroyed by his deadly edict. 

There is therefore no need to hold that J~sus must have been one 

to two years old by the time the magi arrived in Jerusalem. 2 As discussed -
above,3 the prominent dates which have been offered by writers tor the 

l,Andrews, The Life, p. lL. 

2since Herod died in the spring of 4 B.C., Jesus was probably less 
than a year old by the time the sojourn in Egypt was completed, and this 
sojourn ~ay have lasted only a few months at the. most. 

3supra, pp. 29-91. 
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6ppearance of the star are: 7 B.C. (the Jupiter-Mars-Saturn conjunction), 

5 and 4 B.C. (comet or nova). It has been shown that- none-of these guesses 

adequately account for the biblical requirements; the star was not merely 

a natural, but a supernatural event (probably the Shekinah glory). Thus, 

from a chronological standpoint, the star sheds little light. 

Other Chronological Evidences 

Caesar Augustus 
. 

Luke 2:1 says that Christ was born in the reign of ~aesar Augustus, 

but unfortunately, no specific year is given. Augustus reigned 57 years, 

5 months, and 2 days (from the death of Julius Caesar, factual regna~ 

years). 1 His rule extended from March 17, 44 B.C. to August 19, A.D. 14. 2 

A number of early Christian sources date the birth of Christ in 

ter!!lS o:,f the ye::!.r of Augustu"c: 1 xefgr:. Senne. c.cunt th~ number ::=f yc:Qr::; fr.::;;:;. 

the be.ginning of his reign in Rome, and others from the beginning of his 

reign in Egypt (a few give Christ I s birth in terms of both). There is un

certainty as to which of these writers used the accession year system and 

which used the non-accession year system. Finegan3 has compiled a list of 

these sources, and has found that this data yields a range of 4 B.C. to 

A.D. l for the birth of ~esus, with most at 3/2 B.C. The difficulty here 

is that all these dates are too late when it is remembered that Matthew 

2:1-12 says that Christ was. born l_)rior to lierod 's death.. Consequently, 

this data- is of little use in ascertain1?-g th.e date of the nativity. 

1rinegan, Handbook> p. 217. 

2Ibid., pp. 217-18, 

·3 rbid., p. 229. 
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' Baptism by John 

Luke 3:1-3 says that John began his ministry of baptism of repen

tance 11·in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar." :Finegan 1 

has done extensive work on this datum and has arrived at three possible 

years, depending on the method of reckoning: (1) A.D. 26; "Fifteenth year 

of Tiberius from his joint rule of the provinces with the regnal year be

ginning at the latest in late Oct . . . 112 (2) A.D. 28; "Fifteenth year 

of Tiberius after the death of Augustus, by Jewish reckoning extending from 

Apr 15, A,D. 28 to Apr 4, A.D. 29 ... 113 (3) A.D. 29; "Fifteenth year 

of Tiberius after the death of Augustus, by Roman reckoning extending from 

Jan 1 to Dec 31, A.D. 29 .,4 
This third reckoning is the most proba-

ble according to Finegan because 11 
••• it may appear probably that the 

writing U,.uke] is addressed to Roman readers, or at any rate to readers 

out in the Roman world, to whom dating in terms of t:he Juiian calenriar 

would presumably be more familiar. u5 Chrl.St was probably baptized in the 

fall of this year (A.D. 29) when Re was about thirty-two and one half 

years old (assuming birth in winter, 5/4 B.C.). · 

Luke 3: 23 

This text reads: . 11And wh.en he. b.e.gan His ministry. Jesus Himself was 

about thirty years of age, being supposedly the son of Joseph, the son of 

Eli, • " As just noted, there are three candidates for the year ·which 

n:arked. the beginning of Jesus' ~ublic .ministry: A.D. 26, 28, and 29. If 

it is assumed that Christ was born in December of 5 B.C., th.e age of Christ 

lrbtd., pp. 259-73. 

4Ihid. 

2I.hid., p. 301. 

5Ibid,, p. 273. 
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o'n these three occasions would be about 29½, 31½, and 32½, respectively. 

How much. latitude should be allowed to the phrase 11about thirty years of 

age" { Wac I.)? Some commentators interpret this 11about 11 to mean 11exactly" 

and make the phrase too rigid. There is no reason wily the phrase could 

not allow a range of 27 to 33 years of age. However, if the nativity is 

pushed back to a date IlRICh earlier than December, 5 B.C., Luke 3:23 will 

be stretched too far if A.D. 29 i.s maintained as a t.euable date for the 

beginning of Christ I s public ministry (as Finegan believes it is) .1 

John 8:57 

"The Jews therefore said to Him, 'You are not yet fifty years old, 

and have You seen Abraham?'" Th.i_s phrase in no way means that Jesus must 

have been in His forties at this time. The Jews were trying to make a 

point in this rhetorical questi~nj -even if He were fifty yca.r3 old His 

claim would have been absurd from their point of view. The Jews are not 

attempting to guess Jesus·' age here; they are simply emphasizing His youth 

in contrast to His claim that Re existed before Abraham. Thus, this verse 

has no chronological import with respect to the date of the nativity. 

John 2:20 

11The Jews therefore said, 'It took forty-six years to build this 

temple., and will You raise it up in three days?'" Finegan has determined 

from four statements made by Josephus that Herod began work on the temple 

in the year b~ginning Nisan 1, 19 B.c. 2 Another possible beginning-point 

for this forty-six year period arises out of the possi.ble distinction be-

!Ibid. 2rbid., pp. 276-79. 
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' • 6 • , t'ween -ro l.EP V (the whole temple precinct) and O va.oc; (the temple edi-

fice proper). Finegan says: 1'.If the priests began their part of the work 

( • , / 8 on the inner temple O V0:.0£:) at the. same time. in 19 1 B.C. and built it 

in one year and five months, they must have finished the 'temple itself 1 

in 17 B.c. 111 Since this verse in John uses the term b va6i; ~ 17 B.C. may 

be the beginning-point which these Jews had in mind when they spoke of 

forty-six years. These two dates lead ta A.D. 27 and A.D. 29/30 when forty

six year~ are added to them. 

The Time of the Year 

Th.ere is much disagreement as to the time of the year in which Je

sus was born; the nativity has been assigned to eight out of the twelve 

months of the year. 2 lt has been argued that Christ could not have been 

born during the winter months because of Luke 2:8 which says th:it there 

were shepherds who were "keeping Wcltch over their flock by night 11 at the 

ti.me when Jesus was born. The argument is that flocks were only out be

twe.en March and November. It is also said that the December nights were 

too long and cold an<l would have meant hazardous traveling, and that there 

was a rainy season at this time. But Edersheim3 says that the March-Novem

ber season only applied ;o the temple sheep, and that the wilderness flocks 

remained there all the year round. Concerning the climate, Andrews and 

others demonstrate that there is actually mild weather (often an average 

lrbid., p. 279. 

2w-. Canton, "The Nativity: An Outline," The Expositor, Fifth Se
ries, IX (February, 1899), 126 .. 

3J0.fred Edersheim, The Life·and Times of Jesus the Messiah (3rd. 
ed.; 2 vols.; London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1886), 1, 187, n. 2. 
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t:'empe.rature of about 53 degrees). "There seems, then, so far as climate 

is concerned, no good ground to affirm that shepherds could not have been 

Pasturing their flocks in the· field duri_ng the month of .December. 111 

·The Day 

TI1e most plausible contenders for the day on which Christ was born 

are December 25 and January 6. 2 According to Gassner, however, 

It is a fact that the early Christians originally celebrated the birth 
of Jesus in the spring, but the date of the celebration was changed fre
quently to avoid persecution by the Roman soldiers. December 25 was 
finally adopted, because it coincided with the Roman festival called 
Saturnalia. In th.is fashion, the Christians could have their celebra
tion without being suspicious.3 

This 11fact 11 is not so easily demonstrated as Gessner would like, and Fine-

lfilldrews, The Life, p. 16. A more positive case for a winter nati
vity has been adduced from a passage in Luke; this is not a very strong ar
e11ment; but it shoulP. at least be !!!~rtti.0!!.<:!d. A.cCorrli!!g to Luke 1:5, Za
ch.arJ.as w::i..;; "o.I tl~z 1.ilviBio.:. of. rl.bijah .• " Toe priests we.re divi<l~d lii.i.u 
twenty-four classes, each of which officiated at the temple in its turn 
for a week. Josephus says that at the destruction of the temple by Titus 
on August 5, A,D. 70, the first class had just entered its course (Jose
phus Jewish War 6. 4, 5). Since Abijah was the eighth course, its offi
ciating dates can be computed from Josephus' datum. If 5 B.C. is taken 

. to be the year of Christ's birth, the appearance of the angel to Zach.ari
as announcing John's birth must be placed in 6 B.C. In this year the 
course of Ahi.jah officiated during April 17-23 and October 3-9 (Andrews, 
p. 13). "At each of theSe periods, therefore, was Zacharias at Jerusalem. 
If the annunciation of the angel was .made to hi.m during the former, the 
birth of John may be placed near the beginning of 749, and the Lord's 
birth. about six month,§ later, or near. the middle of 749; if the annunci.a
tion was .made during -the latter, John 1 s birth was near the middle of 749, 
and the Lord I s birth near the end. The .fact that we do not know how soon 
after the completion of the ,ministry of Zacharias the conception of John 
is to be placed, prevents any very e..xact statement of dates" (Andrews, p. 
13), O.f course, if another year is taken this will yield other results. 

2FiD:egan, Handbook, pp. -248:-59. 

35. D. Gessner, "Star of Beth.le.hem, 11 Nature Magazine., December, 
1957, p. 545. 
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gB.n shows that just the opposite is really true: 11The chief reckonings 

attested by the oldest sources, then, put the conception of Jesus in the 

spring,· and his birth in midwinter. nl 

Concerning the Roman festival of Saturnalia Jackson says: 

• the Romans did have feasts of the Saturnalia from December 17th 
through the 24th, Sagillia, and New Years, and on December 25th--the 
feast of the day of the unconquered sun [ sol invictus]--Brumalia, at 
which time amusements were entered into wholeheartedly with no dis
tinction between master and slave. Presents of wax, paste, or clay 
dolls were given to children; and fruits, candies, and gifts of vari
ous k:i_nds were exchanged. It was a season of peace. and good-will. 2 

Marshall adds to this description:· 

The Romans celebrated the Saturnalia, the festival of the husbad
man, signalizing the harvest of the crops, from mid-December onward for 
a few days. In time, the whole. period from December 14 to December 27 
became one of good feeling and festivity. For at least a portion of 
the time, even the slaves were permitted some measure of freedom. Gifts 
were e.xchanged, and doorways were decorated with eve.rgreens.3 

.J.::it.'kson c1lso reJat'c's this date to other ever,_ts.: 

December 25 also corresponds with the 'Juel' feasts of the ancient 
Goths, and the 'Yule' season of the Scandinavians. The appropriate
ness of identifying the birthday of the Son of Righteousness with that 
of the physical sun, because December 25th follows immediately the 'Win
ter salties lsic], may have influenced church fathers in general in 
readily adopting it. 4 

The Norsemen also believed that from December 25 through. January 6 they 

could sense the contact between the god Odin and mankind. In Persia, De

cember 25 was celebrated as the nativity feast-day of Mithra, the Sun-King. 

It is interesting that Tertullian and others claimed that December 

25. v:as given as .Jesus' birth in the archives at Roroe.5 

1finegan, Handbook, p. 258. 

2 J, Lamar Jack.son, "ChriS.tmas, 11Revie.w and Expositor, XLI (October, 
1944), 388. 

3Narshall, The Star, p. 12. 4Jackson, "Christmas," p. 389. 

5Tertullian Against Marcion 4. 7. 
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./ But chronologists attach little weight to this testimony since the same 
tradition Puts the birth o'f_ John the Baptist on June 24th {the· first 
day of summer), the annunciation of Mary on March 25th (the first day of 
spring), and Elizabeth's.conceptioll 9n September 25th~the four cardi
nal points of the solar year.! 

In the Eastern Church, the date of January 6 has been equally stylized with 

the festival of the Epiphany. This day included not only the nativity, 

but the appearance of the star, Christ1 s baptism, and the marriage feast 

at Cana as well. Later, the date of the nativity was changed from Janu

ary 6 to December 25 as a result of Western influence. In his section on 

the day of Christ's birth Finegan concludes by saying: 

In the West the birthday of Christ was Dec. 25. From Chrysostom we 
learn that, altho.ugh this date had been introduced to Antioch only ten 
years before he spoke, say about A.D. 375, it had long been known in 
the West. As the Western usage gradually spread to most places, Jan. 
6 was retained as the celebration of the three 'manifestations' in the 
coming of the Magi, the baptism, and the sign of Cana. Although the 
exact dates of Jan 6 and Dec 25 may have been fixed because of the re
latjnnsh5ps to the festival of Kore and the win.ter solstice r'?<::pPrt":h,,=--
1:,- • • • , the sele:.eticu cf .:::pc.ciflc C·atE:.; at this tln:;;:. of ~he y:::: .... n_
agrees with what we suppose was a relatively old tradition of a midwin
ter birth, therefore a date in December or January is not in itself 
unlikely.2 

Conclusion 

It has been found that a date of winter, 5/4 B.C. (perhaps late 

December, 5 B.C.) best satisfies. th.e numerous historical and biblical evi

dences for the date of the nativity. There is not enough._ sound data, how

ever, to pinpoint the exact day; December 25 is not inconsistent with this 

data, but there can be no certainty about th.is. traditional date. 

1Jackson> "Christmas, 11 p. 393 •. 

2Finegan, Handbook, pp. 258-59. 
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Introduction 

APPENDIX B 

A STUDY OF TI1E OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT 

WORDS FOR "STAR 11 

An understanding of the biblical usage of the word 11star" will pro

vide a clue as to the identification of the star of Bethlehem in f!atthew 2. 

The background and usage of the liebrew and Greek words for 11star 11 will be 

discussed in this chapter to show the broad way in which the Bible uses 

these words. 

Definition· 

Dictionary meaning.-Th.e meaning of this word, quite simply, is 

"star. 111 Koehler and Baumgartner also _agree with this. 2 

Etymology.-Tne meaning 11star 11 is common to the cognate languages, 

Koehler and Baumgartner say that this word developed from ka~kab end kab

kab (forms supposed, but not to be found in texts). 3 In Modern Rebrew, 

:J,?i~ still means "star." Tn.is word has two forms in Aramaic, and the femi-

lprancis RroWn; s. R. Driver; and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and English. Lexicon of the Old Testament (Oxford: The Clarendon l;'ress, 1907), 
p. 456. 

2Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, eds., Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libras (2 vols.; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1951), I., 426. 

3rbid. 
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n!ne form is used ·~_Pf':'.±~ically of the planet Venus according to Brown, Dri-
' .. · 

ver, and Br_iggs~.1. _~,jh.e Arabic word is used of s1:ngle stars, and the Ugari

tic, Syriac, and Akk.adian words are similarly used. 2 

The meanJ.?g of the root wotd JJ:) is "not wholly clear. 113 The word 

suggests roundness, and Brown, Driver, and Briggs conclude from a study of 

cognate words 11hence perh. star, as round, or as collected in bands, clus-

ters, constellations ,,4 

Th.~ word :i:>1:> has no derivatives. • 
Translations.--The LXX uses only two Greek words to translate :i:>i~. , 

The first word,!ta't,'jp, is used about eighteen times to translate:i:>in , 
• 

while the second word, licr'tpOv , is used about nineteen times.5 Both words 

basically mean "star, 11 and will be. discussed in more detail later. 

The Authorized Version translates ::i:;>i!> as 11star 11 thirty-six times. 6 

Usage 

. 
The thirty-seven usages of :J~,!) in the Old Testament will be di-

vided into four categories in this study. 

11Stars of the. heavens. 11-This phrase (0,1Jll7il 
• -T -

":J:>i!J) is used ten .. : 
times in the Old Testament. In Genesis 22:17 and 26:4 it is used as a si-

lBrown, Driver, and Briggs, -Lexicon, p. 456. 

2Koehler and Baumgartner, Lexicon, p. 426. 

3Brown, Driver, and Briggs, Lexicon, p. 456. 4Ibid. 

5Edwin H~tch and Henry A. Redpath, A Concordance to the Septuagint 
(2 vols. ; Oxford: Clarendon fress., 1897) , II, 17 3. 

ed. 

6Robert 
(New York: 

Young, Analytical Concordance. to the Bible, 
American Book Exchange, 1881), p. 932. 

22nd. American 
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mile to denote abundant prosperity. 1 God tells Abraham and Isaac that their 

descendents will be multiplied. as the stars of the heavens.. It is used in 

the same way in Exodus 32: 13 b7 Moses in an appeal to God. In Deuterono-

my 1:10; 10:22; 28:62 it is u·sed again as a simile. of abundant prosperity 

with reference to Israel. The three· previous passages gave the promis~, 

and these three passages say that God has fulfilled the prom.i.se; Israel is 

11as the stars of heaven for multitude. 11 Again in 1 Chronicles 27:23 and 

Nehemiah 9:23 this phrase is used of the number· of the Israelites in ful

fillment of God's promise. This phrase. is used differently in Isaiah 

13:10, where the stars of heaven are in a parallel relationship to the 

11
constellations 11 and to the sun and moon. The first portion of this verse 

reads "For the stars of heaven and their constellations .. , 11 ("J:>i::i-.,::> .. : . 
DQ"?."9?~ D???1i]). The word 7"93/ is translated 11constellations, 11 

thcugll. li.. llt.:~:ra.ily .m=ns Urion.. It may well be translated r•r:heir Orions'' 

{e.g., Orion and other constellations of the same brilliancy).2 Finally, 

this phrase is used figuratively of the large number of merchants of Nine

·veh in Nahum 3:16, 

11Stars" in general.-Tiri.s is the largest category (twenty-one out 

of twenty-seven occuinces), consi.sting of all the. uses of the masculine 

plural noun form of :i~i::> (0"1.;>i~[l). 11Stars" in Genesfa 1:16 refers to 

all the celestial objects other than the sun and the moon which were made 

on th€. fourth day of creation. In Genesis 15:5 11stars 11 is used to eropha-

lE~ .W. Bullinger, Figures of Speech Used in the Bible (London: 
Messe.rs. Eyre and Spottiswoods, 1898), p. 758 calls this phrase a paroemia 
(a wayside-saying in common use). Re says it was prohably already in use 
as a proverbial expression. 

2Brown, Driver, and Briggs, Lexicon, p. 493. 
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si'.ze a large number in God's promise to Abraham concern~ng his posterity. 

In relat0g his dream, Joseph. says. 11
• ~ • behold, the sun and the moon and 

eleven stars were boID?g down. to me" (Gen. 37:9). Here he equates his ele

ven brothers with eleven stars and calls Jacob and Rachel 11the sun and the 

moon. 11 In Deuteronomy 4: 19 the sun and the moon and the stars are consi

dered "all the host of heaven. n Moses in this passage exhorts Israel not 

to worship these celestial objects. The stars are used in an image of per

sonification in Judges 5:20, 1 represented as capable o-f fighting against 

Sisera from their courses in heaven. The next passage is Nehemi'ah 4:21 

(4: 15 in the Hebrew) where 11stars" is used in connection with Rl., "ap• ' . 
pear" (D<tJ:li;Jil nN.:I· 1Y, "until the stars appeared"), to denote the end . ... - .. ~ 

of the day. 11S tars II is used in synonomous parallelism to the sun in Job 

9:7 and to the moon in Psalm 8:3. In Job 22:12 the word is used to empha

ti.0:.t: tnc .lo:r:tiness of God in h.eave.n because of the great distance of the 

stars: " look also at the distant stars, how hi.gh they are! 11 The 

stars are said to be pure ( -1:l? ) ·in God's sight in Job 25:5, where they 
• 

are placed in parallelism with the. moon. The _psalmist says that the moon 

and stars rule by night in Psalm 136:9. According to Psalm 147:4, God 

counts all the stars and calls them by name. 11Stars" is used in connection 

with a figure of the brightness. of youth in parallel with the sun, the light, 

and the moon in Ecclesiastes 12:2. In Isaiah 47:13 the phrase translated 

"the stargazers 11 in the A,V. is better rendered by the N.A.s.v. "Those who 

prophesy- by the stars. 11 This has reference to the Babylonian astrologers. 

The stars., along with the moon, are said to gi.ve light by night while the 

lBulli?ger; Figures, p. 865. 
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Sun illuminates the daytime (cf. Gen. 1:16). In Ezekiel 32:.7; Joel 2:10; 

3:15 the stars are pictured as darkened,alopg with. th.e sun and the moon in 

Yahweh's judgment. 1 In Daniel 1 s vision of the rise of Antioch.us Epiphanes 

(and ultimately of the· Beast), "stars 11 is used in a very symbolic way (Dan. 

8: 10). The "little horn 11 magnifies. himself "to the host of heaven 11 and 

causes "some of the host and some. of the stars to fall to the earth." From 

a comparison of Daniel 8:10 and 8:24 it is evi.dent that these stars are the 

"holy people" (literally, "people of the saints"), that is, the people of 

Israe.1. 2 Daniel uses 11stars 11 in a non-symbolic sense in Daniel ·12:3 as a 

simile of the brightness of "those who lead the many to ri.ghteousness. 11 

In Obadiah 4 "stars 11 is used in a figure of haughty nations.3 In this pas-

sage their remoteness is emphasized. 

"Stars 11 in construct with other words.--The:re are four Old Testa

ment usages oi the plural word 0 stars" iI.1 a construct state wit:h words otn

~r than "h.eavens. 11 The first of these is found in Job 3:9, "stars of the 

twilight 11 (hHi1J 'J:Jiil). This phrase is u.sed as a sign of dawn. The next : • •• I 

·verse is Job 38:7, "morning stars 11 
( ,~:i: '~r~::> ). This figure is proso-p-

oeia or personification (cf. Judg. 5 :20). 4 The "morning stars 11 are personi

fied as singing together in thi.s verse. In Psalm 148:3, the phrase 11stars 

of light" ( 1iN; ':??i:D) is used in synonomous parallelism with heavens, 

heights, angels, hosts, sun nnd moon, and h.igl?,.est heavens. The last pas-

1Brown, Driver, and Briggs, Lexicon, p. 457, 

2see C. F. Kell, Biblical Commentary of the Book. of Daniel, trans. 
by M. G. Easton (Edingurgh: T, & T. Clark, 1877), l?P· 296-97. 

3nrown, Driver, and Briggs; Lexicon, p, 457. 

4Bullinger, Figures, p. 865. 
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"2fi!>). Here the k1:ng ,of Baby-

lon (or Satan) in a supercilious act wills to raise his. throne above the 

stars of God. 

11Star 11 in the singular.-lhe:re are only two Old Testament usages of 

:i;>i::> in the singular. Th.e· significant Numbers 24:17 passage uses the.. word 

in a metaphor of a future ruler in Israel who will destroy all the enemies 

of Israel, and is a Messianic prediction (cf. Gen~ 49:10; Ps. 110; Matt . 

2:2). • 11Num 24.:17 is Mes.sianically interpreted in the Sept1J:8-gint (av-&pw-

nos: for tl:l!V , 'sceptre'!), the Tar gum (Jon and Onk), the Testament of Ju

dah 24, Qumran literature, and patristic literature. 111 Tite second passage 

is Amos 5:26: cnt-te'J:i ~-.. ' 
: DJ7 Dn"

0

lli'Y 7WM. The N.A.S.V. translates this: "You also carried along •,•Y •• •-. ,•-, 

Sikkuth your king and K.iyyun, your images, the star of your Gods which you 

made for yourse.lves. 11 Kittel says th.e probable reading for n:i:J9 C1Sikkuth 11
) 

is n:i::ig (1'Sakkuth") .2 Salek.nth may be related to Saturn,3 but this phrase 

could also be translated "booth (or shrine) of (your king) (or Moloch). 11 

·The word 1:J•'P {Kiyyun) is related to an Assyrian cognate which means the 

planet Saturn, 4 but Kittel says it should be read 1 ~ "P. (Keyan). 5 Since 

Saturn may be in mind in this. pass.age, the translation "your star gods" may 

•· 
!Robert Horton Gundry, The Use of the Old Testament in St. Matthew 1 s 

Gospel (Lei.den: E. J, Brill, 1967)-, pp. 128-29. 

2Rudolf Kittel, ed., Bib.lia R~braica, 1966 ed. (Stu_tgart: Wurttem
bergische Bihelanstalt, 1937), p. 923. 

3N.A.s.v., margin. 

4Brown, Driver, and Briggs, Lexicon, pp. 475-76. 

5K.i.ttel, Biblia, p. 923. 
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C:~nceivably be better than "the. star of your gods" (but cf. Acts 7:43). 1 

Although J::,i~ is not used in Isaiah_ 14:12, the N.A.S.V. translates 
T 

it as though it were. There may be a·cryptic reference to Venus in the 

epithet of the king of Babylon in Isaiah 14:12: "Row you have fallen from 

heaven, O star of the morning, son of the. dawn!" ( 71z,D o;et~ "7PJ _;1;!$ 

,nW-1::i ). The ma.sculine noun 7?.,il really means "shining one, 11 and the -" "" 
N.A.S.V. translation "star of th.e morning" is more of a deduction than a 

translation. 2 

Conclusion 

The word J~ i::> appears in a wide va"riety of contexts in the Old 

Teatament considering that it is used only thirty-seven times. It is usu

ally used as a poetic device or as a prosaic figure to express vastness of 

heavens, 11 found ten times, was probably a common proverbial expression used 

to emphasize great quantity. The word is always translated "star 11 in the 

Old Testament, regardless of the context. Fermer 1 s statement that 11Stars 

.- are nowh.ere in the Bible the subject of scientific curi.osity 11 is cor

rect. 3 The Old Testament usages of the word describe some of the qualities 

and characteristics of stars, but they do not examine the stars themselves 

from any 11scientific 11 standpoint. 

Th.e us.es of this word are. almost always in reference to the stars in 

1N.A.S.V., margin. 

2Brown, Driver, and Br.~ggs, Le.xicon, p. 237 agrees with the N.A.S.V. 

3M. T. Fermer, 11Stars," ·Toe New Bible Dictionary (1962), p. 1214. 
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aJphysical sense. Only in four passages is the word found to allude to 

something different from a celestial star. Joseph's dream in Genesis 37:9 

where his parents are the "sun and moon" and hiS brothers are "eleven stars" 

is one. A second passage is Daniel a::-10 Ylh.ere the word 11stars 11 refers evi

dently to the people of Israel who are crushed underfoot by the "little 

horn. 11 The other two passages are N1DUbers 24:17 and Amos 5:26. It is sig

nificant that only in these two passages does "star 11 appear in the s1?gular, 

denoting ':" specific object. In the first case, the object is the coming 

ruler of Israel and in the second, .it is the illlage of two of Israel's false 

gods. While names of specific stars are mentioned in the Old Testament, 

the word "star 11 never appears wi.th. them. The word always refers to the 

host of stars except in the four passages cited above. Variations of the 

phrase 11sun, :moon, and stars" are common, and D"?~i:>D is apparently a 

~.-::.:ccl1.rmc.c~s :::Jtr--gcr-y Wich includf"...s ~o':" only utar=·• but als:1 th~ pl~'Wt:· 

(and possible comets and meteors). Fermer has a good summary statement: 

Th.ey [stars] are seen poetically as a majestic manifestation of God's 
1 otherness' in relation to man. lie alone makes, controls, numbers them. 
}Ian's arrogant pride sometimes endeavors to us~rp this authority ... 
A constant temptation was to worship stellar deities; but the stars are 
insignificant compared with Yahweh Himself (Dt. iv. 19; Je. vii. 18; 
Am. v. 26; Acts vii. 43). He is at the zenith of the. heavens (Jb. xxii. 
12) .1 

Thus it may be seen that :i~i!l is use.d in a less restricted and more poetic 

sense than today's word. 

The Word &.oL'llp 

DefinHion . , 
Classical literature.-Lidell and Scott indicate that while aO'tl'lP 

lFermer, 11Stars," p. 1214. 
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basically meant 11star" in classical usaget it could also mean "shooting 

1 ' " , star" or 11meteor" or even 11flame, light, fire. 11 The phrase aa,:qp 1tE"tpL-

vo~ meant 11meteoric stone. u •This word was also used in a var_i.ety of non

celestial ways: as a metaphor of illustrious persons, to denote a "star 

fish.," as the name. of a bird (perhaps a goldfinch), as an architectural 

ornament, as a birthmark in the form of a star, and in palmistry {a mark 

on the hand) .2 

' , -Koi;ne period .-Moulton and Milligan say that the use of_ CtO"'t'T)p in 

the papyri is primarily found in those papyri which deal with astrological 

or astronomical subjects. A list of payments on account of the temple at 

Delphi has 11the pattern of the wooden star. 113 The word is also used in 

connection with the Egyptian sun-god Amon Ra. 

' , 
·septuagint usage.--The word IXO"'rT]p is used to translate J~1:> ( 11star") 

in the Sept:uagint abvut. eighte.cu time.<>. It is also 1.iSed .:m three. vi..iicr c,,:;-

casions to translate N?~ ( 11host") or D??2!~ N~~ ( 11the host of heaven").4 

Incidentally, the word lfc1'tp0\J ("star 11
) is used nineteen times to trans-

. 
·late :l?l:) in the Septuagint. 

' , New Testement meaning.--Arndt and Gingrich define ao~~p simply as 

lHenry George Lirld~] l and Robert Scott (comps.), A Greek-English 
Lexicon, revised 2nd augmented by Henry Stuart ·Jones (9th. ed.; 1968 re
print; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940), p. 261. 

2rhid. 

3James Hope 
Testament (London: 

Moulton 
Hodder 

and 
arid 

George Milligan, The Vocabulary 
Stoughton, 1930), Pf• 86-87, 

4Hatch and R~dpath, Concordance~ p. 173. 

of the Greek 
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"star, single star. 111 

tion, single star. 112 

" The same work defines O:O'tpov_ as 11star, constella-

Usage 

' , The twenty-four usages of ao'tl}p in the New Testament will be di-

vided into two categories in this study. 

Non-apocalyptic usage.--There are only two non-apocalyptic passages 

in the New Testament in which ' , aO'tTJP is used. In Matthew 2 it is used 

for t '-es· Matthew 2·2 7 9 10 It has been shown above3 that 't 's u ........... ,,,. 
..L..L 

used in a symbolic and not a literal way in this passage. The second pas-

' . , sage is 1 Corinthians 15:41, where O:O't"TJP is used three times in the same 

verse: 11There is one glory of the sun, and another ·glory of the moon, and 

another glory of the stars; for star differs from star in glory." In this 

vers.:, Paul ~h·aws .1 parallel tet;;-;cen the sun an<l t"le -moor, and the st.J.L~. 

While the Hebrew word is not used of individual stars in the Old Testament, 

· lta-r1lp is frequently so used, as may be seen in this passage. 

Apocalyptic usage.--Apart from Matthew 24:29, Mark 13:25, and Jude 

13, all the apocalyptic usages of &a-rfjp are· found in the Revelation. 

Matthew 24:·29 and Mark 13:25 both refer to th.e darkening of the sun, moon, 

and stars at the end of the tribulation (cf~ Isa. 34:4; Ezek. 32:7; Joel 

2: 10; 3:15). ' , The phrase "wandering stars" (a.a·u:pE;: 1tAavT]-raL ) is used 

in Jude 13 of heretical teachers. - It is possible that the reali.ty behind 

!William F. Arndt and Wilbur F. Gingrich, A Greek-English. Lexicon 
of the New Testament (_Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957), 
p •. 117. 

2Ihid. · 

3 supra, pp. 29-91. 
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t-liis metaphor may be comets. 1 

. , . 
Five usages of aa'ti)p in the Revelation relate to the 'seven stars 11 

(Rev. 1:16, 20, 2:1; 3:1). The seven stars are defined in Revelation 1:20 

to be 11the a_ngels of the sev.en clu.irches. 11 Christ is pictured in these 

verses as holding the seven stars in His 1:1-ght hand.2 In Revelation 6:13 

when the sixth seal has been.opened, the sun becomes black and the moon be

comes like blood (like a solar and lunar eclipse at the same time~) and 

the stars of the sky fall to the earth. This may be descriptive of a cata

clysmic meteor shower, but it cannot refer to the actual stars or planets 

themselvE".s. There is no problem here, since 
. , 

aO'tT)p could easily be used 

of a meteor of similar astral object. In Revelation 8:10, 11 there is a 

description of the falling of the star called Wormwood into the rivers, 

thus contaminating one-third of the earth's water. Forster thinks this 

.stai: 1:ep;.:esents a livi.ng being, perhaps a fallen ang,t2:l, but from the des

cription in Revelation 8:10, 11 Wormwood is probably some kind of meteor. 3 

However, the star in Revelation 9:1 is clearly a person who is given the 

·key of the bottomless pit, evidently Satan.4 This verse reads, 11 . and 

!Ibid. 

2 ' , ., Werner Forster, 11 <IO't:T}P, acr'tpov , 11 Theological Dictionary of the 
New Testar.ient, I, ed • ...hy Gerard Ki.ttel and trans. by Geoffrey W:. Bromiley 
(7 vols..; Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1967), 504, 
says Concerning the seven stars that "The seven stars of Rev. 1:16, 20; 2:1; 
3: 1 are either to be identified with the. 7 planets which astrological be
lief supposed to be the shapers of des.tiny, or with the. Great or Little 
Bea.r as the ruler of the world. 

3rbid. 

4John F. Walvoord, The Revelation of Jesus Christ (Chi.Cago: Moody 
:rress, 1966)-, p. 158. 
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11 cxal. E.L&ov 

) , There is . , 
rio article of previous reference before the ttO''tEpa, and thus it may be 

seen that John is not referri_rig back to Revelation 8: 10, 11. As part of 

the fourth trumpet judgment in Revelation 8:12 a third of the stars are 

smitten and darkened, as in a great supernatural eclipse. In Revelation 

12:4 a dragon (Satan) uses. his tail to sweep away 11a third of the stars of 

heaven, 11 casting them to the earth. Those stars probably refer to angelic 

beings (cf. Rev. 9: 10; Job 38: 7). 111f that is the reference here, then the 

event described is the revolt of Satan in which he took with him in rebel

lion a third of the angels (cf. Jude 6; 2 Peter 2:4)." 1 Revelation 12:1 

describes a woman (Isarel) with a crown of twelve stars on her head. These 

twelve stars evidently refer to the twelve tribes of Israel (cf. Gen. 37:9-

10), a.,.;.,:i nut Lv tlu::. i.w ..... lvt.. si..gus 0£ the zo<liac as some. ha-ve. saitl, 2 Vii twG 

occasions Christ is called the morning star. The first is in the message 

to the church in Thyatira (Rev. 2: 28), and the second is j_n the epilogue to 

-the book (Rev. 22:16). In the first reference, Christ is called "the mor

ning star" ( i:Ov O:an:pa 'tOV 1tpw'Lv6v ) , and in the second passage He 

calls Himself "the bright morning star 11 
( CJ 0:oi;T}p O A.aµnpOs b 1tpwtv6i;;). 

Both passages liken CQ.rist to Venus. 

" The othe.r Greek word for star, aai:pov , is found in four passages, 

• 

Luke 21.:25; Acts 7:43; 27:20; and Rebre.ws. 11:12. I.ts N~ Testament usage, 

unlike that of &a-c,ip , is. very_ similar to the Old Testament usage of :l?1!>. 

!Charles Caldwell Ryrie, Revelation, (Chicago: Moody Press, 1968), 
p. 78. 

2Fors ter, 11 &ai:,ip , 11 I, 504. 
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One other passage is of interest here, 2 Peter 1:19, where the word 

cpwacp6pa~ ( 11morning star' 1
) is used. The word means "bearing or giving 

light 11 but as a substantive it may mean "the morning star" (Venus) • 1 

Conclusion . , 
Ao-rnp may be used in many ways and is not a technical word at all. 

In the Greek New Testament it is used of (literal) stars, meteors, angels, 

Cltrist {Venus), Satan, the tribes of Israel, and demons. This does not in

clude its use in Matthew 2 which has been discussed in the second chapter. 

. ' , 
Both ::i::n::i and aa-rnp may serve as signs, portents, ~d wonders revealing 

T 

God's will. . , " 
One distinction be.tween a;crt,ip and acr'tpov is that the former al-

most always denotes a single "star," whereas the latter can also be used 

for a "constellation. 11 The word " (.((n;po\l is a better analogu<! of the Old 

Testament word JJi!I. 'Acr1djp is used in a more flexible and symbolic way 
T 

than either of these words. It is signifLcant, for instance, that ' , aa'tTlP 

" appears fourteen times in the Apocalypse, while aa-rpov does not appear 

there at all. 

!Arndt and Gingrich, Lexicon, p. 880. 
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PLATES 

The following plates illustrate some of the conflicting views as to 

the identity of the star of Bethlehem. These relate particularly to the 

material~in Chapter II of this thesis. 



Dillard Collection, Weatherspoon Art Gallery, 
_University o/ North Carolina at Greensboro 

"Night Riden" by Grace Grogan. The iourney of the Mogi hos been o favor
ite Iheme with a,tists over the con!uries. Whih, tradition holds that there were 
three Wise Men, the Scripture_s do not indicol., their number <ind early po!nth•gs 

often show <1 do:r.en or mor<1, 

Th.;. "Journey of the Ma.gi," painted by 
sho,.;s the Star clos2 t., the ground. 
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Sasett"a in the l,5th Century, 
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Fig. 483 - Tm;: METEO~ STORM oP 9 OCTOBER 1933. All the·metcors appear to divl:'l:ge from the same point 
the so-called 'radiant'. 
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The comet lkeyo-Seki as 

It appeared tn rhe full of 

1965. A,- it 9rou,d the 

Sun if dc1reloped <1 foil 

S11etchlng seventy miHlon 

miles into space, moking 

It ono of the most speclac

ul<1r ost,onomic~l si!lhts 

of tho century. · 

--~-----=~--Hud of Halley'~ Comet, May 8, 1910. 
60-inch ll?lncop.!' of Mt. Wilso,. and P.:,!omar 
Obwrutories. 

... . . 
·,.,,.~ 

' i 

l 
1 

-···, .. 

Comut Halley In 1066. From S. Do tubhtn!frld, Thaolrum Come1h:um. 1668. The comet's opporllion In 

1066 caused widespread alarm because of itS brightness and rapid motion ralat!va to the s1a111. It ls 

hsre shown in Gemini, the Twins, just char ll baoomo en evening object. The bright stars an tho lower 

!of! ore Cos tor and Po!lux. 
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Richard S. Knapp 

Retrograde motion is an aptieal Illusion whi,::h se.,ms to interrupt the steody 
west to eost motion of o planet. Tha numbered positions ore based on inter• 
V<>ls of obaut two weeks. Note 1h01 between posilion~ five ond nine the eorth 
actUally overtakes ond posses the slower p!onel, making it seem ID reverse 
directions in thu sky. 

•• 
•• 

• 

-

•• 

• 
• • 

• • 

• 
• 
• 

- I 
• 

• 
The scenu of the ploneto,y nctivity of 7 8. C. was the constellotion of Pisces, 

tha fishes. Thu positions of Jupiter and Soturn ore superim}>osod on on old 
star mop os they were seen ot the second conjunction, on October 5. In the 

other twO conjunctions the position ond orrongoment of the plonets wos very 
similar, howevur. 

-· 

•• 
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•• 

In Iota Fubruory of 6 B. C. Mars stood betv,uen Jupitur ond Saturn ond the three 
planets formedo lrion,;!e in Pisct,,s. If hos been suggested 1h01 such on ortonge
ment wos seen by the Mogl but this seems unlikuly, due to the foci that the 
planets were setting on the weSl<>rn horizon vory early In tho ov.,n;ng and the 
11ky was probably loo bright to reveal thorn. 
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Two of 1hr '"!-:)-:t',11·1! ,·,p];ma1ions <UT illusirai,·,l I,~ l~q,!t·,·, ih-;,wing pnhli,lw,l i11 llillli. p;nth rq>r11(lmnl h,·n·. Th,· 
,,,-,,n]iu.,1 .. Ji,w, ;in fi,t· ilq~1t·t·., ;11•.in. llis ""ll ,·,1p1i,,n n•;1tl~: ··TJlt' ••11t·n ,·inks,. ;,111] ·r, ,h,,w 1l1t· 11!;111·, o! ~;,111111 aml 
Jnpil1-r. lTS]'l"ltin·I~. wlu·n 111.-y Wt"l"t' in 1011ju11,1ion nn llrH·mht·r 17, Hill:!; s, ,. ,md •i imlitaW 1hr pu,iti,ms nl S;,111111. 

Jupih·r. ;u1d .\J;1n ml Onohn IO. lliOI. 1!n· ,l,i1t• 1ha1 th,· Ill"" ~,,ff l:\I ,,·;1, lin1 ~l•t·u ;,J P1·;1~u1-:· 

@JUNE I 

SEPT. 27 

The apparent path of Jupiter in 7 B. C. in triple conjunction 
id th SatU1'11. 

• ·--.... 

/" . \ 
\ . 
\/ • 
/ Pisces • ....--;"•-•• 

• __,- I I """' I ,,,,,,,--·---· -· 
• ✓-~• Jupiter ., --=.,. __ _ 
l ·=' -----
y• Salum 

· The posltlo,u of Jupllarond Saturn In Pisces during 

Iha ft'lple conJunct/0<1 of 7 B.C. (I J May 29 (:1) Oc
tober 3 (3) Dacambw 4. 
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The Crab nebulo In Taurus, rem non I of the supernayo of 1054 A.D. Photographed ln rod IJghl wlfh the 
200-lnch Hole Telescope. 
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e 

~---:~• .. 
Thr ]i,,111 , m-..T nl :",;,n·;1 L1n•n;11·, 

l!l:!6. ;7hi,l1 w;," ,1! m;1~11i1_11<lt· :!.I 
;11 m,1'-imum hl"i~h1111·~~-

lklmt· 1h,· ,w,· RR l'i11ori,.h,•,;u111· a no,., i11 l'l'.!:,. i1 ""' n! :ipp.u,·111 •~i;•g-11i-
1ml1· l'.!.I. ;1 l:iint ,1.,r iu Jiu· fit·l,l ;,J 1/w ]di .. \1 ma,illlum hri~hi11t·,,_11 \\;h 
m;JJ,!"llitmlt• I.'.!. 1lmniua1i11g i,~ J>;1n ol tilt' ,k~. 11, ,n,·n·-.:1u,-,•1\ 1m:1g,· 1, M:1·11 
in""' , 1·111.-1· pi<IUJT, ;uul ;,I J]w i-ii;::lu it h:1., hrg:1111 tu latlt- b:uh II> nb,nnu~. 

l 

.. 

Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories 

king out t!,rough 1he stars of our own galaxy w" 5ee o supernovp toking 
te in another golo,cy mill<ons of light yeon cway. In these two photos, 
~ obouf six months uport, the 5for's hee small index mnrk) change in 
hlhess is ,;,adily app<>renf. 

Fig. 600 - T.HE NOVA OF 1572, whose appearance in Cassio
pcja mun have been i;omething like that shown above, 

C3!.lsi:-d widesptead alarm and despondency. 
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